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ABSTRACT 
 
L. MAREN WOOD:  Dangerous Liaisons: Narratives of Sexual Danger in the Anglo-
American North, 1770-1820. 
(Under the direction of John Wood Sweet) 
 
 
In this dissertation, I seek to understand why Anglo-Americans in the early Republic 
became preoccupied with stories about sex, especially narratives in which sex was perceived 
as dangerous.  Historians of sexuality have identified the late eighteenth century as an 
important moment in the transformation of sexual ideologies.  Sex became increasingly 
politicized and connected to ideas about nationhood and citizenship.  The regulation of sex 
was part of a larger transition in which populations were regulated, categorized, and 
controlled.  The Anglo-American North is a dynamic time and place to examine these larger 
trends – this was the time when white Americans were actively creating a national culture, 
one that included white people and excluded blacks and aboriginal peoples.  I show that, 
starting in the 1770s,  Anglo-Americans increasingly published stories in newspapers, 
magazines, and novels, in which people were punished for illicit sexual acts.  I argue that 
this increased attention was connected to ideas of Republican virtue.  Narratives of sexual 
danger reflected a belief that immorality would undermine the family, the basic unit of the 
Republic.  Men and women shared in the responsibility of preserving the Republic by 
controlling their passions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In his groundbreaking first volume of The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault 
hypothesized that “at the level of discourses and their domains … there was a steady 
proliferation of discourses concerned with sex – specific discourses, different from one 
another both by their form and their object:  a discursive ferment that gathered momentum 
from the eighteenth century onward.”1  Over the past thirty years, scholars have been 
inspired by Foucault’s theories and have concluded that, as Foucault suspected, sometime 
between 1750 and 1850, the way in which people regulated, spoke about, and represented 
sex, changed.  Throughout the eighteenth century, Europeans and white North Americans 
produced a proliferation of public discourses about sex, sexuality, and the human body.  
This multiplication of discourses attached ideas of sex to categories of citizenship, 
nationalism, and colonialism.  This new discourse served to delineate boundaries in the 
body politic, demarcating the metropolis from colony, middle class from working class, 
white from black, and men from women.  
There was also a fundamental shift during the eighteenth century in what people 
said about male and female sexual nature.  The trajectory scholars have traced goes like this: 
In the early modern period, women were depicted as lustful creatures with insatiable sexual 
appetites.  All women were lustful regardless of their race or class. A man established his 
                                                       
1 Michele Foucault, History of Sexuality in Volume I, tans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1990), 18. 
 
2 
worth to his community by governing over his household.  A white man demonstrated his 
masculinity by regulating his wife’s sexuality and preserving the chastity of his daughters. 
A patriarch had to protect women from falling victim to their own sexual appetites.  Ideally, 
the patriarch would rule with benevolence, but he was also allowed and expected to use 
corporeal punishment to discipline any dependant that refused to obey his commands.  
Patriarchs had a duty to provide and protect their families, and in return family members 
had a duty to obey the lawful demands of the head of the household.2   
By the nineteenth century, ideas about gender roles and male and female sexuality 
had shifted.  The ideal woman – white and middle class – lacked sexual desire.  An ideal 
woman would engage in sexual activity out of a sense of duty to her husband and 
motivated by her desire to become a mother.  With the advent of industrialization, men 
worked away from home, and thus women became the more influential parent, responsible 
for the upbringing of children.  Ideally, as the moral force in the household, mothers were to 
                                                       
2 G.J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture of Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996);  Sharon Block, Rape and Sexual Power in early 
America (Chapel Hill, University of Chapel Hill Press, 2006.);  Thomas Foster, Sex and the 
Eighteenth-century man:  Massachusetts and the History of Sexuality in America (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 2006);  Elizabeth Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England: Honor Sex and Marriage 
(New York: Longman, 1995);  Richard Godbeer, Sexual Revolution in Early America 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), especially chapters 1 and 3;  Thomas 
Lacquer, Making Sex: The Body and Gender from Greeks to Freud (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1990);  Clare Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble (Chapel Hill, University of 
Chapel Hill Press, 2006), especially chapter 3;  Alexandra Shepard, Meanings of Manhood in 
Early Modern England (Oxford, University of Oxford Press, 2003);  Shepard, “From Anxious 
Patriarchs to Refined Gentleman?  Manhood in Britain c. 1500-1700,” Journal of British Studies 
Vol. 44 (April 2005): 281-295;  Robert Shoemaker, Gender in English Society, 1650-1750 (New 
York: Longman, 1998). 
  
3 
raise children into productive citizens.  Wives were also to help their husbands become 
more virtuous, not by nagging, but through prayer, patience, and love.3  
In this new bourgeoisie gender ideology, all men were deemed lustful and a sign of a 
refined man was his ability to keep his sexual desires in check (at least around virtuous 
middle-class women).  Men of honor would learn to control their sexual desires and 
through their discipline, female chastity would be preserved.  Men needed to marry so they 
could channel their sexual desires into productive, legitimate, marital heterosexual sex.  An 
ideal husband would not stray from his marital vows, but if he did, a loving wife would 
forgive his indiscretions because men were naturally lustful.  Furthermore, because men 
were passionate, women were at risk of being defiled.  A patriarch had to protect the 
women in his household from the sexual advances of other men.  A husband and father 
needed to provide a home where his family could remain sheltered and secluded from the 
dangers of the world.  
Nineteenth-century white colonists reinforced their moral and cultural superiority 
by representing indigenous peoples as sexually available and erotic, yet also 
contaminating.4  Within public discussions about sex and sexuality, poor white and non-
white men and women were depicted as naturally wantonness.  Women of color and 
working-class white women were considered lustful and therefore potential sexual objects 
for all white men.  Working-class men were dangerous to the chastity of middle-class 
                                                       
3 Linda Kerber, Women of the Republic (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1980); Jan Lewis, “The 
Republican Wife: Virtue and Seduction in the Early Republic,” William and Mary Quarterly 
Vol. 44 No. 4. (October 1987): 689-721. 
 
4 The work on sex and the Empire is expansive.  The scholarship of Ann Stoller has 
particularly informed my research.  See Stoler Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and 
the Intimate in Colonial Rule (Berkley, University of California Press, 2002); Stoller, ed., 
Haunted By Empire:  Geographies of Intimacy in North American History (Durham, Duke UP, 
2006), and Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire (Durham, Duke University Press, 1995). 
4 
women because they had not learned the refinement of a gentleman.  Men of color were 
even more dangerous to the purity of white womanhood and harsh laws were passed to 
punish men of color who dared cross the color line. Despite the “natural” licentiousness of 
poor whites and people of color, many middle-class moral reformers believed that these 
people could be reformed through education and religion, two of the pillars of civilization.5   
These were merely ideal cultural narratives promoted by the hegemonic group(s) 
within Europe and America to reinforce their exclusive claim to economic and political 
power, and historians have shown that sexuality in the early modern and Victorian period 
was much more complex than the cultural scripts indicate.  Nevertheless, scholars agree that 
a transformation in sexual ideologies took place during the late eighteenth century.  At some 
point, the ideal woman had become white-middle-class and passionless, and all men were 
deemed to be lustful creatures ready to tempt an unsuspecting female into an illicit 
connection.  
I first began this project because I wanted to investigate how male and female 
sexualities were represented in this moment of transition.6  We know that a shift occurred, 
                                                       
5 Nancy F. Cott, "Divorce and the Changing Status of Women in Eighteenth-Century 
Massachusetts," William and Mary College Quarterly Historical Magazine 33, no. 4 (1976): 586-
614;  Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood ( New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997);  Patricia 
Cohen, The Murder of Helen Jewitt (New York: Vintage Books, 1999);  Leonore Davidoff and 
Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991);  Laura 
Edwards, Gender Strife & Confusion (Champagne: University of Illinois Press, 1997);  Timothy 
J. Gilfoyle, City of Eros : New York City, Prostitution, and the Commercialization of Sex, 1820-1920 
(New York: Norton, 1992);  Martha Hodes, White Women, Black Men:  Illicit Sex in the 19th 
Century South (New Haven: Yale University Press,);  Helen Horowitz, ReReading Sex: Battles 
Over Sexual Knowledge and Suppression in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Knopf, 
2002); Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in Antebellum America (Chapel hill: 
UNC Press, 1987); Carol Smith-Rosenburg, Disorderly Conduct (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1986);  John Tosh, A Man’s Place (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999);  Judith 
Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delights (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). 
 
6 Theorists of sexuality debate if it is appropriate to use the term sexuality when discussing 
the sexual cultures of the early modern world because “sexuality” is a modern construct. I 
5 
but how did Anglo-Americans in the eighteenth century, in this moment of transition, 
construct male and female sexuality?   
European and historians of modern America have expanded our understanding of 
the history of sexuality by examining how sex was represented in popular print and visual 
culture.  By this method, they have mapped wide cultural trends that informed the way 
individual people spoke about sexual behavior and desire.  In studies of sex in early 
America, scholars have tended to privilege unprinted manuscript sources over published 
texts.  While this approach has produced provocative studies on sex in America, we can 
expand our understanding by closely examining published texts.  Recently, Sharon Block, 
Thomas Foster, and Clare Lyons have included representation of sex in early American 
popular print culture in their studies of sex in early America, although these scholars still 
privilege manuscript sources and legal records.  Using popular printed texts, these scholars 
have begun to map macro-cultural trends that transcended individual communities.  
Inspired by this approach to the study of the history of sexuality, I decided to examine the 
representation of male and female sexual desire in the print culture of early America from 
1750 -1820.   
Early America is a dynamic locale and era to examine the transformation of sexual 
ideologies.  This era of transition from early modern to bourgeois sensibilities occurred at 
the same times Americans began to carve out a new national culture.  Historians have 
identified that one of the markers of this new bourgeois sexual ideology was an association 
                                                                                                                                                                         
have chosen to use “sexuality” in this study despite its cultural/historical trappings because 
it reflects my own bias.  Indeed, I am examining representations of sex to understand how 
Anglo-Americans judged themselves and other people based on their sexual behavior.  I 
only use this word, however, when it is analytically useful.  Generally, I try to discuss 
Anglo-American attitudes using the terms sexual desire, lusts, appetites, and passions, 
which were words used by Anglo-American authors.  
   
6 
between sex, citizenship, and nationalism.  Thus, one of the questions I asked when I began 
my research was – what role did public discussions of sexuality play in defining a new 
American culture?   
In reading novels, periodicals, and newspapers, I made three important discoveries 
that helped focus my analysis.  First, I quickly discovered that by choosing to concentrate on 
print culture, this needed to be a dissertation focused on the American north, the center of 
printing and publishing in America throughout this period.  Second, when Anglo-
Americans thought about sex they may have thought about pleasure, but when they wrote 
about sex they spoke of dangers.  Third, although Anglo-Americans had long regulated sex 
through religious and judicial measures, there was a dramatic increase in public discussions 
about sex after the Revolution.  In part, this increase in the number of printed texts reflected 
the growth of a domestic print culture that occurred after the Revolution.  Scholars have 
argued that one way early Americans began to carve out a national culture after the 
Revolution was through an expanding print culture.  For the purposes of this dissertation, 
what is noteworthy is that when Anglo-Americans turned to print to help create a national 
culture, one of the topics they discussed was sex.  Thus, the three questions that informed 
my research were: Why sex?  Why danger? And, in what ways did Anglo-Americans in the 
early Republic represent male and female sexuality similar to, yet different from, the 
constructions of sexuality of the early modern and Victorian eras?  
From these printed texts, I identified the most popular themes of sexual danger, 
which became the five chapters of this dissertation:  seduction, rape, adultery, incest, and 
venereal disease.  In each chapter, I analyze narratives from a wide variety of sources 
including works of fiction, newspaper articles, medical texts, and published criminal trial 
transcripts, to map related and competing discourses in the American north about the 
7 
nature of male and female sexual desire.  I include domestic publications alongside texts 
imported from Britain.  Many of these imported texts were popular in America before and 
after the Revolution and including these texts allowed me to situate American attitudes 
within a wider Anglo-Atlantic culture.  Moreover, because early Americans did not create a 
vibrant print culture until after the Revolution, these popular texts from England were the 
print culture of colonial America and including imported texts alongside domestic 
publications illuminates the continuities and changes in Anglo-American attitudes about 
sex.    
To better understand how representations in printed texts informed popular 
attitudes, I included manuscript sources primarily from Philadelphia archives.  I examine 
local documents, such as divorce papers, the minutes of the Philadelphia Magdalene 
Society, and the diaries of Lewis and Clark, to identify if and how these people’s writings 
reflected the sentiments expressed in the print culture.  I show that Anglo-Americans 
expressed attitudes in manuscript sources that mirrored the assumptions in published 
narratives, which reinforces the argument made by cultural historians that printed texts 
reflect and inform how individual people understand matters of sexuality.  I do not argue 
that Philadelphia was representative of a larger sexual culture, and where appropriate I 
have included examples from other cities.  Rather, as the center of publishing and printing, 
the economic and cultural center of the British colonies, and as the first capital of the new 
American nation, Philadelphia was at the center of American society and culture and 
Philadelphians were in a unique position to influence a national culture.  
I mine these printed text and unpublished manuscript sources for shared cultural 
attitudes about male and female sexuality.  All of these sources, I argue, reflect public 
discussions about sexuality.  Each author -- from depositions in court cases to short stories 
8 
in periodicals – participated in a cultural discussion about what constituted legitimate sex 
and what types of sexual activates were disruptive.  The creator of each narrative worked 
with limited cultural scripts in an effort to influence his or her audience.7  Each author, 
whether they were trying to sell a novel, sway a jury, salvage their public reputation, or 
raise money for a charitable organization, needed to tell a story that resonated with a wider 
audience if they were going to achieve their goal.  Thus, I treat all texts as culturally 
produced narratives that represents ideas and attitudes about male and female sexual 
nature.  The purpose of this dissertation is not to map what sex in the early Republic was 
“really like.”  Rather, I aim to map broad cultural scripts in which Anglo-Americans 
negotiated and interpreted their own and other people’s sexual lives.    
The narrative format allows me to examine what authors believed motivated men 
and women to engage in sex.  A lawyer defending a man accused of rape told a different 
story than the woman who was raped, but in these competing representations are 
embedded shared assumptions.  We are also able to see what authors chose to emphasize 
about their own or other people’s sexual histories. Who were the main actors in a story and 
who were supporting characters?  What did Anglo-Americans deem note worthy? From the 
resolution of short stories or novels, or from the judgments handed down by a judge, we can 
better understand why some types of sexual activities were deemed dangerous.  Who was at 
fault?  Who was punished, how, and why?  
My choice to focus on print culture in many ways restricted whose narratives were 
included in this dissertation.  An emphasis on printed culture in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century, with few exceptions, privileges the voices of white men (and 
occasionally white women).  These men (and women) were the dominant group in 
                                                       
7 Natalie Zemon Davis, Fiction in the Archives (Stanford University Press, 1990).    
9 
American society, and they limited participation in the public discussions to include their 
voices .8  Thus, by privileging popular print culture , I have been able to map the hegemonic 
group’s ideas about sexuality.  
I anticipated that Anglo-Americans would have used Indians and African Americans 
as foils in narratives of sexual danger to construct a coherent identity of whiteness, and thus 
this dissertation would include people of color albeit as a canvas on which Anglo-
Americans imposed their own desires and fears.  What I found, however, was a noticeable 
silence and absence of African Americans and Indians from public discussions of sex in the 
Anglo-American print culture.  With few representations of African Americans or Indians in 
this source base, this became a study about how Anglo-Americans used narratives of sexual 
danger to police the boundaries of the body politic and to educated the sexual desires and 
behavior of people within the hegemonic group. 
The absence of African Americans and Indians in these sources does not mean that 
narratives of sexual danger were not about race.  Only white women were considered to 
have virtue that could be stolen by a seducer; only white men had honor that could be 
damaged by infidelity;  only white women were legitimate victims of rape; and only white 
male bodies were at risk of becoming damaged or contaminated by venereal disease that 
originated in the bodies of African and Indian women.  Thus, at the heart of narratives of 
                                                       
8 Kenneth Lockridge has estimated that by the 1760s about eighty-five percent of men in 
New England and seventy percent of men in Pennsylvania could read.  He also estimated 
that forty-five percent of women could read in New England.  See Lockridge, Literacy in 
Colonial New England (New York: W.W. Norton, 1974), 13, 21, 38, 73-74.  Cathy Davidson, 
however, has cautioned scholars about the accuracy of literacy rates for the colonial period.  
For blacks and women, she argues, the types of sources used by historians to mark male 
literacy – signing a name – are not reliable tests for other demographics who were less likely 
to be asked to sign.  Moreover, women (and to a lesser extent African Americans) often 
learned to read but not write.  See Davidson, 55-70; 280 fn. 8.  Thus, although we can 
estimate that a larger number of whites in the American north could read, and that a small 
minority of blacks also learned to read, it is not possible to generate accurate numbers.  
10 
sexual danger was an assumption about the superiority of whiteness.  With the belief that 
only white women had virtue and white men had honor, these tales provided authors and 
readers an opportunity to discuss the effects of illicit sex to the Anglo-American population.  
  Through a close reading of imported and domestically produced texts, this study 
illustrates that when Anglo-Americans developed a vibrant print culture, they continued to 
import works from Britain and reprint stories from London papers.  Thus, one of the key 
questions I have grappled with in this dissertation is why representations of male and 
female sexual desire from the British press resonated with Anglo-Americans.  While Anglo-
Americans certainly shared deep cultural, economic, and political ties, the historian must 
not assume that Americans were passive recipients of British ideologies; the Revolution 
suggests a propensity among colonists for original thought.  
One possible reason Anglo-Americans became preoccupied with sex and sexual 
dangers at the turn of the nineteenth century was the influences of Republican ideology.  
Gender historians have argued that Anglo-Americans, along with their English 
counterparts, believed that the household was the foundation of the nation; a stable nation 
was built from orderly households governed by citizen-patriarchs.  In the United States, the 
heads of households – white men – would represent their families within the Republic.  
Moreover, at home a man learned how to govern over dependants with love and 
compassion, preparing him to govern and lead in the community and nation.9  The role of 
mothers was also modified during the late eighteenth century.  As mothers, women had an 
important duty to the nation to raise virtuous citizens. 10 
                                                       
9 Foster, Sex and the Eighteenth-century Man; Mark Kann, A Republic of Men (New York: NYU 
Press, 1998), Carol Pateman, The Sexual Contract (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1988), 
Lisa Wilson, Ye Heart of a Man (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999) 
 
11 
The late eighteenth century also witnessed the rise of affectionate marriages with a 
new emphasis on romantic love.  Historians argue that although husbands and wives loved 
each other in the past, what made romantic new was the expectation that this emotion 
would develop during courtship and was the foundation of a strong marriage; love was no 
longer a product of a happy union but a basic and necessary component of courtship and 
the foundation for a successful marriage.11   
Anglo-Americans used print culture to communicate to fellow citizens the 
importance of chaste wives and daughters, and the necessity of sexual self-control in men. 
They also spoke of romantic love, the importance of happy unions, and the sanctity of the 
household.  Republican virtue was in part defined by one’s ability to control his or her 
sexual desires.  Yet, narratives of sexual danger also spoke of a larger cultural anxiety –  that 
all men and women had natural sexual desires.  Within the sexual culture of the early 
Republic, both men and women were constructed as naturally passionate beings who 
needed to learn how to control their carnal appetites.  If men and women gave into their 
lusts and had sex outside of marriage, they would disrupt families and households, 
undermining communities and the body politic.  Narratives of sexual danger served to 
impress upon white men and women the necessity of virtue and the importance of 
controlling their passions.  
Moreover, these stories warned readers that romantic love brought with it 
complications.  In the sexual culture of the early Republic, a virtuous woman’s sexual desire 
                                                                                                                                                                         
10 Mary Beth Norton, Liberty’s Daughters (New York: Cornell University Press, 1996); Kerber, 
Women of the Republic; Lewis, “The Republican wife.” 
 
11 Jay Fliegelman, Prodigals and Pilgrims (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 
1982);  Nancy Cott, Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2002;),  Hendrick Hartog, Man and Wife in America (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2000).  
 
12 
was connected to the emotion of love.  If a maid believed she was in love with a young man, 
then her suitor could manipulate her into non-marital sex.  The connection of sex with love 
left women vulnerable to the predatory powers of the rake.  Even a married woman was not 
safe and a man might tempt her to cheat on her husband.  If a woman engaged in an 
adulterous affair, she might shift her affections away from her husband to her lover, thereby 
disrupting an otherwise happy marriage.  White women needed to be taught how to protect 
themselves from the seductive powers of men.  
If a woman was never taught the importance of self-restraint, or if her parents failed 
to instill in her a sensibility and modesty, she might become a coquette and seduce an 
unsuspecting young man into an unhappy marriage.  Coquettes toyed with men’s 
affections, engaged in non-marital sex, and seduced unsuspecting men into marriage.  Once 
married, the coquette would ruin her husband by squandering his money on fashion and 
parties, and engage in extra-marital affairs.  Men were warned to be careful of such fickle 
women.  
In their writings, Anglo-Americans also emphasized the need for male citizens to 
learn to control their own passions.  A man of honor never tempted women into illicit 
sexual affairs.  If a man strayed and seduced a maid, another man’s wife, or his own 
daughter or sister, his actions could shatter households.  Men needed to learn to govern 
their own passions, but they were also charged with protecting their wives and daughters 
from the sexual advances of other men, and helping female relatives control their own 
innate carnal appetites.  A father had to teach his daughter how to control her desires and a 
husband had to manage his wife’s sexuality.  A woman’s loss of virtue brought dishonored 
upon her family.  
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* 
In chapter one, I examine tales of seduction from early American periodicals and 
newspapers.  In these stories, young virgin maids were seduced by wealthy rakes into illicit 
affairs.  Authors of seduction narratives implied that a woman’s sexual desire was 
connected to her love of a man.  If a maid was in love and if she believed her love was 
requited, she might be persuaded by her suitor to submit to his sexual demands.  Once the 
couple had sex, the rake would leave the otherwise virtuous maid heartbroken and ruined.  
The maid might die immediately from shame, wait to give birth to a child before dying, or 
become a prostitute and then die.  Men were seldom punished for their illicit connection, 
but authors of seduction stories chastised rakes for failing to preserve female chastity and 
for ruining a young woman.  
In chapter two, I examine the representation of female sexuality in published rape 
trials.  Legally, rape was defined as a sexual act committed on the body of a woman by force 
and against her will.   Thus, by legal standards, force did not mean that the act was against a 
woman’s will.  If force did not signify rape, what other possible meanings could be ascribed 
to signs of sexual violence.  To answer this question, I examine representations of force and 
violence in popular narratives to contextualize descriptions of violence in rape trial 
transcripts.  By comparing representations of sexual violence from a number of different 
sources, I show that consensual sex in the eighteenth century was imagined as a sometimes 
violent act that could leave marks of violence on a woman’s body, thus making it nearly 
impossible to use force as a marker of non-consensual sex.  In the second half of chapter 
two, I turn to the second clause of the legal definition of rape “against her will.”  How did a 
community determine if a woman consented to sex?  Members of the community, serving as 
witnesses, discussed a woman’s sexual history to determine if it were possible that she 
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might have consented to the defendant.  If the woman was promiscuous, then it was 
possible that the woman would give into any white man’s sexual demands.  
In chapter three, I examine stories of adultery to understand how Anglo-Americans 
constructed male sexual honor. A man of honor would not disrupt his own household by 
having an affair, and he would certainly never shatter another man’s household by seducing 
a married woman.  In printed texts and in divorce petitions, cheating husbands were 
criticized for failing to control their sexual passions.  Moreover, the male adulterer found 
himself in all sorts of trouble:  he could be blackmailed, murdered, publicly ridiculed, or 
divorced by their wives.  I also examine how a wife’s infidelity effected a husband’s 
reputation.  The cuckold, long a feature of early modern comedy, had failed two tests of 
manliness: first, instead of choosing a virtuous wife, he had chosen a coquette.  Second, 
when a man publicly acknowledged that his wife had engaged in an illicit affair, he 
admitted that he had failed to govern over his household, that he was unable to manage his 
wife’s sexuality, and he was therefore an ineffectual patriarch.  
In chapter four, I turn to stories of incest and show that Anglo-Americans used 
accounts of incest to critique unbridled male sexual desire.  Men who seduced or raped their 
female kin were depicted as brutes and tyrants who could not control their passions; such 
men were uncivilized. Anglo-Americans were primarily concerned about incest between 
fathers and daughters, brothers and unknown illegitimate sisters, as well as sex between 
men and their sister-in-laws.  The same arguments used to dissuade men from having sex 
with their blood relatives were applied to in-laws: such affairs would disrupt familial 
boundaries.  If a man had sex with his sister or sister-in-law, he would be a brother and a 
husband to his sister, and uncle and a father to his son. In these stories, men were blamed 
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for initiating incestuous affairs and women were depicted as victims of uncontrolled male 
passions. 
Chapter five is a departure from the previous chapters.  In this chapter I explore 
eighteenth century origin stories of venereal disease.  European and Anglo-American men 
of science and medicine in the eighteenth century debated whether this often deadly illness 
first originated in the Americas or Europe.  By the eighteenth century, most European 
scientists believed that the original source of venereal disease was in African or North 
America.   Some Anglo-Americans, including Meriwether Lewis and William Clark found 
this theory convincing and looked for signs of venereal disease among the Indian 
communities living along the frontier.  Other Anglo-Americans, such as Noah Webster, 
argued that v.d. had originated in Europe and was a symbol of the immorality of 
Europeans.  Benjamin Rush, however, dismissed both theories and created new origin 
stories with a uniquely American flare: that venereal disease was a product of archaic 
sociopolitical institutions.  Democracy and free labor would provide people with healthier 
living conditions, and venereal disease would disappear.  Thus, Anglo-American origin 
stories about venereal disease were informed by the political culture of the early Republic.  
Venereal disease was yet one more topic of sexual danger used by Anglo-Americans to 
delineate the boundaries of their body politic.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ONE 
 
SEDUCTION 
 
In June 1808, the Philadelphia newspaper The Spirit of the Press printed a story of 
seduction that would have been familiar to early American readers.  The story recounted the 
tragic destruction of the young and beautiful Anna.  As Anna grew from a girl into a 
woman, she became an object of lust to many “swain” including the wealthy and handsome 
Brechihius.  Alas! Brechihius was a false lover and his only desire was to seduce the 
beautiful Anna, not marry her.  To accomplish this evil design, the seducer spoke  “well 
feign’d flattery” until  “Anna’s yielding bosom own’d his sway.”  Under his power and 
blinded by her love, he convinced her to surrender “her virgin heart” and have sex with 
him.  Soon after his conquest, the “false and cruel” Brechihius abandoned Anna, leaving her 
broken hearted.  The author lamented that the young woman, now “ruined,” was doomed 
to live in want or prostitution for the rest of her life because no respectable family (or man) 
would associate with her.  While the author hoped that someday the evil seducer would be 
punished for his crimes, it was the unsuspecting young woman who paid the price for 
seduction.1 
The story of Anna was just one of hundreds of tales of seduction that appeared in 
early American newspapers, magazines, and novels.  All of these tales of seduction told a 
similar story in which a man had sex with a virgin woman he had no intention of marrying.  
                                                       
1 “Seduction” in Spirit of the Press, June 1, 1801, 1.  
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Importantly, both men and women were blamed for seduction.  A woman such as Anna had 
failed to control her passions and had allowed herself to be tempted into sex by a vile 
seducer.  The rake was cautioned against toying with women’s emotions, for even a 
virtuous maid could be seduced into an illicit sexual connection with a man she believed 
reciprocated her love.    
The seducer in these tales was a man of wealth and education who was infatuated 
with a woman who was of lower social status.  Sometimes the seducer was an abandoned 
libertine in search of new conquests, and in other stories he was an otherwise honorable 
man who gave into his passions.  While seducers were white men of wealth and rank, 
seduced maids were white women between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five and the 
daughters of artisans, craftsmen, or farmers.  In the sample of stories examined for this 
chapter, poor white men were never cast as seducers and black, Indian, and poor white 
women never appeared as seduced maids.  Thus, seduction stories were defined by the class 
and race of the characters involved: young white women of ordinary citizens were at risk of 
becoming objects of prey to wealthy men.  
Seduction narratives hardly varied in format during the early Republic, but there 
was a dramatic increase in the number printed in America.  This was due in part to an 
increase in the number of publications.  Starting in the mid 1790s, there was a steady 
increase in the number of newspapers and magazines printed in America.  By 1794, the 
existing restrictions that prevented magazines from being delivered through the post were 
removed, and magazines became more widely available.2  It is not surprising that the 
number of stories on seduction would increase because there were more places to print 
                                                       
2 Frank Mott, A History of American Magazines (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1968). 
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them.  What was remarkable was that I did not find any seduction narratives in 
Philadelphia newspapers or Northern magazines before 1771, despite the fact that one of the 
most popular novels in early America was Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1741), a story in 
which the heroine struggled against a man who sought to “ruin” her.   
Most scholarly examinations of seduction include stories printed during the early 
Republic with those published during the mid-nineteenth-century.  In my examination of 
seduction literature, however, I found that the formulaic seduction narratives so popular in 
the 1790s were almost absent from American periodical by 1830.  Rather than telling stories 
about a virtuous maid whose passions were tempted by a rake and who was therefore 
partially responsible for her own seduction, seduction narratives of the late 1820s and 1830s 
told readers that men were entirely at fault.  By the 1830s, most stories in American 
periodicals spoke of the efforts of Christian men and women to redeem women who had 
been ruined by men.  Thus, the formulaic seduction narratives popular during the early 
Republic were products of a sexual ideology specific to the early nineteenth century.  Thus, 
if we are to understand what seduction narratives reveal about the sexual culture of the 
early National period, we must focus on stories published before the 1820s.  This chapter 
compares seduction narratives printed from 1770 to 1820 in newspapers and magazines 
from New York, Philadelphia, and Boston, and three novels written by English and 
American authors.3   
Over the past several decades, historians and literary scholars have examined 
seduction narratives of the early Republic and antebellum period.  From these studies we 
                                                       
3 I have chosen to discuss seduction as “non-marital” sex rather than “pre-marital” sex.  
Many betrothed couples engaged in sex before marriage (pre-marital). Seduction was a 
particular sexual transgression because the man never had the intention of marrying his 
sexual partner (non-marital).  
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have learned that seduction stories were incredibly popular and held enormous cultural 
significance for early Americans.   Some scholars, including Jan Lewis and Elizabeth Barnes, 
have argued that seduction stories were popular during the early Republic because the 
formulaic story allowed authors the opportunity to explore the nature of authority and 
social contracts.  Other scholars, such as Donna Bontatibus and Cathy Davidson, have 
shown that women writers used the format of the seduction novel to criticize the gender 
norms of their society, such as the lack of social and educational opportunities for women.  
Women writers felt that the limited roles for women in the New Republic left many 
vulnerable to manipulation and sexual exploitation by men.  According to these scholars, 
women novelists used seduction stories to argued that if women had more opportunities 
and were less dependent on men, they would be better able to protect their own virtue, 
thereby helping to preserve the stability of American society. 4 
 While these scholars have established the importance of seduction narratives as a 
cultural format for discussing sociopolitical tensions in the early Republic, there has yet to 
be an extensive examination of what seduction stories reveal about eighteenth and early 
nineteenth-century constructions of sexuality.  After all, seduction was defined specifically 
as a sexual transgression.  
Clare Lyons has argued in Sex Among the Rabble that the late eighteenth century was 
a moment when the sexual culture of Philadelphia began to separate between the 
“respectable” and “the rabble.”  Many city officials and men of property were concerned 
                                                       
4 Jan Lewis, “The Republican Wife: Virtue and Seduction in the Early Republic,” The William 
and Mary Quarterly, Vol. 44, No. 4 (October 1987): 689-721;  “Elizabeth Barnes, States of 
Sympathy: Seduction and democracy in the American novel (Columbia UP: New York, 1997); 
Donna Bontatibus, The Seduction Novel in the Early Nation: a call for Socio-Political reform. 
(Michigan State UP: East Lansing, 1999);  Cathy Davidson, Revolution and the Word: The Rise 
of the Novel in America (Oxford UP: New York, 1986). 
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that the sexual practices of poor Philadelphians caused social instability. These men 
attempted to regulate the sexual lives of the poor, particularly to prevent bastard children 
and poor single mothers from becoming a drain on tax payers.  Lyons suggests that these 
social reform movements of the early Republic were specifically class-based; the wealthy 
were actively transforming a “pleasure culture” of the poor and casting poor women as 
lustful, and therefore sexually deviant. 
Seduction stories suggest that the “problem” of passionate men and women 
engaging in non- marital sex was not specific to the “rabble.”  The result of uncontrolled 
sexual lusts, particularly when it involved the daughters of citizens, was destructive to 
American society.  Although writers of seduction narratives divided the “virtuous” from the 
“unvirtuous” along economic and racial lines, they believed that men and women 
regardless of social rank could give into sexual passions.  
 I argue that seduction narratives reveal the tension between a sexual culture in 
which all men and women, regardless of race or class, were passionate beings who could 
behave in “immoral” ways, and a sociopolitical culture that required virtuous men and 
women to build the Republic.  In these stories, a woman’s virtue and chastity were essential 
for the preservation of her own body and for the health of the body politic, but a woman 
had to be taught restraint and virtue.  A virtuous young woman could be tempted to have 
sex out love for her suitor, particularly if she believed that he was about to marry her.  Thus, 
dishonorable men could manipulate virgin women into having sex by toying with their 
emotions.  This scenario was particularly problematic because male sexuality was 
constructed as one driven by the desire to own and possess virgin women.  Seduction 
narratives tell of seducers and rakes who found sexual pleasure in the process of seducing 
and “ruining” innocent women.  
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In section one, I examine Samuel Richardson’s Pamela and John Cleland’s Fanny Hill 
to understand how seduction was understood in Anglo-American culture prior to 
Independence.  By understanding the fears and anxieties expressed in seduction narratives 
of the mid-eighteenth century, we can better understand why this sexual danger received 
more attention in Anglo-American publications as the century unfolded.  
In section two, I consider the possibility that seduction narratives allowed readers 
the opportunity to explore their own sexual desires and fantasies.  Many seduction stories 
were intended to educate men and women by delineating the boundaries between 
respectable and deviant sexual behavior.  Yet, the necessity of articulating sexual norms and 
taboos opened up the possibility that readers might use these narratives to explore their 
own sexual fantasies.  Men might learn how to seduce virgins through reading seduction 
narratives and young virgin women might have their passions aroused by reading about the 
sexually charged struggle between a fictional woman and her suitor over access to her body.  
The ambiguities of the seduction plot and the erotically charged struggle to gain access to a 
virgin woman’s body allowed authors, such as John Cleland, to incorporate the tropes of 
seduction into pornographic novels. 
In section three, I examine the seduction narratives printed in American periodicals 
between 1771 and 1820.  These narratives maintained a similar format as Richardson and 
Cleland’s novels.  They also continued to represent virtuous young women as sexually 
passionate brings who young men could manipulate into sexual affairs.  These short stories 
eroticized virgin women and discussed the sexual satisfaction for a man when he had sex 
with an “untouched” woman. 
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Seduction narratives: to teach and titillate 
In this section, I examine two seduction novels published in London during the mid-
eighteenth-century: Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1741) and John Cleland’s Fanny Hill (1749.)  
The purpose of this comparison is twofold:  First, because Richardson’s moral tale and 
Cleland’s pornographic work used similar trope characters and plot devices, a comparison 
of these two works will establish what constituted “seduction” in the mid-eighteenth 
century.  These two English works, both of which were popular in America before and after 
Independence, provided the formulaic characters and plot devices that informed Anglo-
American authors writing in the early Republic.  Second, these two very different novels 
show the multiple imaginative spaces created by seduction stories.  In a culture where 
seduction was highly erotic, it was just as possible that readers may have turned to “moral” 
tales, told by Richardson, in search of space to explore sexual fantasies as they were in quest 
of moral guidance.  To understand seduction as part of eighteenth-century sexual culture, 
we need to explore the multiple uses of these stories.  
 
Pamela and Fanny Hill 
Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1741) was one of the most popular novels in early 
America.5  Richardson’s novel was written in first person as though it were a collection of 
letters penned by the sixteen-year-old Pamela to her parents. The story unfolded around 
four key characters that were standard in seduction narratives of the early Republic: the 
virtuous young woman (Pamela), the wealthy seducer (Mr. B), the absent and powerless 
                                                       
5 I found one hundred and thirteen advertisements for Pamela in Philadelphia newspapers, 
mostly from the later part of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Thus, at the same 
time that early American newspapers and magazines began printing more stories of 
seduction, booksellers increasingly advertised novels that had already been available for 
several decades. 
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patriarch (Pamela’s father), and the Procuress (Mrs. Jewkes) who served as the seducer’s 
accomplice.  
The plot was simple.  Pamela’s father, a genteel schoolteacher, had fallen on hard 
times.  His daughter and been sent to work for a kind woman, Lady B., to earn money to 
help support the family. When Mrs. B died, her son Mr. B., a self-proclaimed libertine, asked 
Pamela to stay at the house to work for him.  His real design was to seduce the young 
woman and make her his mistress.  Pamela was raised to be “virtuous” and knew she had 
to resist all of her master’s attempts to rape or seduce her.  The novel chronicled her 
imprisonment, the elaborate temptations she faced, the physical abuses she endured, and 
Mr. B.’s violent attempts to coerce her consent.  Eventually, Pamela reformed the rake 
through her virtue and they married.  
* 
Following Lady B.’s death, Mr. B. enticed Pamela to stay in his home by bestowing 
many presents and gifts upon her, including dresses, jewelry, money, and silk stockings.  As 
an “innocent and artless” young woman, Pamela thought nothing of his gifts.  Her parents, 
however, were deeply concerned that this single young man might have other motivations. 
In a letter to his daughter, Pamela’s father wrote, “I hope the good ‘Squire has no design; 
but when he has given you so much Money, and speaks so kindly to you, and praises your 
coming on; and Oh!  That fatal rod, that he would be kind to you, if you would do as you 
should do, almost kills us with fears.”  In a second letter, he repeated his warnings: “I cannot 
renew my cautions to you on your Master’s Kindnesses to you, and his free Expression to 
you about the stockens [sic].  Yet there may not be, and I hope there is not, any thing in it.  
But when I reflect, that there possibly may, and that if there should, no less depends upon it 
than my Child’s everlasting happiness in the world and the next; it is enough to make one 
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fearful of the worst.”6  In this passage, the reader learned that non-marital sex presented 
temporal and spiritual dangerous to women.  Pamela was aware of these dangers and wrote 
her parents to assure them that she would guard her virtue with her life. Female virtue was 
defined in the novel as sexual purity, and a single young woman without virginity had no 
reason to live.7  
Soon after Pamela received her father’s warnings, she learned that Mr. B. was as 
dangerous as people suspected.  For example, when his sister asked that Pamela move to 
her home, he refused.  Mr. B. informed Pamela she was better off where she was and told 
the young girl that his sister “would not do for you what I am resolv’d to do, if you continue 
faithful and obliging ... I tell you, I will make a Gentlewoman of you, if you be obliging, and 
don’t stand in your own light.”  And with those words, he kissed the confused and 
frightened girl.  Pamela wrote: 
I struggled and trembled, and was so benumb’d with terror, that I sunk down 
not in a fit, and yet not myself; and I found myself in his arms quite void of 
strength, and he kissed me two or three times, as if he would have eaten me. 
At last I burst from him, and was getting out of the Summer-house; but he 
held me back, and shut the door.  
I would have given my life for a Farthing, And he said, “I’ll do you no 
Harm, Pamela; don’t be afraid of me.  I said, I won’t stay! You won’t, Hussy, 
said he!  Do you know who you speak to! … Yes sir, I do, Sir, too well! – Well 
may I forget that I am your Servant, when you forget what belongs to a 
master.”  I subb’d and cry’d most sadly. 8 
 
Her tears softened her master who let her go momentarily.   
Although Mr. B had promised to elevate her to the status of gentlewoman, he had no 
intention of marrying her. “I cannot endure the thought of Marriage” he informed her, 
                                                       
6 Samuel Richardson, Pamela (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), 13, 20.  
 
7 Sharon Block has shown that when a woman testified about a rape, she had to emphasize 
that she had risked her life in defense of her virtue. See Block, Rape and Sexual Power in early 
America. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 44-48. 
 
8 Richardson, Pamela, 23. 
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“even with a Person of equal or superior degree to myself; and have declin’d several 
proposals of that kind: How then, with the Distance between us, and in the World’s 
Judgment, can I think of making you my wife.  Yet I must have you.”9  He tried every art of 
persuasion but to no avail.  Enraged by her refusals, he plotted to rape her.  
Pamela asked to share a room with the housekeeper, Mrs. Jerkins, hoping her 
companion would keep her safe from a nighttime attack.  Alas, one night, after the two 
women had locked themselves into the room, Mr. B. leapt out of the closet and took hold of 
Pamela.  He commanded that they be left alone, but the housekeeper refused and threw 
herself on top of the virgin girl. “ You shall not hurt this Innocent … for I will lose my Life 
in her defence.” 10  Again, Richardson warned the reader that women must guard virginity 
with their lives.  Not willing to awake the entire house, Mr. B. left the two women alone.  
 Since Mrs. Jerkins was unwilling to assist him, Mr. B decided to kidnap Pamela and 
take her to another estate far away from her friends or family.  At this new property, Mr. B. 
found a more willing accomplice: the housekeeper Mrs. Jewkes.  Mrs. Jewkes forbade the 
servants to speak to Pamela, she did not allow Pamela to go to church, nor could the 
imprisoned girl send letters.  
 Throughout Pamela’s captivity, Mrs. Jewkes tried to convince the young virgin to 
submit to Mr. B’s sexual desires.  When words failed, she devised a direct, physical, 
intervention.  One night Mrs. Jewkes locked Pamela and herself into the bedroom where, 
unbeknown to Pamela, Mr. B. was already waiting.  He assumed the garb of one of the other 
female servants and was resting in a chair in the bedroom.  Pamela undressed in front of the 
                                                       
9 Ibid., 213. 
 
10 Ibid., 63. 
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“servant” and climbed into bed.  Almost immediately, Mr. B. climbed into bed next to the 
girl and made his presence known.  Pamela wrote: 
He kissed me with frightful Vehemence; and then his voice broke like a Clap 
of Thunder. Now, Pamela, said he, is the dreadful Time of Reckoning … What 
words shall I find, my dear Mother, (for my Father should not see this 
shocking Part) to describe the rest of, and my Confusion, when the guilty 
Wretch took my left-arm, and laid it under his neck, as the vile Procuress held 
my Right; and then he clasp’d me round my Waist! …  Said she, (O Disgrace 
of Womankind!)  What you do, Sir, do; don’t stand dilly-dallying, She cannot 
exclaim worse than she has done.  And she’ll be quieter when she knows the 
worst. 
 
Pamela pleaded to be left alone but Mr. B tried to manipulate her terror into consent.  He 
told the young woman, “You see how you are in my power! – You cannot get from me, if 
you resolve not to comply with my Proposals I will not lose this opportunity:  If you do, I 
will yet leave you.”  Pamela fainted and Mr. B., horrified, desisted.  After much soul 
searching (and many pages later), he decided that he must have Pamela.  Since the only way 
to gain access to her body was to marry her, he capitulated and offered her marriage.11 
Pamela was overjoyed at the prospects of marrying her master!  Throughout her 
ordeal, she had fallen in love with Mr. B., even though he had kidnapped, imprisoned, 
tormented, and attempted to rape her.  All of her torments, she wrote, were nothing because 
he had reformed.  All along she new he was a good man and she was determined to become 
a submissive wife.  Her kidnapping and the attempted seduction and rape were simply part 
of a violent courtship.  
Although Richardson condemned Mrs. Jewkes’ role in Pamela’s tribulation, the 
attempted rape scene introduced the subject position of “female procuress.”  The reader  
learned early on in the novel that Mrs. Jewkes was “a broad, squat, pursy, fat Thing, quite 
                                                       
11 Ibid., 203.  
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ugly.”12  The housekeeper was not an object of male sexual desire and could therefore only 
participate in sex as the Procuress.  She acted as the aggressor to Pamela who she physically 
restrained, and submissive to her master because her will was to help him achieve sexual 
satisfaction through his domination of a young virgin woman.  
Another place we see sexual passivity was in the scenes where Mr. B forced himself 
on Pamela – either kissing her or threatening rape.  Each time she collapsed and fainted in 
his arms, becoming completely passive to her aggressor.  Fainting also served as a symbol of 
her virtue - her constitution could not withstand such wickedness.  She was left helpless in 
his arms, a victim to his will.  Mr. B. had to decide how far he was willing to go dominate 
and possess Pamela:– would he continue with his assault?  No, because the seducer wanted 
the woman to consent.  In the seduction stories of the eighteenth century, sex might be 
coerced, and some physical violence might be used to gain a woman’s consent, but sex 
could not be physically forced.  The rake had to create a situation where female consent was 
the only possibility.  If the seducer raped his partner, it would no longer be seduction.  The 
seducer might apply some physical force – in this case kidnapping, locking the woman 
inside her room, and threatening violent rape.  Mr. B., however, never physically forced 
Pamela to have sex with him.  He wanted her will to be his will.   
Another key figure in Richardson’s novel was the absent, or incompetent, patriarch.  
Pamela’s father was disadvantaged by his social status – he was not equal to Mr. B. and 
therefore could not demand the return of his daughter.  Pamela respected her father and 
asked that her marriage to Mr. B take place only after her father had been consulted.  Mr. B. 
refused and married Pamela without her patriarch’s consent. Pamela’s father learned of his 
daughters marriage only after it had taken place.  
                                                       
12 Ibid., 114. 
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* 
John Cleland used many of the same plot devices in his pornographic work as 
Richardson used in his moral tale.  Fanny Hill was first published in 1749 and was the most 
popular pornographic work in America.13  Even though it was illegal to sell or reprint 
pornographic works in the colonies, it is clear that versions of Cleland’s novel were 
available in many American bookshops throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century.14  
 Fanny Hill was also written as a collection of letters supposedly penned by a young 
woman. In these letters, the repentant Fanny recorded her sexual experiences in explicit 
detail.  Cleland’s character chronicled her own seduction, her abandonment by her first 
lover, her life as a prostitute, and her eventual redemption from that life through marriage. 
In Cleland’s pornographic tale, the victim of seduction was Fanny, a young woman in her 
teens; she was coerced (but not raped) by her seducers; there was no patriarch to protect 
                                                       
13 American booksellers imported this book as early as the 1750s and although it was illegal 
to print or purchase pornographic works in the colonies, this book was not necessarily 
difficult to find.  We know that in 1756, a London Bookseller shipped four copies of the book 
to Rivington and Brown who owned stores in Philadelphia, New York and Boston.  The 
novel was also listed in the Virginia Almanacs in 1763 and 1765.  By the nineteenth-century, 
American printers were attempting to print there own copies, including Isaiah Thomas in 
Boston and a misguided apprentice in Mathew Carrey’s shop in Philadelphia. In 1817 one 
New Hampshire bookseller had 237 copies of Fanny Hill listed in his inventory.  Then, in 
1819, Peter Holmes was convicted before the Worcester County Court of Common pleas for 
selling illustrated copies of Fanny Hill.  Thanks to James Green for these citations.  Cynthia 
Z. Stiverson and Greogry A. Striverson, “The colonial retail book trade in Virginia,” in 
Country and Society in Early America, American Antiquarian Society, 1983, 158;  Letter from 
John Sate to Mathew Carrey, Philadelphia, 8 July 1806, Historical Society of Pennsylvania. 
 
14 Many Anglo- Americans may not have been familiar with details of Cleland’s novel, but 
they knew enough to references it in other publications.  For example, in 1807 the Tickler, 
edited by George Helmbold, announced that “Geordy the Scotch printer … aspired to the 
vacant aldermanship.”  Geordy was also a fiddler and listening to “Geordy” play his music 
had a “very strange effect” upon the Helmbold beyond anything he had “ever experienced, 
even in reading Fanny Hill.”  See Tickler, “Judge Simmons. Third Leaf,” June 2, 1813, 1. 
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her; and the story was cast as the “true” confession of a woman who was compelled to 
speak of her sexual desires and experiences.  Cleland’s novel moved seduction out of the 
realm of erotic sentimentalism into the genre of pornography.  
* 
When Fanny’s parents were alive, she received “no better than very vulgar 
education.”  Many writers of seduction narratives insisted that a lack of education left 
women vulnerable to seducers.  It was this lack of education, Fanny surmised, that allowed 
her to be so easily duped into a life of prostitution.  When her parents died from small pox, 
Fanny found herself alone in the world with no one to trust or guide her.  With no patriarch 
to watch protect her, Fanny became an easy target for a freeloading woman named Esther 
Davis who told the young Fanny that anyone could make a fortune in London.  Esther 
accompanied Fanny to the capital and encouraged Fanny to spend all of her inheritance to 
get them to the city. Upon reaching their destination, Esther abandoned the young girl. 
Alone in the bustling city, Fanny needed to find a form of income.  She was directed to an 
agency that arranged domestic work for young woman in need of employment.  
Unbeknown to Fanny, she was selected as a “domestic servant” by the madam of a brothel, 
Mrs. Brown.    
Mrs. Brown believed that Fanny should willingly submit to her sexual ruination.  To 
help awaken the young woman’s passions, Mrs. Brown placed her in the care and bed of 
Phoebe.  It was Phoebe’s role to introduce Fanny to sex and awaken her sexual appetites by 
kissing and fondling her, including manual stimulation and finger penetration.  In her 
letters, Fanny assured her reader that she enjoyed her experiences with Phoebe because it 
allowed her to fantasize about sex with men.15  Phoebe encouraged Fanny to think about 
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male-female sex, thus preparing her for that experience: “Oh! What a charming creature 
thou art!  --- what a happy man will he be that first makes a woman of you! --- Oh! That I 
were a man for your sake ---!” 16  Fanny confessed that it was in this moment “that the first 
sparks of kindling nature, the first ideas of pollution, were caught by me that night, and that 
the acquaintance and communication with the bad of our own sex, is often as fatal to 
innocence, as all the seduction of the other.”17  Although Fanny’s passions were awakened 
by a woman, she did not desire Phoebe.  Rather, both women used their sexual encounter to 
fantasize about male-female sex.  
In most seduction narratives, the Procuress never engaged in sex-acts; her role was 
to prepare the mind and psyche of the seduction victim so that she would submit to her 
seducer.  Thus, Phoebe could not simply act; she had to speak her desires as well:  “No! … 
you must not, my sweet girl, think to hide all these treasures from me, my sight must be 
feasted as well as my touch – I must devour with my eyes the springing bosom, - suffer me 
to kiss it – I have not seen it enough – let me kiss it once more – what firm, smooth, white 
flesh is here --- how delicately shaped! – then this delicious down! Oh! Let me view the 
small, dear, tender cleft!  -- this is too much, I cannot bear it, I must, I must -.”18  It was 
Phoebe’s actions and words that awoke Fanny’s passions and prepared her for male-female 
sex.  Through this experience, Fanny learned what parts of her body men would find 
attractive and she desired to experience male-female sex. 
Mrs. Brown was a more familiar version of a procuress and facilitated Fanny’s 
ruination by arranging for a man to seduce the young woman.  The chosen man was a 
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terrible seducer and the episode quickly turned from seduction into rape.  Fanny was 
repulsed by her client and resisted all of his physical advances. He was not to be deterred. 
Thinking that her protests were part of the act of seduction, and becoming sexually aroused 
by her resistance, he attempted to rape Fanny. He reached coitus during the struggle, and 
thus the scene further eroticized violence during male-female sex-acts.  Before he could 
make another attempt at Fanny’s virginity, she rang the bell to summon the maid.  Thus, 
while violence was erotic and depicted as an essential component of male-female sex, the 
thin line between rape and seduction was not crossed.  Fanny had to willingly submit to sex.   
Soon after the attempted rape, Fanny met Charles and the two immediately fell in 
love.  Fanny was overcome by how handsome he was, and he was struck by her beauty.  He 
offered to keep her as his mistress, and she eagerly agreed.  Fanny lived with Charles until 
his father discovered his son’s attachment to a prostitute.  Horrified by the possibility that 
his impulsive son might marry Fanny, he sent Charles abroad.  Fanny was left penniless and 
pregnant.  Typically, seduction victims who were pregnant died shortly after giving birth, 
but in Cleland’s story, Fanny miscarried and recovered to continue her life as a prostitute. 
Eventually, Fanny inherited a sizable amount of money from one of her clients and was able 
to leave her life of prostitution.  Independent and wealthy, Fanny traveled through Europe 
until one day she reconnected with Charles.  The two married, and thus by the end of her 
tale, Fanny had at last been redeemed.  
* 
Richardson’s heroine wrote about how she resisted sex, describing in detail how her 
master forced his kisses on her, his language of manipulation and seduction, and each 
attempted rape.  Cleland’s anti-heroine also wrote about resisting sex, attempted rapes, and 
the language of seduction used to inflame her passions.  In Fanny’s story, the man who tried 
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to rape her achieved orgasm while the two characters struggled.  Although young women 
needed to resist their attackers, the physical struggle between men and women was highly 
erotic and an important part of seducing a maid.19 
The authors of these seduction narrative claimed that they had simply found letters 
written by these women and had decided to print their stories for the benefit of the public.  
Through their pens, these men created voices for female characters to speak of sex, to 
confess their own desires, and to recite the desires and pleasures of their seducers.  In these 
two novels, fictional women shared their most intimate experiences with a chosen 
confidant.  These characters supposedly confessed in private, but their experiences were in 
fact public and an audience was encouraged to examine these (fictional) women’s private 
confessions.  The reader was asked to imagine that these novels were the words of women 
speaking about sex, and the insistence that these stories were founded in fact blurred the 
boundaries between reality and fantasy.  Many authors of seduction narratives in the early 
Republic followed the lead of Richardson and Cleland and claimed that their stories were 
the true confessions of seduced maids. 
The fantasy that seduction narratives were the “true” confessions of women printed 
for the benefit of the public situated this genre within a larger shift in western constructions 
of sexuality.  In the History of Sexuality, Vol., Michel Foucault argued that the system of 
religious confessions of sexual sins was a precursor to Scientia Sexualis.  According to 
Foucault, throughout the eighteenth century, Western society created a new sexual culture 
where the confession, once reserved for religious institution, became part of the discourse of 
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the public sphere.  Thus, the eighteenth century witnessed the creation of new spaces where 
people were compelled to speak about sex, to discuss their desires, and to examine their 
fantasies.  Seduction narratives were part of a secularization of the confession and created a 
space for female sexuality to be discussed and examined in a public format. 20 
Women were charged with speaking about the sexual transgressions that occurred 
on their bodies because only a woman knew who had access to her body.21  Women were 
also considered partially responsible for seduction because it was they who had failed to 
resist sexual temptation.  To maintain this fantasy, male authors used female voices to tell 
stories in which men tempted women to have sex, and where women gave into natural 
passions.  From these stories, readers learned that white women needed to examine their 
passions and learn to control them, and seduction stories provided a format for female 
readers to examine their own passions and desires. 
Seduction stories contributed to a sexual culture that fetishized young virgin 
women.  Pamela realized that she must protect her virginity with her life, and Mr. B. swore 
that he must be the only man to have her.22  Richardson’s character constantly wrote of how 
her virginity was worth more than her life and she needed to preserve it at all costs.  
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21 For example, when a woman was in labor, the midwife would attempt to learn the name 
illegitimate child’s father. Women were also charged with speaking about the crime of rape 
in culturally scripted formats.  The rape victim spoke of her injuries to more senior women 
in the community.  These women would then speak to the patriarch.  If he decided to take 
legal action, the rape victim and the community of women would speak before a judicial 
system organized by men.  Women were also charged with speaking about the crime of rape 
in culturally scripted formats.  The rape victim spoke of her injuries to more senior women 
in the community.  These women would then speak to the patriarch.  If he decided to take 
legal action, the rape victim and the community of women would speak before a judicial 
system organized by men.  For example, see Laurel Ulrich, A Midwife’s Tale (New York: 
Knnopf, 1990); and Sharon Block, 106-125. 
22 Richardson, 214-215. 
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Virginity could only be lost once; or could it?  Fanny Hill learned to fake virginity a second 
and third time in the novel.  In several scenes, Fanny played up her “virgin innocence,” by 
struggling and resisting her sexual partner, and only eventually consenting.  Each bed post 
in the brothel had a small compartment and inside was a sponge soaked in blood.  After her 
companion fell asleep, Fanny reached for the sponge and soaked her thighs as proof of her 
virginity.  In this way, Fanny was able to reinvent herself as a virgin – the most erotic and 
desirable type of woman in this sexual culture. By playing the part of the untouched 
woman, Fanny helped satisfy her partner’s desire to seduce and possess a virgin woman 
through sex. 23  
The fetishization of the virgin girl was furthered by the role of the procuress. In 
Pamela, Mrs. Jewkes was older and undesirable and in Fanny Hill Phoebe was an 
experienced prostitute.  These women did not have the erotic appeal of the young virgin.  In 
her role as procuress, the older woman acted as the submissive servant to the male seducer 
and took pleasure in her service to him; she also acted as the aggressor, sadist, and voyeur 
to the female seduction victim. Phoebe desired to be the man who took Fanny’s virginity, 
but she could not because she lacked a penis.  As a woman, she could only experience 
domination as an extension and accomplice to a man.  She could only watch while a man 
attempted to penetrate Fanny, realizing her sexual fantasies through his sexual gratification.  
For Mrs. Jewkes, her sadism quickly collapsed into masochistic fantasy because she desired 
to take the place of the young Pamela.  “Near a lady in the land may live happier than you, 
if you will, or be more honorably used” she told her prisoner. As the object of Mr. B.’s 
passions, Pamela was in an enviable position that was made possible because of her youth, 
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innocence, and virginity.24 Both stories were resolved when the woman married the man 
who conquered, or would take, her virginity:  Fanny married her first sexual partner 
Charles, and Pamela resisted Mr. B. until marriage.  
  Seduction narratives provided a format and vocabulary for women to fantasize and 
imagine alternative sexual experiences outside of their own sphere, and the female reader 
could imagine herself as the object of male desire. 25  In fact, those opposed to novel reading 
feared the possibility that women’s passions might be stirred up when they read seduction 
stories.  Several seduction narratives actually cited reading seduction novels as the cause of 
a women’s ruination. 26  
In seduction stories, a female reader could learn about her own desirability as a 
virgin woman and the erotic struggle to resist a man who longed to possess her body.  She 
could imagine being an (anti)heroine in her own seduction narratives.  In this fantasy, she 
would be desirable to a man and he would do anything and say anything to gain access to 
her body.  This is not to suggest that women wanted to be seduced after reading seduction 
narratives.  Women may have fantasized about seduction but this does not mean that 
women wanted to be coerced into sex.  Through fantasy, a woman could explore and 
examine her own desires and yet never risk her own physical safety. 
The imaginative space created by seduction narratives for exploring female sexual 
desires was confined to masochistic fantasies, reinforcing a cultural assumption that women 
achieved sexual satisfaction through their submission to male desires.  The procuress 
created another imaginative space for the reader to explore masochistic fantasy because she 
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invited the reader to look, watch, and listen to the cries and pains of another woman who 
was the object of male desire and aggression.  The procuress provided a position within the 
text for women to watch, and desire, another woman’s seduction.  
Although most seduction narratives assumed a female audience, Cathy Davidson 
has shown that many young men also read seduction tales.  Seduction stories reminded 
male readers of the desirability of virgin women.   Through seduction men could examine 
his own desires for an innocent virgin woman and have these desires reinforced through 
tales of seduction.  Male readers could explore their desires to physically, emotionally, and 
sexually dominate a female partner.  
By Richardson and Cleland’s texts side by side, it becomes evident that the tropes of 
seduction could be molded into a “moral” story to show people that non-marital sex was 
wrong and that a woman’s virtue was worth more than her life; and/or that seduction was 
an erotic sexual experience for both men and women.  These two texts also reveal that those 
who told the pornographic and the moral shared certain assumptions about the nature of 
male-female sex and the sexual desires of men and women.  In this sexual culture, seduction 
was erotic, sex was violent, and a man’s conquest of a virgin was the height of pleasure.  
 
Seduction in early America 
During the late eighteenth century, Anglo-Americans became increasingly 
preoccupied by seduction narratives; hundreds of stories were printed in magazines and 
newspapers, and American authors (men and women) wrote seduction novels.  In this 
section, I examine a sample of seduction narratives taken from Philadelphia newspapers, 
northern magazines, and a two  novels written by American authors after 1770 –William 
Brown’s The Power of Sympathy (1789) and Susana Rowson’s Charlotte Temple (1791). 
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American authors created stories based using the trope characters and plot devices 
developed by Richardson and Cleland: a young virgin girl became the object of a wealthy 
man’s sexual desires.  The seducer manipulated her emotions and convinced her that they 
were in love and that they would marry.  He then asked her to prove her love by having sex.  
Readers of seduction narratives were told of the horrible consequences that would befall 
those who strayed: women would be shunned from society and eventually die; men’s 
punishments were felt later in life and were determined not by society, but by God.  This 
section of the paper explores these aspects of the seduction narrative in four parts: the 
tropes of seduction, seduction and sexual desire, the consequences of seduction, and 
seduction and the nation.  
 
The tropes of seduction 
The authors of seduction narratives used trope characters to tell a familiar story. The 
(anti)heroines were young virgin women between the age of fourteen and twenty-five who 
were tempted away from the path of virtue by an artful seducer.  Such characters included 
Polly Pollyer, the fifteen –year-old daughter of “industrious and credible” parents who 
taught her “by their example … the best precepts, to reverence her creator, and the way to 
happiness was pointed out to her as consisting in the paths of virtue.”  27 Emma was “raised 
in innocence” and, too, was beautiful. 28  Harriot Wilson was “of a sprightly and affable 
disposition, polite in manners and engaging in conversation.”  She was the daughter of 
“credible parents” who took “every possible care … to impress on her mind sentiments of 
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virtue and religion.” 29  Or, consider the young Miss Maria Barriff, an English girl who was 
“extremely well educated, and accomplished.”  She was the daughter of a loyalist officer 
“who had served with considerable reputation and bravery during the American war.”30  
The second trope character was the young woman’s father.  Many of the seduction 
victims were daughters of artisans, craftsmen, or schoolteachers.  One repentant seducer 
confessed to his friend that he had ruined the daughter of his tenant, “Farmer Hodge.”31 
Louisa was “the only daughter of a respectable clergyman, who possessed a moderate 
living.”32  Likewise, Matilda, was the only child of “highly respectable parents … and thou’ 
they were not wealthy, they possessed an independent competency.”33  Flavia “was the 
daughter of a tradesman,” while Ann Henderson was the daughter of “an honest and 
industrious” weaver. 34  Amelia was “born of humble but respectable parents, who 
inhabited a small neat cottage.”35  The object of seduction was charming, polite, virtuous, 
and the daughter of a respectable man of middling social status.  
The seducer was usually a man of wealth and status, which made him an attractive 
suitor to the young woman.  As men of superior social standing, they had no intention of 
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marrying a woman from an inferior family.  According to one author, “the smooth tongued 
seducer, makes advances to some innocent and unsuspecting female, insinuates himself 
under the feigned name of friendship into her worthy family (perhaps not equal to him in 
fortune).” 36  Another story told of how Mr. Abbot, “the only son of a Baronet in 
Deyonshire” took a liking to the penniless Emma.  “The desire of possessing so much 
perfection, fired him with delight; but to marry a girl in so inferior a situation, was too great 
a difficulty for pride to overcome.”37  Mr. Henderson, a single man of some fortune, could 
not marry the woman he seduced because she was the daughter of a weaver and it would be 
“degrading” to him to marry a woman of such lowly status.38  Once he had “ruined” a 
young woman, the seducer would move on to new conquests.  
To gain access to a young woman’s body, the seducer needed to maneuver around 
the patriarch.  In several seduction stories, as in Fanny Hill, the young woman was an 
orphan.  In one story, Maria’s father had recently died and her brother was away at sea.  
Her suitor Fredrick, gained her affections by promising to find her brother.  Fredrick 
learned that Maria’s brother had also died.  With no living male relative, Maria became an 
easy victim of seduction.39  In another story, Miss Barriff was orphaned six years prior to her 
seduction. Her seducer easily ingratiated himself to daughter and mother and promised to 
marry Miss Barriff.  Days before the wedding, her mother permitted the betrothed couple to 
go unaccompanied to a dinner party.  Alas, while at the party, the seducer plied his fiancé 
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with alcohol and then took her to an apartment.  When Miss Barriff awoke the next 
morning, she realized that everyone would assume that she had lost her virginity.  Her 
suitor assured her that they would soon be married, and so she agreed to have sex.  The next 
day he disappeared.   
In other stories, the author told of how educated women could become objects of 
seduction.  One story told of how Miss Villars, an only child, was kidnapped and nearly 
raped by one of her suitors.  When her father died, she inherited his shipping company and 
“had the misfortune to be a woman of business.”  A captain on one of her ships fell madly in 
love with her, but “hearing of [her] aversion to marriage never declared his passions” to 
Miss Villars.  He decided to rape her instead.  One night, he hid in her closet and waited for 
her to fall asleep at night.  His plan failed so he kidnapped her and kept her hostage on the 
ship where he tried to manipulate her consent.40  In another story, Louisa’s seduction 
mother had died in childbirth and her father raised her alone.  He gave his daughter an 
excellent education, instructing “his child in every branch of knowledge consistent with the 
female character.”  When she was seventeen, he suddenly died and she was sent to live with 
a widowed aunt.   Under her aunt’s roof, the young orphaned woman met a handsome 
stranger and became an easy victim of seduction.  Without a male family member to watch 
over them, Miss Villars and Louisa became objects of seduction.  Education alone would not 
prevent seduction; women needed the protection of a patriarch. 
Other young woman, similar to Richardson’s Pamela, lived away from their families 
and worked as servants.  In one newspaper story, John Mereer seduced William Walmsley’s 
sixteen-year-old daughter while she living and working in his home.  In another story, Mr. 
Henderson acted in a similar manner, taking advantage of his neighbor’s sixteen-year-old 
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daughter who worked in his home. 41  Another “beautiful country girl” went to London to 
work as a servant.  She was hired by a tradesman in Westminster and was seduced by her 
master under a promise of marriage.  When she became pregnant, he turned her from the 
house but continued to support her “in order to keep his name from the parish.”42  In the 
absence of their father, these women were left vulnerable to the sexual exploits of their 
masters.  
While most women in these stories were orphans or servants, other women were 
seduced while living in their father’s homes.  In these stories, the young man presented 
himself to the woman’s father as a sincere suitor for her hand in marriage. Amelia’s parents 
invited Captain Henry into their home several times.  As a family friend, he gained access to 
the young woman, convinced her that they were in love, and had sex with her.  Soon after, 
he disappeared.  Matilda’s father was “exceedingly fond” of her suitor.  Her father’s house 
“was at all hours open for his reception.”  One afternoon, the seducer persuaded Matilda to 
have sex.  Afterwards, she was overcome by guilt and shame.  In an effort to appease his 
lover, Edward renewed his promise of marriage and convinced Matilda to “quit” her 
“parental roof” and runaway to London. 43  Although they were happy for a time, he 
eventually tired of her and left her “ruined” and penniless.  In another story, Maria was 
seduced while her parents were away at the theater.  When her family returned home, she 
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recognized that she was “degraded below them and unfit for their company” and decided 
to run away from home and live as a prostitute in London.44 
Some daughters were unusually virtuous and could not be seduced without the help 
of a procuress.  This character appeared in seduction novels and novellas, but never in 
newspapers or magazines stories.  The absence of the procuress from shorter stories is 
probably due to the fact that in longer narratives, authors were able to deal with more 
obstacles and explore more complicated stories of seduction.  In Susanna Rowson’s novel 
Charlotte Temple (1791) the seducer was aided by a procuress.  While attending boarding 
school Charlotte became friends with one of her schoolteachers, Miss La Rue.  Alas, Miss La 
Rue had a checkered past: she had “eloped from a convent with a young officer, and, on 
coming to England, had lived with several different men in open defiance of all moral and 
religious duties.”45  As the friend and confidant of Charlotte, Miss La Rue was able to 
discover that young virgin had become the object of desire to a young English officer, 
Montraville.  La Rue and Montraville hatched a plan: she would help him gain access to 
Charlotte’s body in exchange for paid passage to America.  La Rue and Charlotte were to 
accompany Montraville and one of his friends across the Atlantic, but when Charlotte 
balked at the plan, Miss La Rue mocked her: “You are a strange girl. Just now you declared 
Montraville’s happiness was what you prized most in the world, and now I suppose you 
repent having insured that happiness by agreeing to accompany him abroad.”  Charlotte 
confessed that this was true because she feared that her suitor would “ruin her.’”  La Rue 
became irritated with her young friend.  “Ruin! Fiddlestick! Am I not going with you? And 
do I feel any of these qualms?”  Under the influence of La Rue and with a promise of 
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marriage from Montraville, Charlotte left her friends and family and eloped with her lover 
to America. 
On the ship, Miss La Rue met a wealthy widower and decided to reinvent herself as 
an innocent young woman and dupe the man into marriage.  With her own fortune secured, 
La Rue abandoned young Charlotte, never to speak to her again.  Eventually, Charlotte’s 
lover deserted her as well.  She gave birth to a daughter before dying of heartache and 
shame.  
  Marriage was not enough to satisfy La Rue.  She was an unfaithful wife and had 
several affairs.  Eventually, she left her husband and returned to London with one of her 
lovers.  There, her lover rejected her.  With no money and no man to support her, La Rue 
was forced into prostitution.  Just before she died, La Rue met Charlotte’s parents and 
confessed to them that she “had ever been fully sensible of the superiority of Charlotte’s 
sense of virtue; she was conscious that she had never swerved from rectitude, had it not 
been for her bad precepts and worse example.”  Thus, Miss La Rue was the author of her 
own and Charlotte’s unhappiness and death.  La Rue lamented, “such was the fair bud of 
innocence that my vile arts blasted ere it was half blown.”46 
In this story, the procuress was responsible for the seduction of another woman and 
by owning her own actions, La Rue lessened Charlotte’s role in her own ruination.  
Charlotte’s demise was not due to her own impulsiveness, and it was not the fault of the 
man who abandoned her.  Rather, the penalty was paid by unvirtuous La Rue.  In John 
Cleland’s pornographic tale, Fanny Hill blamed her seduction on the influences of an 
unvirtuous woman: “the acquaintance and communication with the bad of our own sex,” 
Cleland’s character confessed,  “is often as fatal to innocence, as all the seduction of the 
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other.”47  Promiscuous women such as La Rue could be powerful influences on young 
women.  Thus, a sexually active single woman was dangerous because she would tempt 
others to follow her poor example.  
 
Seduction stories and sexual desire 
Seduction narratives provide the historian the opportunity to examine eighteenth-
century Anglo-American constructions of sexual desires.  Authors of seduction narratives 
assumed that men and (virtuous) women had different motivations for engaging in non-
marital sex.  The seducer engaged in his art because he found “his vanity tickled, as well as 
his inclination gratified, in the seduction of unwary innocence, and abstracted from the 
transport resulting from possession itself.”48  The thrill of seduction was achieved because 
virginity was an actually “thing” that could be taken and a woman an object to be 
“possessed.”  Once her virginity was gone, the woman had less erotic appeal to her lover, to 
other seducers, and to men looking for a wife.  Narratives of seduction warned that since the 
erotic thrill of seduction was achieved when a woman lost her virginity, she would only be 
that desirable once.  
Authors of seduction narratives suggested that the seducer’s sexual gratification was 
achieved not simply through the act of sex, but through the process of destroying a 
woman’s innocence.  One author wrote, “What then is he, who sins, and sins again, / And 
smiles in frequency!  Who, while I write/ Plotting perdition, weaves his secret snares/ for 
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unsuspecting innocence and youth!/ Whom, neither DOUBLE ruin satisfies!”49  According to this 
author, seduction was achieved then, because the seducer left “nothing untried to gain her 
affections: he brings up every auxiliary to his aid, fancy can suggest, until his arts prevail 
until he receives the confession of love from her faltering tongue.”50  In these stories, the 
seducer was a libertine who, after successfully “ruining” the object of his seduction, moved 
on to new conquests. “The daughter is singled out,” wrote one author on seduction, “to 
become the victim of his cursed machinations; and add one more to the number of those 
unhappy wretches, he has already deluded and plunged into the dreadful vortex of infamy 
and ruin!” 51  The seducer’s lust for virgins was insatiable. With each new conquest, the 
seducer brought “fresh laurels to his fame.”52  
  Other authors wrote of otherwise virtuous young men who, in a moment of 
passion, seduced a young woman.  These men’s sexual satisfaction came when they had sex 
with a woman of whom they desire, unlike the libertine who was on a quest to destroy 
innocence.  One repentant seducer wrote a letter to his friend in which he described his 
seduction of a young woman.  “You know I am not an abandoned libertine,” he wrote, “and 
that I honour virtue as much as I detest vice.”  His decision to have sex with his tenant’s 
daughter was out of a “sudden impulse” and not out of “any premeditated arts of 
seduction.”53  Likewise, Montraville, the young man who seduced Charlotte Temple, 
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realized that he seduced her in a moment of passion, with little thought of the 
consequences.54  These men were the authors of young women’s destruction but they were 
not villains or sexual predators.  Men who erred in a moment of passion were sympathetic 
figures who lived to regret their decisions and felt shame and guilt for the destruction of 
their lovers.  
Under what circumstances would a virtuous woman be seduced into non-marital 
sex?  “Few women err from innate depravity,” wrote one author.”55  For a woman to have 
sex with a man, she had to find him physically attractive.  Louisa “had gazed with rapture 
on the manly countenance and noble figure” of Major Blandford.  She found him desirable 
because he was “elegant in his address, with a figure tall and finely proportioned, and 
peculiarly graceful.” 56  Matilda was drawn to her seducer because “his appearance was of 
the most attractive kind: the blushes of the morning seemed to be lighted up in his cheeks, 
which glowed with good health, whilst wit, apparently tempered with good humor, 
beamed from his dark eyes, whose hue was softened, without being concealed, by a pair of 
eyelashes of the deepest brown.”57   
A virtuous woman’s attraction to a man was not enough to lead her into an illicit 
connection.  The second step in her seduction was when physical desire turned into love, a 
difficult passion for women to control.  Charlotte Temple confessed in a letter to her mother, 
“that I loved my seducer is but too true!” This passion proved to be too powerful “when 
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operating in a young heart glowing with sensibility.” 58  In another story, Sarah, too, was 
undone by “the seductions of love” as was “Ruined Mary.”59 
Third, the young woman had to believe that her love was reciprocated. The seducer 
used “speech so soft, and mien so mild/ By flattery and by love well feign’d” to convince 
his victim that she was loved, cherished, and safe.  Once he had worked his charms and 
promised her marriage, it was but a small step to convince her to have sex.60  Harriot Wilson 
“surrendered” to “her vile seducer” because he made “repeated and solemn promises of 
marriage.” 61  Ann Slack’s employer and seducer “frequently talked about making her his 
wife.”  With “his caresses and promises” he “succeeded to the utmost of his wishes.” 62  One 
nameless seduction victim asked her seducer, “Oh, Henry, could you see me now/ How 
wouldst thou renew thy broken vow!” 63   
 In fact, Maria’s suitor insisted they have sex because “he was fearful [she] did not 
love him sincerely.”  Having sex would be the ultimate sign of her commitment.  “Manifest 
for me your love” he told her, “and every hour of my life will study to deserve it.  Should I 
ever prove myself unworthy of your tender regard, I should abhor myself.”  She agreed, he 
betrayed her, and she was ruined.  Sex became the test of these women’s love and 
commitment to their suitors.  These young men, however, were dishonorable and only 
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promised marriage.  Thus, these stories cautioned young girls against sex with their 
betrothed because the man might change his mind and not marry her.  The problem that 
authors of seduction stories addressed through their tales was the possibility that young 
people might engage in sex that would not lead to marriage.   
These authors made it clear to their readers that both men and women were at fault: 
she for falling victim to her passions and he for manipulating her emotions.  Eliza, wrote 
one author, was “the victim of her own weakness and men’s baseness.”  Another author 
insisted that women’s destruction was a result of men’s manipulations.  “From whence the 
guilt that sinks her below thy level? It was from loving you and trusting you – this was her 
guilt, her shame.  Betrayed, perhaps, through love, to a momentary weakness.”64  Women’s 
failings were tragic; men’s weaknesses were evil.  In seduction stories of the early Republic, 
the (anti)heroine’s passions were connected to her desires to serve and be obedient to her 
sexual partner.  By voyeuristically participating in this struggle, the female reader learned 
that a woman’s virtue was ultimately undone by her “love” of her seducer – and “love” 
inspired her submission to his sexual will.  
Why were so many authors concerned that young women would fall in love and 
have sex with libertines and rakes?  Historians have noted that during the mid-eighteenth 
century, Anglo-American increasingly promoted the idea that young men and women 
should be able to choose their own marriage partner independent of the wishes of their 
family.  The ideal of affectionate, companionate, marriages was connected to a cultural 
belief that in a Republic, social contracts should be made freely.  Since marriage established 
multiple social relationships – between husband and wife, between the bride and groom’s 
families, and between a conjugal couple and future children, many believed that affectionate 
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marriage was important to the stability of republics.  In fact, the idea of affectionate 
marriages became a metaphor for the relationship between citizens and representatives.  A 
woman “chose” her representative in the republic, her husband, just as citizens elected a 
representative to speak on their behalf in the government of the nation.65 
The popularity of the notion that young men and women should have more freedom 
in contracting marriage provides a context to understand one possible reason seduction 
narratives were so popular in the early Republic.  If men were free to contract a marriage 
out of affection, then why shouldn’t a wealthy man marry the woman he loved even if she 
did not come from a similarly distinguished social status?  A man might choose to over look 
class distinctions and marry for affection.  Authors of seduction narratives were concerned 
that, in a world of social hierarchy, many young men would not choose to marry beneath 
them.  The stories told readers that wealthy man could seduce a young woman of lesser 
means as though “love” would prevail, but he had no intention of marrying her and there 
was very little anyone could do about it.  The American novelist William Brown explored 
this anxiety in The Power of Sympathy through the character Harrington Jr.  In a letter to his 
confidant, the young Harrington justified his decision to seduce, rather than marry, a 
woman of lesser fortune: “How laughable would my conduct appear … to be heard openly 
acknowledging for my bosom companion, any daughter of the democratick empire of 
virtue!”  Harrington might have desired this woman, he might have even loved her, but he 
would not marry her or openly acknowledge that he desired a woman of lesser status.  And 
yet, Harrington also professed a belief in a democratic system.  He lamented that “inequality 
among mankind is a foe to our happiness – it even affects our little parties of pleasure.  Such 
is the fate of the human race, one order of men lord it over another; but upon what grounds 
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its right is founded I could never yet be satisfied.”66  Through this character Brown argued 
that in matters of love, social hierarchy put young women at risk.  Harrington felt that he 
could not marry a woman of lesser means because he was too conscious of a social hierarchy 
that elevated him above other citizens.  
The conspicuous absence of patriarchs in seduction narratives suggests that some in 
early America feared that the diminished authority of the father in his daughter’s courtship 
might lead to disaster.  While affectionate marriages were ideologically compatible with 
other tenets of republicanism, seduction narratives communicated a cultural anxiety that 
this more open system of courtship might lead to social instability.  If a woman was left to 
choose her own marriage partner, she might fail, and her failure would lead to social and 
physical deaths, illegitimate children, poverty, vice, and broken families.  
 
Consequences for seduction 
Seduction authors punished rakes and seduced maids differently.  Women would 
experience social and physical consequences for their failures to govern their passions.  
They would be shunned from society (a social death) and then experience a physical death.  
Men were tormented by their own guilt and shame and were occasionally sued in court by a 
woman’s family.  If a rake escaped punishment in this life, he would be punished by God in 
the next.  
When women were seduced, there were three possibilities for the resolution of their 
stories.  The most favorable result would be their marriage to their first (and only) partner. If 
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a woman married her seducer,  what could have been illicit sex was recast as premarital sex, 
simply part of a suspenseful courtship.67 
If a woman’s first sexual partner refused to marry her, she would “suffer shame,” 
loss of “reputation and prospects of marriage” and be deprived of her “moral principles.”68  
In this state, she could never hope to marry and she had to remove herself from society 
through her physical death.  A seduced maid would “linger on perhaps a few years, 
laboring under the most excruciating sensations, and then sink under a load of ills to the 
cold and silent grave.” 69  One obituary printed in Poulson’s in 1817 reported that Miss Sarah 
Logan had died as a result of seduction.  Only a few months earlier she had been “in the full 
bloom of health.  Her heart uncankered by vice, and her bosom unwrung by care.”  But then 
came the “cruel spoiler” who robbed her of her “innocence.”  After a few months of shame, 
repentance and prayer, “she sunk into an early grave, the victim of a seduction.”70  In 
Charlotte Temple, the antihero, Montraville, turned his back on Charlotte and his daughter to 
marry another woman with money and social prestige.  Without any hope of marrying her 
seducer and re-entering society as a respectable woman, Charlotte died.  Caroline Charter 
died a few days after her seduction, according to the Gazette of the United States.  After 
reflecting upon “the shame and contrition” of her situation, she went upstairs and was 
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“shortly after taken with strong convulsions, and expired in about three hours.”71  In 
another story, Amelia was “unable to sustain [the] accumulated load of misery” she felt 
after an illicit affair, and so she “sunk into a stupor, followed by a raging fever, which 
terminated in a total subversion of her mental powers.”  Eventually, she died.72 
In stories where women did not immediately die, they became prostitutes.  
Eventually, the once virtuous woman would contract the “foul diseases” associated with 
prostitution and then die.73  Readers of The Lady’s Monitor learned of a young woman whose 
life followed this pattern.  She had been seduced by a young man who the family “loved as 
a son” and whom they “shortly expected to have called by the endearing appellation.”  He 
took the daughter to Philadelphia and “kept her till his appetite was sated … and then 
basely left her.  Overwhelmed by remorse and shame, she had no resource but to join the 
‘frail sisterhood,’ and add one more to the list of the Devil’s pensioners.”  Eventually, she 
died from disease, guilt, and shame.74  Polly Pollyer’s lover took her to England and 
promised to marry her there.  When they arrived, he abandoned her “without a single 
friend, and without money enough to purchase her one week’s lodging.”  The only way to 
support herself was to join “those miserable objects that continually wander up and down 
the streets in search of their prey.”  Now the prostitute, Polly became the temptress of young 
men. Soon, the reader was told, she died.75   
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Matilda, too, became a prostitute when her lover abandoned her.  Yet, the author of 
this seduction narrative allowed his character to be redeemed through religion.  “Flee, then, 
Matilda, to religion, it is, indeed, the one thing needful: be convinced, without its abiding 
influence in your heart, you can know no peace here, nor entertain any just hope of it 
hereafter.”76  This was a notable exception in seduction narratives of the early Republic, but 
it anticipated the approach of antebellum moral reformers.  By the early nineteenth century, 
some religious moral reformers insisted that seduced women could be recovered from a life 
of prostitution by instruction in religion and in an honest trade.  There was no discussion 
that these women would ever marry, but they could learn alternative moral ways to support 
themselves. Once reformed, these women could once again be productive members of 
society.  
Members of the Philadelphia Magdalene Society were part of this movement.  While 
they insisted that seduced women could be redeemed through religious instruction, the 
discourse used by the Magdalene Society about sex and seduction retained many of the 
same ideas and assumptions expressed in fictional seduction narratives.  The Society’s 
mission was “to aid in restoring to the path of virtue, to be instrumental in recovering to 
honest rank in life those unhappy Females who, in an unguarded hour, have been robbed of 
their innocence, and sunk into wretchedness.”77  True, it was men who had “robbed” 
women of their virginity, but young women had fallen victim to their own passions.  
Although it was pitiable that these women were now prostitutes, and thus they were objects 
of charity, the Society maintained the popular sentiment that these women had brought this 
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destruction on themselves.  One act of non-marital sex had degraded these women below 
respectable society. 
Not all prostitutes could be saved. The Society wanted to restore young women to 
virtue. This stated goal implies that only certain women qualified for the Society’s 
assistance.  In 1807, the Standing Committee of the Magdalene Society lamented that their 
organization had yet to build an asylum for the “number of females whom the committee 
believed to be proper objects of their attention.”78  Other records from the Magdalene 
Society reveal that, to qualify for charity, young women had to tell members of the 
Magdalen society their story of seduction from “virtue,” abandonment, and ruination.  
In 1806, the society received a sizable donation from John Pemberton.  In his letter to 
the Society, Pemberton expressed sentiments similar to those articulated by authors of 
popular seduction stories.  He wrote: “Having Often commiserated on the condition of such 
females who through temptation, or the subtle cunning artifice of profligate designing men, 
have been deluded, brought disgrace upon themselves, wounded their own souls, and 
offended a Just and righteous God by their unchaste conduct.”  Pemberton, too, believed 
that artful seducers tempted women, but women ultimately made the choice to have sex.  
Women were by nature passionate and they had to exhibit restraint and control; if they 
failed, they would meet with social disgrace and eternal punishment.  Where Pemberton 
and the Magdalene Society differed from popular narratives was in their belief that many 
women  “desired to reform, repent and be redeemed from their wicked course.”  They were 
prevented from doing so because society had shunned them.  “None who are virtuous will 
regard or have pity on them” Pemberton lamented, “and so give themselves up to continue 
in their vile practices and increase their wretchedness and misery …”  He donated land to 
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the Magdalene Society to build an asylum for seduction victims.  In this institution, women 
would be cared for by “sober, chaste, religious, and considerate overseers & tutors and 
tutoresses, who may use Christian endeavors for their good.” 79  Sex had tainted these 
women, and while their bodies might not be redeemed, their souls could still be saved. 
 Thus, although the Magdalene Society insisted that women who had once been 
“virtuous” could be brought back into society, its members did little to alter the dominant 
discourse about male and female sexuality.  This organization translated popular sentiment 
into institutional policy. Men might manipulate women into non-marital sex, but these 
women were still responsible for their own ruination because they failed to control their 
passions. Ruined and abandoned, these women were forced into prostitution.  
The Magdalene Society and authors of seduction narratives all shared an assumption 
that only virgin women were desirable marriage candidates.  In part, this reflected the belief 
that a woman who had participated in illicit sex once would sin again.  For example, one 
seduction narrative told of how Eliza, when she realized that the man who took her 
virginity would not marry her, “palmed herself the yet untouched virgin on the worthy V-.”  
Although married, she continued to have sex with the man who had first seduced her. 80 
Like Fanny Hill, this woman returned to her first sexual partner.  These types of stories also 
fetishized the moment when a woman lost her virginity because she remained attached to 
her first sexual partner.  He would always have more power over her than her own 
husband.  She could never promise fidelity and sole sexual access to her body and would 
never have the same connection to another man as she had with her first lover.  
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Seducers would receive different punishments than women for their role in 
seduction.  For men, having sex with a virgin was sexually pleasurable and posed no risk to 
his social standing nor would he die as a consequence.  According to one author, the “lordly 
man can sin with impunity”81  The stories repeated to young men that there were few legal 
measures to hold them responsible for seduction.   
When Maria confronted Fredrick, holding her infant child in her arms, Fredrick 
flung her to the curb exclaiming, “I have nothing for you!”  He turned and walked away 
with his friends and the reader never learned Fredrick’s fate.  Another story of seduction 
told of two brothers who rivaled each other to see who could seduce more women.  
Although the two men had been the cause of many women’s “undoing,” they each married 
wealthy women.  One of the brothers married an heiress with a dowry of fifty thousand 
pounds, hardly a punishment for his past crimes.82 
While seduction itself was never illegal in the early Republic, some seducers found 
themselves in court.  One author lamented that there were no laws to protect women. “ The 
law has provided no punishment for this offence beyond a pecuniary satisfaction to the 
injured family; and this can only be come at, by one of the quainted fictions in the world, by 
the father’s bringing his action against the seducer, for the loss of his daughter’s service, 
during her pregnancy and nurturing.”83  Some fathers supposedly did.  The Port-Folio 
reprinted from “a London paper” a law case between a weaver and his neighbor.  The 
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seducer did not deny that he had engaged in sex with his neighbor’s daughter, he simply 
protested that grounds of the law suit:  she was his servant when she got pregnant with his 
child, so was it not he who had lost her service and was therefore the injured party?  The 
judge dismissed the seducer’s claims and instructed the jury that “a poor man who must 
send his daughter to work” deserved as much protection as the wealthy.  The jury awarded 
her father £1000.   
Niles Weekly Register told its readers of a case where a widower sued to “recover 
damages for the seduction of his daughter.”  She had become pregnant while working as a 
companion to a gentleman’s daughter.  Her father was also awarded six thousand pounds 
in compensation for “lost services.”84  The Lady’s and Gentlemans Weekly Museum warned 
readers that young men were increasingly being sued for seduction.  In Maryland, a young 
lady’s family was awarded six thousand dollars damages when they sued her former lover 
for seduction and breach of promise of marriage.  In Bucks County a young man was fined 
two thousand pounds for a similar offence. “Such examples” the newspaper warned 
“should operate as warnings to those who are in the habit of trifling with the feelings of 
female sex.”85  
Other authors did not punish seducers with physical consequences but instead 
wrote of the terrible guilt these men would feel when their victim died.  The young lady 
who Henry had seduced confronted him while he was staying at his new fiancé’s home.  
Before dying, she told his soon-to-be in-laws that Henry was the cause of her “ruination.”  
The father-in-law, who assumed the narrator’s voice in this story, “forbore to upbraid” 
Henry because of “the remorse that preyed upon [Henry’s] mind.”  Instead, he took the 
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young man to the cold body of the young woman.  Henry “looked attentively at her for 
some minutes, then burst into tears … he darted from the room and disappeared.”86  The 
father-in-law believed that remorse and a tortured mind was sufficient punishment for 
Henry.  Another fictional seducer told his friend of the horrible guilt he felt when he 
discovered that the young woman he had seduced had died, along with his illegitimate 
child.  “If every libertine felt the stings of guilt as I do at this moment,” he wept, “seductions 
(with the gloomy train of evils which necessarily follow them) would not be so frequent as 
they are.”87  Another author insisted that the seducer would be racked with guilt or shame 
at some point in his life. “No other punishment (if any could be adequate to the loss) is 
inflicted upon, or attached to the commission of such an enormity” one author lamented, 
but the seducer would soon feel “the sting of corroding reflection, which though sometimes 
misplaced, never fails to chagrin and torture the mind.”88  
While there were few earthly punishments for men, many authors told seducers of 
“an awful day of reckoning” when God would punish them for their crimes.  When a 
seducer died, he had to “stand arraigned before the just tribunal of your injured God” and 
the woman he seduced would “ stand in judgment against” him.89  Another author writing 
in the Lady’s Weekly Miscellany reminded seducers that “men must die, and so must kings; 
the fascinating despoiler of woman’s honour is not a supernatural being, and will likewise 
die; all must approach the bar of the almighty God of heaven, and no reprieve will cancel 
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his decrees.”90  While women paid the price through the destruction of their reputation and 
bodies, God would punish men.  
 
Conclusion: 
Seduction was a social transgression because the seducer stole what was not his to 
take. A woman’s virginity was not her own, it was the property of her father which would 
allow him to give her to another man as a wife.  Because a daughter and her virginity were 
“things” that could be exchanged, the seducer destroyed another man’s property.  
Alexander Paley asked men to “distinguish, if they can, between robbery committed upon 
their property by fraud or forgery, and the ruin of their happiness by the treachery of a 
seducer.”  When a man had sex with a virgin he had no intention of marrying, he brought 
“disgrace upon her father, mother, brother, sister, and all her family.”  Every family, Paley 
insisted, had the right to “set value upon the honor” of their daughters.91  If a man seduced 
someone’s daughter or sister, what would prevent other men from acting in a similar 
manner against his family? 
Moreover, the seducer  “robbed some sincere lover of a chaste mistress, perhaps a 
wife.”92  Here the crime of seduction was defined by the loss of another man’s claim to her 
virginity.  Although the husband was an abstract figure in this article, the seducer deprived 
another man of a dutiful wife.  Thus, for Paley, seduction was a social transgression because 
                                                       
90 Thoughts on Seduction, Lady’s Weekly Miscellany, 1 November 1806, 4,5. 
 
91 William Paley, The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy” 7th edition. (Philadelphia: 
Dobson, 1789), 198-200. Also printed as “Seduction” in Philadelphia Minerva, October 22, 
1796, 4 and as “Seduction” in Weekly Visitor, or Ladies’ Miscellany,” October 30, 1802, 28.  
 
92 The Victim of Seduction: Some interesting Particulars of the Live and Ultimately the fate of Miss 
Harriot Wilson.(Boston, J. Wilkes), 1802. 
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the seducer brought dishonor to a father and destroyed the chances of a fellow citizen to 
marry a virtuous wife.  
Paley’s claims deserve further consideration.  In the eighteenth century, the marriage 
contract, as Mark Kann and Carole Patemen have argued, was a fraternal contract where 
each citizen gained exclusive sexual access to a woman (his wife) and agreed to other men’s 
exclusive sex rights to their wives’ bodies.  Through this contract, each adult woman would 
be governed over by her husband, all children would have legitimate fathers, and the 
husband/father would govern over his dependants.93  
Seduction was cast specifically as a sexual transgression where wealthy men trifled 
with the daughters of artisans, skilled laborers, and craftsmen.  All of these men were to be 
citizens of the American republic and provide stability for the new nation, but if young men 
of fortune could ruin daughters of artisans and skilled laborers with virtual impunity, then 
there was clearly no equality among citizens/patriarchs.  The anxiety expressed by authors 
of seduction narratives was not for the exploitation of Black, Indian or poor white women.  
Seduction was a sexual danger that effected citizens of the Republic and their daughters. 
The “problem” authors of seduction narratives grappled with was that men and 
women were not by nature virtuous; they were passionate beings that could be tempted to 
have sex outside of the marriage contract.  By acting upon these passions, men and women 
disrupted the social order and threatened the stability of the nation.  Authors of seduction 
narratives imagined a virtuous woman who had sexual desires.  Yet, a chaste woman’s lust 
was connected to the emotion of love.  Seduction stories warned that there were many ways 
                                                       
93 Mark Kann, Republic of Men, (New York: New York University Press, 1998), Chapters 4 
and 5; Carole Patemen, Sexual Contract, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988), Chapter 
4.  
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in which a courtship could go wrong and so a woman needed to wait until after marriage to 
have sex. 
 In seduction stories, men were driven by their desire to gain access to a virgin 
woman’s body.  It was not enough, however, to take her virginity, something that could be 
accomplished through force.  Rather, the seducer – whether he was a libertine or an 
otherwise virtuous young man who momentarily gave into his passions - wanted the 
woman to give him sexual access to her body.  To gain a virtuous woman’s consent, the 
suitor feigned love and promised marriage because he new that the woman’s sexual desires 
were connected to the emotion of love.  A man’s desires, however, were not similarly 
represented.  A man could desire a woman he did not love.  
Many authors of seduction narratives tried to appeal to men’s humanity, asking that 
they sympathize with the pain and sorrow of seduced maids.  They asked young men to 
make an honorable choice to refrain from seduction.  While many authors of seduction 
narratives hoped that men would cultivate feelings of sympathy, most writers assumed that 
women were the ultimate guardians of their own virginity.  By imagining women as sexual 
beings that desired to have sex with men they loved, seduction stories reduced men’s 
responsibility for exploiting women emotionally and sexually.  A seducer was a cad, had 
behaved dishonorable, and perhaps he would be fined or sued for his illicit sexual conduct, 
but because his victim had consented, she was ultimately responsible for her own 
“ruination.”   
Thus, one reason why seduction stories became popular during the early Republic 
was because this illicit act threatened the social order.  Instead of each man having sexual 
access to a woman, the seducer gained access to many women.  A man who seduced a 
virgin diminished her worth to her father because non-marital sex destroyed her chances to 
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marry.  Of course, this “problem” was not new.  What was new within revolutionary theory 
was that virgin women were essential to citizenship.  Now, virgin women had social and 
political value because, as wives and mothers, they were essential to the formation of 
household, which in turn were the foundation of the nation.  When a seducer had sex with a 
virgin who he did not marry, he denied a fellow citizen the opportunity of marrying a 
virgin bride and establishing a household.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
CHAPTER TWO 
RAPE 
 
In 1810, Rebecca Fay sat in a courtroom in New York City and told the jury that 
Charles Wakely had raped her.  Charles had been living in the Fay home while he was 
under the medical care of Rebecca’s husband, Cyrus.1  One evening, Rebecca and Charles 
were alone in the parlor waiting for Cyrus to return home from a house call.  According to 
Rebecca, when she got up to cross the room, Charles grabbed hold of her.  He held Rebecca 
tight to his chest to muffle her screams.  With one hand on Rebecca’s right arm, and with her 
other arm twisted behind her back, Charles slammed the door of the room shut with his foot 
and forced her “against a dining table.”  She described to the jury that “he twisted me to the 
front of the table and pushing me against it, forced me on it, and my head came against a 
wall …  He separated me with his left hand in order to make way for the gratification of his 
lustful passion.”  There on the table, Charles “accomplished his detestable purpose of 
ravishing” Rebecca.  Rebecca sustained several injuries from the rape.  Her right arm was 
bruised, the “skin was rubbed off of one … knee,” and her “thighs were bruised.”  Rebecca 
                                                       
1 I have chosen to first names because often stories of rape, adultery, and incest involved 
men and women from the same family.  Moreover, as Sharon Block has argued, using first 
names to discuss heterosexual sex helps the reader identify who the male and female actors 
are.  I refer to authors by their last names and public officials.  I also refer to lawyers by their 
last names because often publisher of the criminal rape trial only provided the lawyer’s last 
name.   
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told the courtroom that Charles  “severely hurt my private parts, by his using his hand, and 
applying it there, besides applying something else in my ravishment.”2   
Cross-examiners asked Rebecca if the violence to her “secret parts … could not arise 
from a sexual connexion,” or, rather, through consensual sex.  By his question, the lawyer 
implied that some types of physical force and violence, indeed even to the extent that 
Rebecca described, might accompany consensual sex.  What is most striking about the 
exchange, however, was Rebecca’s answer: “He applied his hands and injured me severely 
in my resistance; but I cannot fully describe it.”3  Rebecca struggled to differentiate forced sex 
from consensual sex.   
The lawyer’s question to Rebecca and her answer illuminate the ambivalent 
meanings ascribed to signs of sexual violence on a woman’s body in the early Republic.  In 
all rape cases, women were asked to publicly detail the violence done to their bodies and 
witnesses were called to confirm their testimonies.  Yet, the defense lawyers either 
dismissed the marks of violence as simply an indicator that sex had taken place, which 
confirmed the immoral character of the woman, or they ignored the evidence all together.  
Signs of force, these men contested, did not mean that the act was against a woman’s will.  
 As many scholars have noted, it was a cultural assumption in the eighteenth century 
that some type of force would be needed to elicit a virtuous woman’s consent as she would 
always resist at first even if she truly desired the sexual encounter.4  Yet, the lawyer did not 
                                                       
2 Trial of Charles Wakely, For a Rape on Mrs. Rebecca Fay … (New York: M’Carty & White, 
1810), 4, 6, 24.  
 
3 Ibid., 7. 
 
4 See for example Marybeth Hamilton Arnold, “Life of a Citizen in the Hands of a Woman’: 
Sexual Assault in New York City, 1790 – 1820,” Passions and Power, ed. Kathy Piess and 
Christina Simmons (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989); Sharon Block, Rape and 
Sexual Power in Early America (Chapel Hill, UNC Chapel Hill Press 2006,) 20-26; and Thomas 
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ask about the bruises to Rebecca’s body; instead he focused specifically on the injuries done 
to her genitals.  The lawyer’s question and Rebecca’s answer invite an investigation beyond 
the force used to gain consent and to the act of sex itself.5  If signs of violence did not mean 
that the sex act was against a woman’s will, what other possible meanings were available to 
interpret marks of sexual violence?  Moreover, why was it so difficult for Rebecca to 
differentiate between rape and consensual sex?  
 Anglo-Americans believed that rape was a product of a man’s unbridled sexual 
desires; it was an extension of his natural lusts for women.  Rebecca implied as much when 
she told the court that Charles raped her to gratify “his lustful passions.”6  Although it was 
the man who was on trial for rape, the woman was on trial for illicit sexual conduct.  Who 
would be found guilty?7 This chapter examines published narratives of rape not for what 
they reveal about rape, but rather what these texts disclose about cultural attitudes and 
beliefs about female sexuality. 
To prove that a sex-act was an act of rape, a woman had to show that the act was “by 
force and against her will.”  This was the legal definition of rape, inherited by Anglo-
American colonists from British common law.8  Anglo-American legal understanding of 
rape was also informed by the writings of Sir Matthew Hale, Lord Chief Justice of England.  
Hale warned lawmakers and attorneys that rape was “an accusation easily to be made and 
                                                                                                                                                                         
Foster, Sex and the Eighteenth Century Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 2006), Else L. Hambleton, 
“Playing the Rogue: Rape and the Issues of Consent in Seventeenth-Century 
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5 Gathine Walker, “Rereading Rape and Sexual Violence in Early Modern England” in 
Gender and History, Vol. 10 No. 1 (April 1998): 1-25. 
  
6 Trial of Charles Wakely, 4.  See also Block, 36-37 
 
7 For a discussion of women who were charged with fornication when they brought 
accusations of rape against their partner, see Hambleton, 27-43. 
8Block, 28-29.   
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hard to be proved.” In other words, Hale worried that women might bring accusations of 
rape, but how would men defend themselves from these charges?  Moreover, how would a 
jury discern the false accusation of rape put forward by a woman who had been spurned by 
a lover, from a legitimate claim made by a woman who had suffered real injury?  Hale 
provided lawyers and judges with a criteria to use in evaluating a woman’s claims of rape.  
First, while there had to be signs of violence, violence was not enough.  A woman might 
physically resist her attacker and then give in to his demands, which would be “by force” 
but because she eventually consented, it would not be “against her will.”  To show that the 
act was against her will, a woman had to scream out against her attacker; she had to 
physically resist his advances, and she needed to report the assault to a female confidant 
soon after the attack.  With the assistance of a female friend or family member, the rape 
would be reported to a male protector who would determine the appropriate course of 
action.9  
 When the case went to trial, part of the process of determining if the sex-act(s) was 
committed against a woman’s will required the accuser to detail the violence done to her 
body, the man’s conduct towards her, and her own actions before, during, and after the 
attack.  As such, a woman’s body, sexual history, and character were on trial.  Despite the 
centrality of a woman’s testimony in rape trials, her words were given little credit and it was 
the community who determined if a woman had consented to the man’s advances.10  It was 
                                                       
9 Ibid., Chapter 2 and 3. There was some debate over if a man had to ejaculate in order to 
classify the sexual assault as rape, but Sharon Block found in her extensive examination of 
legal records that most often, ejaculation was not a determining factor. Ibid., 135-138.       
 
10 Cornelia Dayton has shown that in seventeenth century Connecticut, a woman’s 
accusation of rapedwas treated as a serious allegation that needed to be examined by the 
community.  Many New England colonists believed that women would never make a false 
allegation of rape because the punshiment was death.  Throughout the eighteenth century, 
however, a woman’s testimony was given less credit.  Judges began to rely on English 
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possible, according to Hale, for a woman to manufacture a rape, and so the community 
needed to assess the woman’s character.  Was she virtuous before the attack? Was she 
known for telling the truth?  How did she act towards the man she accused after the alleged 
attack?  Was she promiscuous with men before or after the rape? 
As Sharon Block has shown in her exhaustive study on the topic of rape and coerced 
sex in eighteenth-century British North America, the legal definition of rape was open to 
interpretation by a community.  What did a woman need to prove about the type of force a 
man used to gain access to her body?  What evidence did a woman need to provide the 
community to prove that the sex-act had occurred against her will?  Block demonstrates that 
within the sexual culture of eighteenth-century Anglo-America, it was assumed that women 
did not actually know if they desired sex.  A virtuous woman always resist and, as such, a 
man had to test a woman’s resolve to determine if she “really” desired sex or if her no 
meant no.  This belief placed men in charge of interpreting women’s actions and words.  
Moreover, a woman had to violently struggle against her attacker.  If she did not, it was 
assumed that she consented even if she said no, or was silent, during the assault.  Even a 
woman who was coerced might believe that she consented, or that she finally consented, 
even if she had not desired the sexual liaison.    
 In eighteenth-century America, rape was a violation of a woman’s virtue and an 
attack on her patriarch’s honor.  Thus, only women who were deemed virtuous could be 
raped, and this was limited to non-promiscuous white women.  An immoral woman 
(Indian, Black, and promiscuous white,) could be assaulted, but it was not possible to rape 
                                                                                                                                                                         
treatises, which demanded a higher standard of evidence.  The result, Dayton argues, was 
the creation of a culture in which a woman’s accusations of rape were “discounted or 
dismissed.” See Cornelia Dayton, Women before the Bar (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1995), 60, 
232.  Men worried that women might manufacture an accusation of rape to punish men who 
refused to marry them after consensual sex.  This accusation was leveled against Lanah 
Sawyer when she accused Henry Bedlow of rape, a case discussed later in this chapter.  
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these women.  Thus, during a rape trial, courts focused on a woman’s reputation.  The jury 
had to be convinced that the woman was of good character and that she would never 
consent to any type of illicit sex.   
These themes identified by Block deserve further investigation. The fact that so 
much of the rape trial hinged on the community’s interpretation of a woman’s conduct 
suggests two important shared cultural assumptions, both of which will be examined in this 
chapter.  First, the community, lawyers, and jurists did not assume that signs of violence 
were markers of non-consensual sex.  Marks of violence were open to interpretation and 
each side of the trial attempted to use the bruised, bleeding, torn female body to symbolize 
different things.  The prosecution would argue that it was a sign that the act was violent and 
therefore non-consensual, but the defense and even some witnesses agreed that the marks of 
violence might simply mean that sex had taken place.  
 Secondly, because the community determined a woman’s will based on her conduct 
before and after the alleged assault, Anglo-Americans assumed that a woman could not be 
relied upon to be truthful about her own sexual desires.  A woman might have said no, but 
if she were a “loose” or “immoral” woman, than her conduct suggested that she might 
consent to sex under any and all circumstances.  If she had engaged in illicit sex before, if 
she was indiscriminate in her sexual partners, then it was possible that she could have said 
yes to the accused.  Or, because a woman was promiscuous, how would any man know that 
a woman was saying no to him when she had said yes to so many before?  Importantly, trial 
lawyers and witnesses for both sides hypothesized about “loose” and “virtuous” female 
behavior, working within larger cultural tropes about female sexual desire.  Individual men 
who were accused of rape also attempted to use these ideas about female sexuality to justify 
their own conduct.   
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 This chapter examines the legal definition of rape – “by force” and “against her 
will” in separate sections.  In section one, I use representations of sexual violence in two 
popular novels, Samuel Richardson’s popular novel Clarissa (1748) and John Cleland’s Fanny 
Hill (1749), to contextualize descriptions of force and violence in published rape narratives.  
By reading rape narratives alongside popular stories of sexual violence including 
pornography, we are better able to consider the multiple purposes of published criminal 
trials:  Published rape narratives warned women that promiscuity exacted a toll: they faced 
the dangers of rape, exposure of their sexual histories in court, and condemnation by the 
community.  Thus, these narratives helped socialize women by delineating the boundary 
between virtuous and immoral female sexual behavior.  Yet, these narratives could also 
function as a form of pornography and eroticism.  Published rape trials (supposedly) 
printed women’s articulation of the violence done to their bodies, mirroring contemporary 
pornographic tales and creating voyeuristic spaces for readers to explore their own 
fantasies. 
 In section two, I use testimonies of witnesses and arguments of various trial lawyers 
to map shared assumptions about the nature of female sexual desire, consent, and conduct.  
These published rape trials were not merely about one woman’s experience;  rather, the trial 
room provided an opportunity for the public to debate the sexual nature of all white 
women.  In many ways, the publication of rape trials was part of, and contributed to, the 
creation of a cultural rubric that men and women could use to evaluate the sexual conduct 
of all (white) women.  Published rape narratives and popular literary representations of 
sexual violence informed and/or confirmed the reader’s own ideas about the nature of 
male-female sex acts and female sexual desire.  
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Force 
To better understand the ambiguous meanings ascribed to marks of violence on a 
woman’s body, we need to understand how sexual violence was eroticized in the Anglo-
American imagination. To do this, I examine representations of female suffering in Samuel 
Richardson’s Clarissa, and John Cleland’s Fanny Hill.  These works help illustrate how 
female suffering and pain was eroticized in popular culture, and a comparison of these texts 
will reveal consistent argument within Anglo-American popular culture that physical 
violence was part of, perhaps even natural to, consensual sex.  These cultural texts - 
sentimental novels, pornography, and published rape trials - reinforced and promoted 
misogynistic fantasies that women enjoyed, and sought out, sexual violence.   
* 
Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa (1748) was one of the most popular novels in early 
America.11  The plot of the novel followed the kidnapping, attempted seduction, and 
ultimately the rape of the heroine Clarissa by the rake Lovelace.  The novel was written as a 
series of letters between various characters, including lengthy epistles between Lovelace 
and his friend Jack.  In these letters, Lovelace described the pleasures he received by 
tormenting Clarissa, threatening violence, physically restraining her, holding and kissing 
                                                       
11 Advertisements for Clarissa appear in the Catalogue of Books in the Boston Library 1807; 
Catalogue of the Books belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore 1809; Catalogue of the Books 
Belonging to the New York Society Library 1813; Cataloged of Robinson’s Circulating Library 1816. 
Various early American newspapers published advertisements from booksellers that listed 
Clarissa as one of the books in their stock.  For example, see American Mercury, December 1, 
1818;  Aurora, December 3, 4, 1805; Boston Patriot and Dailey Mercantile Advertiser, 16 June 
1820; Boston Post, 17, 24 February 1766; Columbia, 2 June 1818;  Impartial Herald, March 14, 21, 
28 1798;  New York Daily Gazette, March 15 – 31, 1790, September 7 – 30, 1790;  New York 
Gazette, May 4, 1761, June 11, 14, 18, 21, 1770;  New England Repertory, August 20, 1803, 
September 3, 7, 1803;  Otsejo Herald, August 28, 1895, September 4, 1895, November 6, 19, 
1795, December 3, 1795, March 3, 1795, April 7, 28, 1796, May 5, 1796;  Pennsylvania Ledger, 
November 19, 1777;  Providence Gazette, February, 8, 22, 29, 1772,  March 7, 1772; Salem 
Gazette April 4, 1815.  
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her against her wishes.  Clarissa physically resisted Lovelace, including during the rape 
scene, but Lovelace found her verbal and physical resistance -- complete with fainting spells 
and tears -- erotic.  
Lovelace was the quintessential image of the rake in eighteenth-century America.  As 
discussed in chapter one, “Seduction,” a rake was a wealthy man who sought sexual 
pleasures through multiple encounters, particularly by seducing young, innocent, female 
virgins.  Since the rake was a popular caricature in the early Republic, and Lovelace was the 
quintessential rake, the views expressed by this fictional character are a useful place to begin 
in examining the eroticization of female suffering.  Importantly, the rake was not just a work 
of fiction; in the infamous rape trial of Henry Bedlow in 1793, discussed in greater detail 
later in this chapter, the defense proposed that Henry could not have raped Lannah Sawyer 
because he was a rake, and everyone knew that rakes used force to gain consent, but they 
seldom resorted to rape.  Henry was acquitted.  
Clarissa was the daughter of a wealthy family and her parents wanted her to marry a 
family friend, Roger Somes, but she refused because she found him an unsuitable partner. 
Moreover, Clarissa was to inherit money and property from her grandfather.  Thus, if she 
remained single, she could live an independent life.  Her father was furious at his 
daughter’s refusals and her family pressured her to obey their wishes and to marry against 
her will.  Her other suitor was Lovelace who had a reputation as rake, and everyone 
including Clarissa was aware that he was a womanizer.  Clarissa, despite her better 
judgment, developed an attachment to Lovelace.   
Lovelace knew that Clarissa’s wish to avoid marrying a man she detested, and he 
suspected that she was fond of him, so he decided to kidnap her.  Lovelace reasoned that if 
he kidnapped Clarissa, all of her friends and family would assume that she had eloped of 
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her own freewill and her reputation would be damaged, leaving her completely dependant 
upon Lovelace.  The rake also believed that Clarissa would be so grateful to him for helping 
her escape that she would agree to become his mistress.  He doubted that she would resist 
his demands for sex for long and assumed that he would be able to gratify his desires 
without having to marry her.  He explained to his friend Jack, “If I can have her without 
(marriage) who can blame me for trying?”12  He scoffed at his friend’s suggestion that he 
should marry Clarissa and preserve her honor: “Marriage purity, Jack! Very comical, ‘faith. 
Yet, sweet dears, half the female world ready to run away with a rake, because he is a rake; 
and for no other reason; nay, every other reason against their choice.”13  He confessed to his 
friend that if she did resist his attempts at seduction and coercion, he would know she was 
truly virtuous and marry her.  
Lovelace’s plan to ruin Clarissa’s reputation by kidnapping her was successful and 
she was immediately disowned by her family.  He was mistaken, however, to believe that 
she would easily be persuaded to become his mistress.  Clarissa told him that under no 
circumstances would she become his mistress.  Clarissa’s verbal refusals did little to alter his 
belief that she would yet be seduced.  Although she protested his advances, he believed that 
because she continued to live and travel with him, and because she allowed him to make 
arrangements for her, she was acting in a way that showed her “real” desire, which was to 
submit to his will.  To him, while she verbally said “no,” her actions said “yes.”  Lovelace 
reasoned, “may not then the success of him who could carry her thus far be allowed to be an 
encouragement for him to try to carry her further?  ‘Tis but to try, Jack.  Who will be afraid 
of a trial for this divine lady? Thou knowest that I have more than once, twice, or thrice been 
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13 Ibid., 269. 
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tempted to make this trial upon young ladies of name and character: but never yet found 
one of them to hold me out for a month; nor so long as could puzzle my invention.”14  
 Through Lovelace, Richardson was able to communicate a widely held belief that all 
women were secretly lustful and only withheld sex from men to “play” virtuous women. 
Lovelace complained to his friend that women behaved as “sly rogues … ready to spring 
upon us harmless fellows the moment we are in their reach! When the ice is once broken for 
them, how swiftly can they make to port! “ Or, rather, once a woman’s resistance (or 
hymen?) was broken, they lost all inhibitions.  Lovelace continued, “Meantime, the subject 
they can least speak to, they think most of.“  Women, according to the rake, were always 
ready for sex – they just needed to be persuaded.   Who was to blame for seduction?  
Women.  “Little saucy-face designers! How first they draw themselves in, then us!”15 
 Lovelace believed that women were lustful beings and secretly desired sex, yet they 
withhold sex as part of gender power play.  Sharon Block has demonstrated that this belief 
was widespread in Anglo-American culture.  Men and women in the early Republic often 
expressed their understanding that some type of force might be needed to elicit a woman’s 
consent.  In rape trials, men and women spoke of consensual sex as a struggle.  When a 
woman prosecuted for rape, or the lesser assault and battery, it was clear that the man’s 
notion of legitimate violence surpassed the woman’s.16 
Clarissa at first assumed that Lovelace had her best interest at heart and hoped that 
he would either marry her or help her obtain her inheritance, bequeathed to her by  her 
grandfather, so she could be independent.  When she finally understood his true intentions, 
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she became cold and hostile and informed him that she would never agree to marriage.  
This shift in affection angered Lovelace.  Increasingly, the two characters clashed.  Lovelace 
held her captive, censored her mail, physically restrained her when she tried to quit his 
company, threatened to rape her, and verbally berated her.  Clarissa always rose to her own 
defense, which had a mixed effect on Lovelace: he found her resistance irritating, but her 
torment erotic.  
In one scene, Lovelace attempted to intercept letters between Clarissa and her 
confidant.  To distract her, he took “liberties” with her, kissing her with great passion.  
Despite his attempts at distracting his captive, Clarissa caught him stealing her letter and 
the two struggled to over the letter, snatching the paper out of each other’s hands.   Lovelace 
described to his friend Jack how the quarrel gave him an opportunity to feel her body close 
to him, a sensation made more erotic because she instigated the physical contact.  “I let go 
my prize, lest she should faint away: but had the pleasure first to find my hand within both 
hers, she trying to open my reluctant fingers.  How near was my heart, at that moment, to 
my hand, throbbing to my fingers ends, to be thus familiarly, although angrily, treated by 
the charmer of my soul!”17  
 In another fight between the two characters, Lovelace grabbed Clarissa to prevent 
her from leaving the room. Lovelace found her struggle erotically pleasing: 
Oh Jack! How her sweet bosom, as I clasped her to mine, heaved and panted! 
I could ever distinguish her dear heart flutter, flutter, flutter, against mine…  
But, oh, sweet discomposure! Her bared shoulders and arms, so inimitably 
fair and lovely: her spread hands crossed over her charming neck; yet not 
half concealing its glossy beauties … and there, in the anguish of her soul, her 
streaming eyes lifted up to my face, with supplicating softness, hands folded, 
disheveled hair; for her night head-dress having fallen off in her struggling, 
her charming tress fell down in naturally shining ringlets, as if officious to 
conceal the dazzling beauties of her neck and shoulders; her lovely bosom 
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too heaving with sighs, and broken sobs, as if to aid her quivering lips in 
pleading … 18 
 
In another encounter, Clarissa rose from the table during dinner and tried to leave the room 
after being startled at an outburst from Lovelace.  Lovelace prevented her from leaving the 
room by placing himself “between her and the door.”  He told his friend Jack that Clarissa 
“threw herself into a chair, fanning herself, her sweet face all crimsoned over with passion.”19   
This was but one of many passages in the novel where Lovelace described in detail how 
bewitching Clarissa was when she struggled against him.  Lovelace spoke of the beauty of 
Clarissa’s body when she fell into fits of despair; how erotic her face looked when her 
passions were raised; and the sensuality of her neck, breasts, skin, and teary eyes.   
Lovelace decided to rape Clarissa for two related reasons: First, rape was a 
punishment for resisting his will. “She will be mine upon my own terms,” Lovelace told his 
friend and confidant Jack.20  Second, he believed if she were forced into a sexual 
relationship, she would marry him to repair her reputation and virtue:  “If her resentments 
run ever so high, cannot I repair by matrimony?  She will not refuse me, I know Jack; the 
haughty beauty will not refuse me, when her pride of being corporally inviolate is brought 
down.”21  It did not work. Richardson did not provide the reader with any details about the 
actual rape, but the reader was assured that Clarissa did not consent to Lovelace and both 
died tragically as a consequence of Lovelace’s actions.  
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21 Ibid., 329. 
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The fictional Lovelace was not the only in believing that rape would force a woman 
into marriage.  One court case from Lancaster County in Pennsylvania detailed the ordeal of 
Barbara Witman who was abducted, raped, and forced by her assailant to appear before a 
minister as part of an elaborate plot to force her into marriage.   
In 1786, Timothy Cockley and a group of friends burst into the house where Barbara 
Witman lived and forcibly took her away.  Her employer, Benjamin Whistler, and other men 
of the household came to Barbara’s assistance but the kidnappers were armed and 
threatened the men with violence.   Once the gang of men had left, Benjamin gathered 
together a group of neighbors to find and rescue Barbara.  
Timothy and his friends dragged Barbara to different houses throughout the night, 
passing through the woods and back lots of the town.  Barbara testified that Timothy raped 
her repeatedly that night, while his friends guarded their hideouts to prevent any 
interruption and to stop Barbara from escaping.  In the morning, and again with the help of 
his friends, Timothy took Barbara to find someone to marry them.  While Barbara and 
Timothy were before a minister, Benjamin Whistler and his friends arrived to rescue the 
young woman.  Timothy Cockley was arrested and charged with rape and his four friends 
were charged with “accessories before the fact.” 22   
We do not know how this trial ended, nor do we know anything about Barbara and 
Timothy’s relationship prior to this assault.  We only have the account provided by Barbara 
and Benjamin and we do not know how Timothy defended his conduct.  What we do know 
is that for Timothy and his friends, the action of kidnapping and raping Barbara seemed like 
a plausible way to force a woman into marriage.  Timothy’s actions suggest that, similar to 
the fictional Lovelace, he wanted a woman who had refused him and he believed the best 
                                                       
22 “Resp. vs. Timothy Cockely.”  Yeates Papers, HSP Collection # 740.  Misc. Legal Papers, 
Folder 4 (May-June) 1786.    
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way to go about this was to kidnap and rape her.  Timothy’s friends evidently believed that 
he would be successful in forcing Barbara to marry him, otherwise why did they assist him 
in committing a violent crime in such a public manner? 
 It is impossible to learn from the court records if Timothy found this experience 
erotic, but we can use Clarissa to better understand the larger sexual culture in which this 
real-life incident took place.  As we have seen through seduction narratives and in the novel 
of Clarissa, manipulating a woman into sex was an erotic experience.  Anti-heroes, such as 
Lovelace, spoke of women’s suffering and resistance as an erotic, pleasing, experience.  Or, 
perhaps Lovelace, like the seducers in seduction tales, desired to possess an innocent 
woman through sex, and Clarissa’s struggles and pleadings were symbols of her purity.  
Nevertheless, resistance/suffering and purity/virtue were conflated in this narrative and 
the conquest over virtue, complete with a woman’s suffering, was erotic.  Timothy, and 
other men who committed sexual acts of violence against women, were acting within a 
culture that eroticized violence as part of a sexual encounter between men and women.  
Timothy and Lovelace, however, took their actions too far.  Instead of forcing consent, these 
men raped the women they wished to marry.  
* 
Clarissa provides a context to understand the erotic appeal of female suffering, but 
because it was popular fiction it stopped short of describing sex-acts (although that was part 
of the eroticism).  As I emphasized earlier in this chapter, the striking feature in the 
exchange between Rebecca Fay and the defense lawyer was Rebecca’s difficulty in 
differentiating between consensual and nonconsensual sex.  It appeared that both she and 
the lawyer agreed that some type of force during the sex act was permissible, or at least, 
possible.  
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To understand other possible meanings ascribed to physical signs of sexual violence, 
I turn now to the most popular (and one of the few) pornographic novels in early America, 
John Cleland’s Fanny Hill (1749).  As noted in chapter one, even though it was illegal to sell 
or reprint pornographic works in the colonies, it is clear that copies of Cleland’s novel were 
available in some American bookshops.   
Fanny Hill was written as a collection of letters supposedly penned by a young 
woman. In these letters, the repentant Fanny recorded her sexual experiences in explicit 
details. The story was cast as the “true” confession of a woman who was compelled to speak 
of her sexual desires and experiences. 
When Fanny Hill engaged in male-female sex for the first time, she experienced 
excruciating pain and was physically injured by her partner. Fanny had met her first 
partner, Charles, at a brothel and she worried that he would not believe she was “a 
virgin.”23  She decided to engage in sex without confessing her lack of sexual experience.  
The first time she and Charles had sex, he had to use “several vigorous pushes” with his 
penis, which “hurt” Fanny “extremely.”  Despite this force, he found that he had “made not 
the least impression.”  Fanny “complain’d, but tenderly complain’d.”  “I could not bear it,” 
the fictional Fanny recalled. “Indeed! He hurt me.”  At first, Charles assumed that her pain 
was due to her youth and “the largeness of his machine (for few men could dispute size 
with him).”  Rather than stopping, he continued his “attack” on her “tender” parts.  Fanny 
described this ordeal as follows: 
He tries again; still no admittance, still no penetration; but he had hurt me yet 
more, whilst my extreme love made me bear extreme pain almost without a groan: at 
length, after repeated fruitless trials, he lay down panting by me, kiss’d my 
                                                       
23 Fanny had engaged in sexual activity with a woman named Pheobe who worked and 
lived in the brothel.  Despite her encounter with a woman, this is the first time she engaged 
in sex by eighteenth century standards.  John Cleland, Fanny Hill (New York: Random 
House, 2001), 14-16.   
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falling tears, and ask’d me tenderly. What was the meaning of so much 
complaining, and I had not borne it better for others than I did for him? I 
answer’d with a simplicity fram’d to perswade, that he was the first man that 
serv’d me so.  
 
On learning that his partner was a virgin, Charles smothered Fanny with kisses, and 
begged her, “in the name of love, to have a little patience, and that he [would] be as 
tender of hurting [her], as he would be himself.”  Once she knew of “his pleasure,” 
Fanny submitted “joyfully [to] him, whatever pain … it would cost [her]!24 
In this passage, Cleland crafted a sex scene in which a man had to inflict pain 
upon his female partner to achieve sexual gratification.  Charles had to use force on 
Fanny’s body not because she resisted him, but because she has desired and 
consented to sex. In fact, Charles did not desire to inflict pain and promised to be 
sensitive to his partner, but because Fanny was a virgin, violence in this scene was 
imperative.  Moreover, the question posed by Charles – had Fanny not “borne” pain 
better for other men than for him – is another example of a cultural construction of 
sex as male-female sex as necessarily violent –  even a sexually experienced women 
might have to endure pain during sex.  
With her consent, Charles “driving forward with fury … forcibly deepen[ed] his 
penetration.”  Fanny told the reader, “I was put … to such intolerable pain … I could have 
screame’d out; but unwilling as I was to alarm the house, I held in my breath, and cram’d 
my petticoat … into my mouth, and bit it through in the agony.”  She continued to suffer 
until Charles with “one violent merciless lunge, sent [his penis], imbrew’d, and reeking with 
virgin blood, up to the very hilts.”  At this moment, Fanny’s “resolution desert[ed]” her and 
she  “scream’d out, and fainted away with the sharpness of the pain.”   When Charles 
                                                       
24 Italics added. Ibid., 47. 
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withdrew, her “thighs were instantly all in a stream of blood, that flow’d from the wounded 
torn passage.”25   
The virgin female body was depicted as though it did not have a vaginal opening.  
The man used his penis to tear, cut, and rip through the female body to prepare it for penile 
penetration.  When Charles was unsuccessful in penetration, Cleland described how Charles 
lay down “panting” next to Fanny.  This was work.  A woman’s first sexual partner 
practically created the passage in which all other penises would enter.   
Cleland assured his readers that, rather than being repulsed by this event, the young 
Fanny turned to Charles “whom [she] was now infinitely endear’d by his complete triumph 
over a maidenhead” and “drown’d all sense of pain in the pleasure of seeing him” so much 
pleased at their sexual encounter.   Fanny sighed, “Oh insupportable delight! Oh 
superhuman rapture! What pain could stand before a pleasure so transporting?”26 
After having her vagina torn to the point where blood gushed from her body, 
Charles decided that they should again have sex, and once more Fanny submitted to the 
pain.  Fanny’s sexual pleasure was achieved when her sexual partner was satisfied.  When 
Fanny realized that she had given Charles so much pleasure, she “felt no more the smart” of 
her wounds and allowed him to force “his way up the torn tender folds” of her vagina.  
Fanny explained, “I stifled my cries, and bore him with the passive fortitude of an heroine.27 
This belief that female virgins had to endure pain during sex appeared in 
other popular publications.  In The Devil Upon Crutches written by a “Gentleman 
from Oxford,” the devil took a student on a tour of nocturnal London.  The student 
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witnessed different types of deviant behavior - a woman who gambled her body in a 
game of cards and then lost, a man who lost his entire fortune gambling, and a 
newly married man who cheated on his wife.  In one scene, the student heard the 
screams of a woman.  The student asked the devil, “What gentle screams are those, 
which seem to be uttered by a person in distress, who has no mind to be relieved?” 
The devil replied, “You behold there a young Lady who has been married this 
morning, horrid thought!  Obliged to endure the embraces of her Husband.  Modest 
Creature!  Her Father’s Butler two years ago, let her know what she was to expect.” 
The joke was that the woman only played a virgin and to do so, she screamed in 
pain.  Moreover, the student suggested that although the woman screamed out in 
pain, and yet did not wish the pain to stop – she “had no mind to be relieved.”28 
In a second example, an anonymous male diarist who lived in Philadelphia 
confessed that one night he lay with a woman who had “never before enjoyed a 
man: she shrieked and shrieked more but I made entry in due form and time.” 
Despite the woman’s pain, the young Diarists believed that through this encounter, 
his female partner “enjoyed” a man. 29 
Fanny’s first sexual encounter was not be the only time she felt this much pain in 
pursuit of sexual gratification.  Much later in the novel, Fanny seduced an “innocent” young 
man who was well endowed.  She described how during their first tryst he had used 
“violent … painful piercing thrusts,” to “wedge himself at least so far in.”  Once he had 
                                                       
28The Devil upon crutches in England. Or, night-scenes in London. (London: Pottinger, and J. 
Ross, 1759), 35.   
 
29 As quoted in Block, 23.  See also Clare Lyons, Sex among the Rabble, (Chapel Hill, UNC 
Chapel Hill Press, 2006), 249-253. 
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inserted himself, she “felt such a mixture of pleasure and pain, as there is no giving a 
definition of.”  She continued:   
“the sense of pain, however, prevailing, from his prodigious size and stiffness, acting  
upon me in those continu’d rapid thrusts with which he furiously assur’d his 
penetration, made me cry out gently, ‘oh my dear, you hurt me!’  This was enough to 
check the tender respectful boy, even in his mid-career: and immediately drew out 
the sweet cause of my complaint … “ 
 
Although this man did not wish to injure Fanny and immediately stopped when she 
complained, pain was an imperative part of male-female sex.  Moreover, although it hurt 
Fanny to have sex with this man, she still desired him.  She confessed, “pain’d, however, as I 
was, with his efforts of gaining a complete admission … I took care not to complain.” 30  
Once more, pain/injury were part of Fanny’s experience not because she resisted sex, but 
because she consented to her partner.  That Fanny experienced pain during later in her sex,  
because of the size of her lover’s penis suggests that, to an Anglo-American reader, marks of 
violence on a woman’s body might indicate manliness and prowess.  This man created pain 
and injured his female partner not because she resisted him, but because of his enormous 
“manhood.” 
 Fanny also participated in other types of sexual activities in which she felt pain.  In 
one scene, Fanny participated in  flagellation.”  Although Fanny consented to this activity, 
she found it “unnatural” and referred to her partner as a “butcher” and an “unhappy young 
gentleman.”  She attributed his interest in “so peculiar a lust” to his “habitual state of 
conflict with, and dislike of himself.”31  She found little erotic satisfaction through her role as 
dominatrix or as submissive partner in this play, and her lack of pleasure elevated the type 
of pain/pleasure she received during vaginal penetration.  Yet, Fanny was determined to 
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submit to the whims of her sexual partner in the flagellation scene, reinforcing a 
construction of female sexuality in which a woman sublimated her own needs and desires, 
even sacrificing their bodies, for male sexual gratification. 32 
 One of the reasons Fanny found flagellation “unnatural” was because her male 
partner asked to be tied down and flogged by Fanny until he bled.  This gender inversion 
was discursive as well as performative: Fanny used a “rod” to pierce the flesh of her male 
partner until he bled.  While her partner found the pain pleasurable, as evidenced by his 
erection, Fanny found the play “surprisingly cruel.”  With “every lash” his skin became 
“deeply redden’d” and she continued until his buttocks had “such livid welts, as the blood 
either spun out from, or stood in large drops.”  Eventually her partner achieved orgasm, 
and the two switched positions.33 
 Fanny described how he at first used “gentle inflictions” until “by degrees he began 
to tingle” her buttocks “with smarter lashes, so as to provoke a red colour into them.”  This 
was discursively parallel to her description of being penetrated by a penis – each of her 
partners entered her slowly and gently, although she still felt pain.  Then “when he had … 
amus’d himself admiring and toying” with her “he went on to strike harder, and more 
hard.” Fanny confessed that it hurt so much that she “needed all [her] patience not to cry 
out, or complain at least.” Once again, this scene was similar to how she managed to 
“withstand” the pain with Charles.   
Soon, her partner “twigg’d [her] so smartly as to fetch blood in more than one lash: 
at sight of which, he flung down the rod, flew to [Fanny], and kiss’d away the starting drops 
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achieved through male pleasure see Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, trans. 
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and sucking the wounds.”34  The sight of blood on her body was erotic and pleasing to her 
partner. In this scene, Fanny’s male partner was drawn to the blood on her body and found 
it erotic.  He smothered her with kisses.  Earlier, Charles found pleasure in their sexual 
encounter and “smothered” Fanny in kisses because she endured pain for his sexual 
gratification.  Her bleeding in both cases symbolized her submissiveness to her sexual 
partner.  Although the description of the sex scene was similar to her first experience with 
Charles, Fanny found no pleasure in this type of pain.  Fanny did not find pleasure through 
just any type of pain, and thus pain/suffering in Cleland’s novel was phallocentric.  
 After producing blood on her backside, he turned Fanny over and began to whip 
“that tender part of [her] naturally the province of pleasure, not of pain,” (despite the fact 
that Cleland had already described Fanny’s pleasure during several sexual encounters 
where she endured pain.)   
Following the flagellation scene, the two dressed and dined.  Instead of feeling the 
love and rapture she felt after experiencing pain during vaginal penetration, Fanny was 
silent and felt humiliated. The different forms of pain provoked different responses: when 
her vagina was torn, she felt pleasure; when her buttocks and backside were bruised and 
bleeding she felt shame.   
As Fanny ate her dinner,  the smarts from her wounds, particularly on her genitals 
and buttocks, filled her with desire. Her pain was erotic not only to her, but also to her 
partner. The two engaged in vaginal sex that “absorbed” all of Fanny’s “pain and 
uneasiness.”35  Similar to her experience with Charles, vaginal penetration erased all of her 
physical suffering.  Female pleasure and pain were connected in Fanny’s erotic world.   
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These passages from Fanny Hill, the Devil without a Crutch, and the anonymous 
diarist from Philadelphia, suggest that violence and suffering were imagined to be part of a 
woman’s experience during sex.  Cleland’s text was but one expression of a larger cultural 
assumption that a woman should sublimate her own sexual desire to her male partner.  
Through the man’s pleasure, the woman would receive her own sexual gratification.36 
 
* 
 In 1797, Henry Bedlow was accused of raping Lanah Sawyers.  In defense of their 
client, the lawyers for Henry argued that violence to a woman’s body might be a natural 
occurrence of sex.   This line of reasoning was similar to the one chosen by the defense 
lawyer who cross-examined Rebecca Fay, and reflected a construction of female sexuality 
that was consistent with the representations found in popular culture, including John 
Cleland’s pornographic novel.  
Lanah Sawyer told a lengthy narrative about her struggles against Henry Bedlow.  
After spending the evening with him, she told the jury that he dragged her to a public 
house.  “She screamed, he called for a candle” which was provided for by Mrs. Cary, a 
woman who was known for operating a “disorderly house” in New York.  Lanah told the 
jury that she tried to escape but Henry had “seized her, stopped her mouth, and laughed 
loudly to prevent her screams from being heard; he then threw off her hat, tore the pins out 
                                                       
36 Henry Abelove and Tim Hitchock have argued that, during the eighteenth-century, sex 
was increasingly defined as vaginal penetration by a penis.  During the early modern 
period, it was probable that men and women considered many types of sexual activity to be 
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the History of Sexual Intercourse during the Long Eighteenth Century in England” in Deep 
Gossip (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003), 21-28; Tim Hitchock, 
“Redefining Sex in Eighteenth-Century England,” History Workshop Journal, 41 (1996), 73-90.   
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of her gown, and placing him before her, drew [the gown] off her shoulders.”  He asked her 
to consent, but she refused.  He then put out the candle, “tore the strings off her petticoats, 
and kicked them off with his feet; upon this he threw her down on the bed, and pulled off 
his own cloths, during which, she tried to escape, but was prevented” by Henry.  The author 
of the published trial omitted the details of the rape, although it was noted that Henry “had 
his ends of her.” 37 
Two witnesses testified that Lanah had been injured as a consequence of the rape.  
Mrs. Harper, a “relation” of the Sawyer family, told the jury that Lanah had come to stay 
with her after her encounter with Bedlow because her father was so angry that she had been 
out all night with Henry.  After Lanah had retired to bed for the evening, Harper took a 
candle and went into her guest’s room. “Finding her asleep,” Harper recalled, “[I] drew the 
clothes off her, and examined her linen; saw it much discolored and very bloody, and 
evident marks of her being no longer a virgin.”38  Harper went straight to Lanah’s mother and 
told her what she had discovered.  Lanah’s mother, Jane Callahan, told the court that she 
went over to Harper’s home the next morning.  Before Lanah could say anything, her 
mother threw her down and examined her clothes and body.  Jane reported that she found 
her daughter’s linen’s “very bloody” and determined that “she could no longer be a 
virgin.”39  Neither of the women, however, immediately interpreted the blood on Lanah’s 
clothes or the injuries on the young woman’s body as signs of rape.  These women’s 
testimonies suggest that women also assumed that violence could accompany consensual 
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sex, especially if the young woman was a virgin.  Only when Lanah insisted that the sexual 
encounter was forced did the women reinterpret her wounds as evidence of rape.  
The defense team used these women’s testimonies to “prove” that no rape had taken 
place.  Mr. Harrison pointed out that, “some of the witnesses of the prosecution, have 
deposed that marks of violence appeared on the linen of Miss Sawyer, after the affair.  But 
you will, gentlemen of the Jury, remember the witnesses explained their meaning, by saying 
that these marks were such as indicated that the girl had lost her virginity.”  Harrison 
expanded on this ambiguity and further argued that, “no proof of a rape can be inferred 
from this testimony.  If the Prosecutrix had been seduced, and not ravished, the same 
consequence would have ensued.  The discolouring of her linen is the natural effect of her first 
connection with a man.”40  
 This lawyer’s argument is yet another example that Anglo-Americans often 
represented consensual male-female sex as violent, particularly if the woman was 
inexperienced.  The lawyer asked the jury to believe that marks of violence on Lanah 
Sawyer’s body were proof that she had engaged in sex, and not that she had been raped.  
The testimonies in the Bedlow trial and the representation of female suffering in popular 
works of fiction, help to contextualize Rebecca Fay’s inability to describe to the defense 
attorney how the violence committed by Charles was different from consensual sex – some 
type of violence, blood, and injury was an acceptable and even a “necessary” part of male-
female sex.  
 A second lawyer,  Brokholst Livingston, argued on behalf of his client that since 
Bedlow was a known rake, he did not rape Lanah Sawyer; his reputation as a rake was 
sustained by seducing, not raping, women.  The lawyer insisted that, “the Prisoner is known 
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to be a gallant man, fond of women, one who will not refuse the favors of the Fair, and one 
perhaps, who will go considerable lengths in soliciting their consent to his wishes,” Livingston 
acknowledged.  These considerable lengths, Livingston confessed, would include some 
force.   
A third lawyer, Mr. Kent, also articulated a belief that some force was necessary to 
elicit a virtuous woman’s consent: 
Some degree of force, Gentlemen of the Jury, possibly might have been used by the 
Prisoner at the Bar; but it was a force only to save the delicacy and feelings of the 
Prosecutrix.  Any woman who is not an abandoned Prostitute, will appear to be 
averse to what she inwardly desires; a virtuous girl upon the point of yielding, will 
not appear to give a willing consent, though her manner sufficiently evinces her 
wishes. But it is not this kind of force which can be said to constitute a rape.  It is not 
the apparent refusal of the feigned struggles used as a veil for delicacy … not the 
seducer who had recourse to entreaty, persuasion, and apparent force.  
 
As a defense team, these lawyers had chosen a line of argument that they hoped would be 
convincing to the jury:  that the marks of violence on Lanah Sawyer’s body were produced 
by consensual sex, not by a sex-act against her will.  They agreed that Henry had used force, 
but this did not mean that sex had occurred against Lanah’s will.  Her actions implied her 
consent.  The fact that their defense worked suggests that members of the jury (all white and 
male) shared a similar understanding about the nature of male-female sex. 
 Historians who have examined the case of Henry Bedlow have stopped their 
narrative with Bedlow’s acquittal, but five years after the trial, Henry tracked down his 
accuser and asked her to recant her story.  Far from the seduced, abandoned, dying maids of 
seduction narratives, Lanah had married and was living in Philadelphia.  According to The 
New York Gazette, Lanah swore in front of an alderman that she had falsely accused Henry 
Bedlow of rape when he was only guilty of seduction.  
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 This newspaper article raises some interesting questions.  Why did Bedlow spend 
the time and money to track down Sawyer when he had already been acquitted of the 
crime?  Was it because his reputation as a rake had been sullied – after all, the fictional rake 
seduced but never raped.  Was it because he was publicly humiliated? Did he suffer 
consequences that are absent from the historical record?  Moreover, what of the violence 
done to Sawyer’s body that both she and Bedlow agreed had taken place the night they had 
sex?  Had Sawyer come to believe that she was seduced and not raped? 
Many of the women whose rape cases were published were “virgins” and the men 
who raped them were been informed by the idea that it was natural, and perhaps necessary, 
for a virgin woman to endure excessive pain: that her genitals might be torn, and that she 
might bleed as proof of her virginity.  
* 
In all of the above texts, the authors constructed consensual male-female sex to 
include some type of force and violence.  Thus, a torn, bleeding, female body did not mean 
that sex had taken place against a woman’s will; rather,  force might be a necessary part of 
consensual male-female sex.  A man who was informed by these assumptions might expect 
that he would have to use force to enter his female partner’s body,  that his partner would 
most likely bleed, that sex could hurt her, but she should endure pain to support his 
pleasure, would mute his female partner’s resistance, her cries of pain, and the damage to 
her body.  Such assumptions served to connect consent to force, and female sexual 
satisfaction to pain and suffering.  Marks of sexual violence on a woman’s body simply 
signified to her partner and her community that sex had taken place.  
The lawyers who defended Henry Bedlow used the ambiguities about marks of 
violence on a woman’s body to their advantage and successfully argued that, whatever 
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force Henry had used, he had obtained Lanah’s consent (or perhaps that her actions that 
night had convinced him that she desired sex).  The blood and bruises on  Lanah’s body 
only symbolized that she may have been a virgin (because even an experienced woman 
might suffer during sex).  
To the prosecution, however, signs of blood were proof of a woman’s virtue.  A 
woman who was a virgin would necessarily bleed, and a man who raped a woman not only 
injured her body, but destroyed her innocence.  Despite the competing narrative each side 
wove for the jury, both the prosecution and defense agreed that Lanah Sawyer had been a 
virgin and the blood on her clothes was proof of her lost virginity.  Was it consensual sex or 
rape?  The cultural representation of consensual sex as potentially violent made it difficult 
for a woman to prove she had been raped.  
  
Against her will 
As we have seen, signs of force did not necessarily indicate to Anglo-Americans that 
sex had taken place against a woman’s will.  If the sex act was not against a woman’s will, 
then it had occurred with her consent; these were the only two categories available.  
Consent did not mean that a woman had verbally agreed to sex.  Rather, through a woman’s 
actions or inaction (i.e. if she did not struggle), then she had consented to sex.   
In their arguments and testimonies, lawyers and witnesses imposed larger 
assumptions about the way virtuous and promiscuous women behaved onto the actions of 
individual women.  Often, witnesses and lawyers insisted that a promiscuous woman might 
consent to any and all white men’s sexual advances; or, that because a woman was so 
promiscuous, no man could be expected to believe she was refusing his advances.  The 
defense and prosecution used the woman’s conduct before and after the trial, as well as the 
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testimony of witnesses about the woman’s sexual history, to determine what a woman’s will 
might have been at the moment of rape. In this section, I examine arguments of trial lawyers 
and the testimonies of witnesses to unpack shared assumptions about female sexuality.   
 It was assumed in the early Republic that all women had sexual desire that men 
could manipulated.  There was, however, some debate among Anglo-Americans about the 
age at which girls began to feel sexual desire.  Logically, if a woman did not desire sex (or 
sex with that particular partner) then she would never give her consent and thus sex had 
taken place against her will.  The age of consent was ten, but it does not appear that people 
believed that a young girl would actually desire sex.41  In other words, although the law 
dictated that a girl as young as ten could consent to sex, it was not assumed that she would 
feel the type of passion necessary to desire, and therefore agree to, sex.  What, then, was the 
relationship between a woman’s sexual desire and consent?  
In the trial of Richard Croucher for the rape of Margaret Miller, the defense lawyer 
Brockholst Livingston tried to convince the jury that it was possible for a young girl of 
thirteen to be driven by inherent sexual lust into a consensual illicit sexual relationship with 
her stepfather.  Although unsuccessful, one can assume that Livingston, who had managed 
to save the life of Henry Bedlow, was a skilled lawyer who knew how to manipulated 
cultural assumptions about the natural lustfulness of women to defend men accused of 
rape.  Livingston’s arguments, the prosecution’s rebuttal, and the testimonies of witnesses, 
allow the historian to examine how Anglo-Americans connected female desire to consent.  
  Margaret Miller started to cry when she was asked to recount how her stepfather 
had raped her.  Before her mother married Richard, he had insisted that the young Margaret 
accompany him to his boarding house to clean his rooms.  He promised Margaret’s mother 
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that the young girl would spend the night with a female servant.  Once they reached his 
lodgings, Richard commanded Margaret “to go up stairs to a room in the third story, and he 
would follow.”  He locked her into the rooms and went back down stairs.  Margaret recalled 
that when he returned, he “took me and undressed me and put me on the bed; then he 
undressed himself, and came to bed to me.”  She burst into tears but was told it was 
absolutely necessary for her to publicly share her story.  Margaret continued: “He used 
force- he did what he would, and hurt me very much, so much that I could hardly get home 
the next day.”42  Margaret was too terrified at the time to report the crime.  It was only after 
Richard started spreading rumors that Margaret was “a whore” and he “knew for himself” 
that she decided to come forward with her story.  Margaret worried for her reputation and 
she feared that her adopted mother would send her from the house. 43 
In defense of his client, Livingston used an unoriginal argument : whatever had 
taken place between Richard and Margaret had been done with the girl’s consent.  
Livingston informed the jury that he was not there “to vindicate [Richard] of improper 
conduct towards this girl,” only to question “whether he is guilty of the crime alleged 
against him.”44   Livingston did not need to prove that Margaret had consented, only that it 
was possible that she could consent.  To do this, Livingston had convince the jury that it was 
possible for Margaret to feel lust.  If a young girl such as Margaret could not feel sexual 
desires, then she could never consent, and therefore Richard had raped her.  
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Livingston insisted that, “the passions may be as warm in a girl of [Margaret’s] age 
as in one of more advanced years, and with very little enticement she may have consented 
to become his mistress.”45  Livingston based this assertion on two pieces of evidence.  First, 
the age of consent was ten.  Society had already agreed that a girl of thirteen could consent 
to sex, and if she had agreed to Richard’s demands, then he was not guilty of rape.  Second, 
although “some” people claimed  that “it was impossible she should have been a lewd girl,” 
Livingston reminded the jury that there were many young girls living in New York city 
with  “the dissolute morals” who lived “in a state of open prostitution at the early age of 12 
or 13.”  
In his argument, the famous defense lawyer collapsed the distinction between 
consent (these young girls had exchanged sex for money) and desire (since they had sex, 
they must desire it.)  Livingston implied that women engaged in prostitution did so because 
of their own lusts, and it was possible that Margaret was similarly inspired by her sexual 
desires to have sex with Richard.   Livingston asked the jury to believe that because the law 
gave ten year olds the power to consent to sex, and because other young women engaged in 
prostitution, someone as young as Margaret could desire and therefore might consent.  
This slippage between consent and desire in Livingston’s argument is significant 
when one considers that the defense and prosecution used a woman’s actions to determine 
her “will.”  The collapse between consent and desire allowed the defense to use unrelated 
examples from a woman’s pasts where she had behaved in a lustful way to “prove” that a 
woman’s actions had communicated that she desired sex, even if she never verbally 
consented.  Her actions communicated her “real” desire.  
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Although this girl had agreed to sex, Livingston argued, when her “criminal 
connection with a man” became public knowledge, Margaret and her mother (and indeed 
all parents who found out that their young girls had engaged in sex) wanted to believe that 
it was “done by violence.”  No one wanted to readily admit that a girl as young as Margaret 
could be “lewd” but the law, which had determined that a thirteen year old had the power 
to consent or refuse, had therefore determined that she could also feel sexual desire.  “So 
strong indeed is the temptation” to believe all sex between a man and a young girl was done 
through force, “that it is hardly possible for a girl so situated to tell the truth.” 46   
In his remarks, Livingston was not trying to make a specific case about Margaret’s 
behavior.  As he had done when defending Henry Bedlow, Livingston weaved a theoretical 
argument about the nature of female sexuality and applied it to Margaret.  Livingston tried 
to raise doubts about all rape cases that were brought against men by young women.  
Young women only brought accusations of rape against men when they feared they would 
be punished for their lascivious conduct.  To avoid punishment, the young girl constructed 
a narrative where she was forced by violence to have sex with a man when in actuality she 
had desired and consented to his advances.   
Attorney General Colden challenged Livingston’s representation of Margaret as a 
lustful woman.  Colden argued “the natural presumption” was “that a child of her age 
could not have any wanton desires.”  If the jury followed Livingston’s argument to its 
conclusion, then the prosecution had to prove that a young girl “was not lustful in her 
cradle.”  This, he argued, was a ludicrous assumption.  He challenged Livingston to provide 
examples of such “extraordinary instances of so early a birth of the passions” in young girls.  
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Margaret would only have consented if she had desired; she could not desire, therefore she 
would not consent.  
Abiel Brown, who rented a shop from Richard, was asked to give testimony about 
Richard and Margaret’s relationship.  Abiel told the jury that he had long “perceived there 
was a disagreement between [Richard] and his wife.”  Richard told Abiel that the cause of 
his complaint was that Margaret was “a bad girl and should not stay in the house.  He said 
she was a whore.” Richard told his tenant that he could prove that Margaret was a lustful 
girl.  He told Abiel that before he married Margaret’s mother, the young girl had “the 
impudence to ask him one night to go home and sleep with her.” Abiel asked for more 
information as to where this alleged connection took place. “I asked him if he came to this 
house.  He said no, she went with him.  He said she slept with him, but he did not effect his 
purpose because she was so young.”47  Again we see confusion over if Margaret was a 
legitimate sexual object.  Although she was above the age of consent, and despite Richard’s 
accusation that she was a “whore,” he told his friend that he could not have sex with 
Margaret because she was too young.  Abiel disagreed with Richard’s assessment and told 
the court Margaret was “a modest, inoffensive girl” who “always appeared to be very much 
afraid” of her stepfather.48 
Abiel defended Margaret and told Richard that it “seemed impossible for a child of 
her age and size to be so.”49  Abiel’s testimony is yet another example that Anglo-Americans 
did not have a set idea about when a young girl became a desiring subject. Richard saw his 
stepdaughter as a sexual object and tried to extend the popular representation of women as 
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always lustful, ready to be tempted, to include a girl as young as Margaret.  By spreading 
rumors that this young girl was “a whore,” Richard was telling a story he hoped his 
neighbors would believe so that if his sexual abuse of Margaret was uncovered, the 
community might believe she had consented.   His neighbor, however, disagreed and 
insisted that a thirteen year old could not be a “whore.”  
George Richer provided the defense with an alternative opinion of Margaret.  He 
told the jury that one day he had discovered Margaret and Richard engaged in a sexual act. 
George alleged that he “accidentally” found Richard and Margaret alone in the house and 
when George walked in the room, Margaret “was standing between the legs of Mr. 
Croucher, resting her hands upon his thighs” in a way that George thought “improper.”  
The moment that George entered the house Margaret “jumped back and went to the fire 
place.”50  George implied that whatever sexual act Margaret and Richard might have 
engaged in that afternoon, it appeared she did it of her own free will – there was no force 
involved.  If Margaret had participated in sex-acts before the night of the alleged rape, then 
it was possible that she had consented to her stepfather’s sexual advances in other moments. 
In the end, the jury decided that Margaret did not consent to Richard and found him 
guilty.  Richard was sentenced to death by hanging.  The Philadelphia Gazette told its readers 
that Richard was a detestable man with “every mark on his face of a crafty, unprincipled 
villain.”  The convicted man offered “no apology, than that she was a whore.”  The editors 
of the paper found this accusation offensive.  “Every sentiment of nature” they insisted 
“revolted at the insinuation.”  The newspaper announced his sentence of death with relief: 
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“the community is at length freed from a demon so artful and unfeeling.”51  Despite 
Livingston’s efforts, and although Margaret was three years past the age of consent, this 
newspaper reasoned that it was impossible that a girl so young could be so lewd.  
Livingston had to convince his jury that Margaret could feel sexual desire to prove 
that she might consent to sex.  In rape trials when the victim was older, it was assumed that 
the woman had sexual desire, and it was therefore possible for her to consent.  As shown in 
seduction narratives, Anglo-Americans assumed that by the age of fifteen or sixteen, a 
woman had sexual desires.  Thus, the defense did not need to establish if the woman was 
capable of desiring and therefore consenting, as Livingston had to do in the above case.  
Once the prosecution had established that the woman’s body was marked by signs of force, 
then the community had to establish the woman’s will at the time of the alleged rape.  
  A woman’s will was determined not by her own testimony, but by a character 
assessment provided by her community.  By asking the community to testify about a 
woman’s conduct before and after a rape, the rape trial provided individuals the 
opportunity to express an opinion about the nature of female sexual desire.  Although 
individual witnesses spoke about the conduct of an individual women, comparing their 
testimonies allows the historian to map shared cultural assumptions about the construction 
of female sexuality in the early Republic.  
Witnesses sat before the jury and community and provided their opinion about the 
actions of the woman in questions.  If she was  a promiscuous, or even flirtatious woman, 
community members implied that it was therefore possible that the woman would consent 
to sex with any white man.  From these testimonies, it is clear that virtuous/ whore were 
working categories in Anglo-America used by individual people to assess women in their 
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community.  By placing so much evidence on a community’s assessment of a woman’s 
character, the ritual of trying rape cases elevated other voices above the woman’s, 
obfuscating her testimony about her own desires.  
In the rape case of Charles Wakely, discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the 
defense never denied that Charles and Rebecca had sex.  Instead, they chose to paint 
Rebecca Fay as a common whore, thus justifying any sexual violence on the part of their 
client.  If she was promiscuous, then the jury could not find Charles guilty because Rebecca 
had shown that she was the type of woman who had extra-marital affairs.  It was possible, 
given Rebecca’s sexual history, that she would consent to Charles as she had to other men. 
Or, because Rebecca was promiscuous, how could Charles know that she was really 
denying his advances when she had agreed to other men’s invitations?  The physical signs 
of her resistance, her bruised and bleeding body, could then be re-read as a natural product 
of male-female sex. 
To determine her character, the defense attorneys called a number of witnesses 
including servants, neighbors, and former boarders.  Servants were invaluable as witnesses 
because they were assumed to have intimate knowledge of the family.  One servant, 
Catharine, told the jury that Rebecca behaved in an “improper” manner with a neighbor, 
Mr. Fisher.  Rebecca was “fond of singing and dancing” and “frequently did so in the 
presence of Mr. Fisher.” Once, Catharine saw Rebecca and Fisher go up stairs into the 
bedroom.  The door was locked so Catharine peaked through the peephole, but she was 
unable to see what the couple had done while in the bedroom.  Catharine had also served as 
a messenger between Fisher and Rebecca:  she had delivered letters and promised her 
mistress that she would not tell Cyrus about his wife’s communication with their neighbor.  
When asked to provide details about Rebecca’s relationship with Charles Weekly, Catharine 
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told the court that her mistress had once pulled her petticoats above her knees and danced 
for Mr. Fisher. 52  
Another former servant, Agnes, was asked to testify about Rebecca’s connections 
with Fisher.  Agnes told the jury that Rebecca often complained about her husband to Fisher 
and that he had given her money (which suggested that Rebecca acted as a prostitute or 
whore).  Agnes never discussed why Fisher gave money to Rebecca, but the monetary 
transactions implied that Rebecca was a loose woman who exchanged sex for money.  
Agnes too had watched Fisher and Rebecca kiss, and on a separate occasion the couple had 
spent an afternoon alone in a bedroom behind locked doors.   
When asked about the relationship between Rebecca and Charles, Agnes alleged that 
Charles had “put his hands under [Rebecca’s] clothes” while she was bent over a fire 
cooking.  Agnes also recalled her employer’s immodest behavior of “danc[ing] with her 
petticoats raised above her knees.”  Once, Rebecca supposedly asked Agnes if she thought 
“Wakely was not a proper man for ***** .”53 [sic] 
Eliza Goodlad, who had lodged with her husband at the Fay home, told the jury that 
she had disliked Rebecca from the moment they met because she was an “imprudent” 
woman.  Eliza testified that Rebecca showed her “a book, containing obscene cuts.”  The 
next morning, Rebecca teased Eliza in “a coarse and indelicate manner” about “how many 
times he had done it” during the night.  Rebecca supposedly confided to her friend that she 
and her husband “did it only every other night,” a piece of gossip which suggested that 
Rebecca had a hypersexual appetite.   Later that day, when Charles came into the house, 
Rebecca asked Eliza if she thought Charles “was capable of performing the family duty” 
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and asked Eliza “if she would not like to try him.”54  One evening, Eliza recalled, Rebecca 
and Charles Wakley went upstairs to the bedroom.  Eliza followed and “found the door 
locked, and looking through the key hole, perceived Mrs. Fay and Wakely in bed.”  Eliza 
did not elaborate about what she saw, but the insinuation was clear.   
Perhaps the most voyeuristic moment in the trial was when the jury traipsed to the 
Fay household to see what could be seen through the lock on the bedroom door.  The men 
of the jury decided that the lock had recently been changed and it was therefore possible 
that, prior to this modification, the witnesses may have been able to see the bed. 55   
Although the prosecution provided witnesses to test to Rebecca’s virtue, her servant 
and former boarder had done damage to her reputation.  The judge had instructed the jury 
that if Rebecca’s “character” had been “impeached, by the undeniable evidence of a breach 
of those principles of more rectitude, which are imposed upon her by the sacred ties of 
matrimonial duty, then it becomes you to pronounce the prisoner innocent of the crime.”56  
It did not matter if Charles had used force, or even if Rebecca had resisted.  What mattered 
was that if Rebecca was promiscuous, she had communicated through her past actions that 
she would probably agree to have sex with any and all men.  
Another published rape trial told the story of Rebecca Day who accused two men of 
raping her.  The defense, however, suggested that Rebecca had consented, and everyone 
new that Rebecca was an “abandoned and depraved prostitute.”  It was unfortunate that 
“one so young … [was] so old in all the vices of the most shameless part of the population of 
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Boston.” 57  Her flirtatious behavior, her promiscuous past, and the testimony of several 
companions that she “laughed” about her sexual encounter with the two men, painted a 
picture of a young woman who enjoyed sex, and who had many partners.  All of her actions 
indicated that this was a woman who was ready to consent to any sexual offer.  
The defense team compared Rebecca Day’s behavior to an imagined standard of 
how “virtuous” women behaved.  They reminded the jury that, from Rebecca’s own 
testimony, she had “wished to see the young men on her return home” late one evening.  
“What!,” cried the defense attorney George Sullivan in mock horror,  “wished to see two 
young men so late at night, in so lonely a place at such a time, on a turnpike, with only a single 
female of doubtful virtue for her companion!”  From her own words, the jury could deduce 
that she wanted to have sex with these men.  “Did she not seek the meeting?” the lawyer 
asked.  “Can you think, after this, that there was force?  Do you not in you conscience 
believe, considering her known character, that she submitted willingly?”58  
 The defense provided witnesses who confirmed that Rebecca Day as a lustful 
promiscuous woman who was indiscriminate in her sexual partners.  Eliza Hodgekins 
testified that Rebecca had “cohabited with a particular man in a house.”  Eliza had also seen 
Rebecca having sex with a “man in a barn in the day time.”  The time of day was important 
because the witness could have clearly witnessed the sexual encounter between Rebecca and 
her lover.  
 Mr. and Mrs. Grouchy, owners of a tavern in South Boston, both testified that 
Rebecca often frequented their establishment “with blacks and whites of all sorts to drink 
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and carry on.”  Mrs. Grouchy recalled one particular incident when Rebecca came into the 
tavern with “a black man.”  That Rebecca had chosen black men for her evening companion 
was the ultimate sign of her immoral character.59  She had sex with any man, so it was 
reasonable that she might have sex with John Doyle; or it was reasonable for John to 
interpret her promiscuous behavior as a sign of her willingness to have sex with him.  
If it was well known that Rebecca had multiple sexual partners, why would she 
bring charges against John?  According to the defense, it was because Rebecca wanted 
money.  Peter Varney testified that Rebecca had told him she “she was sorry for what she 
had done” and had “wished the young man out of jail, and said she would settle for 
$170.”[sic]  Peter wondered “why should she wish to settle?  …The answer was because she 
did not wish to hurt Doyle.  The prisoner, she said, was always a stingy fellow.”  Peter 
testified that he “did not pay her any money.”   Peter concluded his testimony by calling 
Rebecca “a common prostitute and liar.”60  
 The accusation that Rebecca had asked for financial compensation was damning 
because it confirmed in the minds of the community that Rebecca was a prostitute, 
therefore, available to any and all men.  In fact, the defense called several witnesses simply 
to confirm that Rebecca traded sex for money.  Hugh McQuinny told the court that Rebecca 
“had the reputation of a common prostitute eighteen months” but he “was ignorant of any 
particular instances of incontinence.” Mary Brewer, however, knew that Rebecca “would go 
with any young man, who would pay for it.”  She once saw Mr. Brian pay her “five dollars, 
and unsatisfied with being with her once, insisted on going with her again.”  Margaret 
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Shepley could do better.  She told the court that one night she saw Rebecca “with two men” 
and one of them “took her by the arm and led her into a barn.”  Matthew O’Neill testified 
that he had tried to negotiate a transaction with Rebecca, but she “asked too much.” 61 
Even if the community had not labeled Rebecca a “prostitute” before the rape, the 
rumor that she might have accepted money as part of a settlement cast doubt on her story.  
One joke often reprinted in early American publications told the story of a young woman 
who claimed that a man had raped her.   The judge “being clever” devised a test to see if the 
young woman was telling the truth.  He ordered the accused man to pay the woman “a sum 
of money” as restitution.  The young man gave the woman the money but before she could 
leave the building, the judge told the man to try and take back the money.   “At first he used 
fair words,” but “when that would not do, he endeavored to pull the bag from her by main 
force.”  The woman “played her part as well, that she kept her possession, in spite of his 
teeth.”  The judge “ordered the young man the restitution of his money; there was no room 
to believe, but that she who had strength enough to retain the money, might have employed 
the same effectually, had she pleased, in the defense of her honour.” 62 
 If Rebecca had accepted money for the violation of her body, it proved she was 
without virtue.  Yet, when young men were sued for seduction, the father of the seduced 
maid was awarded money for damages.  As I will show in chapter three, “Adultery,” a 
cuckolded man could legitimately seek money from his wife’s lover either informally or 
through the courts in compensation for damages to his honor.  Yet, when a woman sought 
money in compensation for sex, she behaved dishonorably.  A woman’s father or husband 
could receive money, but she could not.  
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 Rebecca’s lawyer attempted to stop to this type of evidence.  He argued that proof 
“of incontinence after the offence alleged in the indictment does not by our law destroy or 
palliate the crime. However abandoned a female may be, and at whatever time, the law will 
defend her as well as the most innocent woman from brutal force.”63  In his closing 
arguments, the prosecuting attorney admonished the jury members that even if Rebecca 
was a prostitute, “the unchastity of the woman can be no excuse to the ravisher.64” The law 
supported the prosecution that, no matter how Rebecca had behaved before or after the 
rape, it did not mean that all men had free access to her body.  The jury, however, sided 
with the defense.  The two men were acquitted.  
 In the above examples, members of the community were called upon to testify if it 
was possible that the woman had consented to the man’s advances.  The defense always 
provided witnesses to prove that the woman had previously engaged in illicit sexual 
activity.  Even in the case of thirteen-year-old Margaret, someone was able to testify that she 
had been engaged in some type of improper conduct prior to the alleged rape.  In Rebecca 
Ray’s and Rebecca Fay’s trials, the fact that they had behaved in a flirtatious, perhaps 
openly promiscuous, way prior to their rape not only signified that they had no sexual 
honor to be violated, but that the men who raped them could hardly be accused of wrong 
doing.  Whatever violence had been used by the men who raped them, it was done to 
achieve the woman’s consent;  or it was likely that, given the woman’s past, she would have 
agree to sex with the accused;  or perhaps some members of the community viewed it as a 
punishment for illicit behavior – the age old axiom that “she got what she deserved.”  
* 
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 Rape trials afforded members of the community an opportunity to publicly express 
their views about female sexual desire and nature.  They could insist that a woman had 
behaved “virtuously,” or they could testify that a woman had previously engaged in illicit 
sex and had therefore communicated to men in the community her willingness to engage in 
sex.  If she had said yes to one man, it was possible that she would say yes to other men’s 
advances.  Members of the community condemned women for looking at dirty books, for 
flirting with black men in a tavern, or for not physically resisting their stepfather’s advances.  
Although each witness was supposedly speaking about one woman’s actions, they were 
measuring a woman’s conduct by shared community standards.  If she had failed to behave 
as a chaste, modest, woman, then she was vulnerable to sexual exploitation by men in the 
community.  Published rape trials circulated these beliefs beyond the courtroom, beyond 
one community, to a larger audience who could use these tales of rape to form their own 
ideas about female sexuality.  
 
Rape trials as erotica 
In published rape narratives, the woman had to describe in as much detail as 
possible the assault on her body, including if the man had penetrated her body.  Although 
feminists have (rightly) made a committed effort to construct rape as an act of violence, not 
of sex, Anglo-Americans considered rape a deviant sexual act that occurred when a man 
failed to control his passions.  For example, ministers often referred to rape in a long list of 
other illegitimate sexual acts, such as adultery, sodomy, and fornication.  It was an 
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unnatural sex act in the cultural imagination of eighteenth-century Anglo-America, but it 
was a sex act nonetheless.65  
If we take the eighteenth-century cultural meaning of rape as a sex-act rather than an 
act of violence, then we must also consider that published rape narratives could be read as 
pornographic tales.  This is not to suggest that these tales were always read as such; rather, 
published rape trials contained elements of the pornographic and erotic and allowed 
readers the possibility to explore sexual fantasies.  Historian Peter Wagner has suggested 
that in eighteenth-century Britain, published criminal narratives of adultery, criminal 
conversation, and rape were part of the growing genre of soft-pornography.  Published tales 
of sexual crimes were a popular form of reading material in England precisely because other 
forms of pornography were illegal and more expensive.  In the colonies, it was even more 
difficult to obtain pornographic works, as few booksellers were likely to import banned 
works from France or England.  The published trial transcripts could be published under 
the guise of news, but because they provided lured details to the reader, serving multiple 
reading purposes. 66  
One important similarity between published rape narratives and pornography, 
particularly with Fanny Hill, was that the details of sex(ual violence) were articulated by a 
woman.  Yet, these tales were mediated by men who designed laws governing rape, 
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presided over the trials, asked the questions as the lawyers, recorded the testimonies, and 
edited and published the trial transcripts.  Thus, when woman described the sexual assault 
perpetrated against them, their narrative was circumscribed by the expectation of the male 
audience.  
Thirteen-year-old Betsy Wheeler told the court that her father Ephraim Wheeler had 
tried to rape her on more than one occasion.  At first , he tried to bribe his daughter with “a 
gown and petticoat” to “persuade” her “to let him to do” with her.  He finally gave up trying 
to persuade his daughter into sex and resorted to force.  The first time he attempted to rape 
Betsy, he only “ partly” succeeded. 67  It is difficult to know exactly what Betsy determined 
was a partial rape.  The third time, however, was so violent that she was left torn and 
bleeding.  There was no doubt in her mind that her father had finally succeeded in raping 
her.  
When Betsy appeared before the court, she was told to describe in detail the 
afternoon when her father raped her.  Her father had decided to quit the family home and 
take the children to live with him at his brother’s house.  On their way, they stopped along 
the roadside near the forest and away from houses.  Ephraim commanded Betsy to come 
with him into the woods, and instructed her brother to guard the horses.  Immediately, 
Betsy told the jury, she suspected his designs.  She cried and begged her father to allow her 
brother to come with them, but her pleas were unanswered and she was forced into the 
woods alone with her father.  She was told to lie down, but she refused.  Her father 
threatened to kill her if she did not comply.  Still, she resisted.  Finally, he threw her on the 
ground and raped her.  Betsy provided the jury with such a horrifying description of the 
assault that the publisher of the rape pamphlet found the description “too indelicate and too 
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shocking to the feelings of modestly to be detailed.  It will be sufficient only to observe, that 
every act necessary to complete the crime of RAPE was directly and positively sworn to.”68  
 On the one hand, the omission of details might protect the privacy of the woman, 
but it also enhanced the pornographic aspect of this published rape narrative.  Since the 
reader was free to fill in the blanks, the rape of Betsy Wheeler could conform to their own 
fantasies regardless of her actual experience.  The choice to omit certain details and include 
others reinforced the power of the male editor to script the rape narrative to his choosing.   
Rebecca Day described before a jury how John Doyle and Stephen Murphy had 
raped her one evening while she was returning home after visiting friends.  Murphy had 
seized her arm told him to let go, but he would not.  According to Rebecca, Murphy offered 
her a dollar if she “would go with him.”  When she refused, Stephen grew angry and 
shouted, “If you will not go for money, you shall without!” He tripped her to the ground 
and he muffled her screams by placing his hand over her mouth.  “His hand was on his ---- 
and so were mine – he had forced my clothes up – I was crying and asking him to let me 
alone.”  Her friend ran for help leaving Rebecca alone with the two men for almost forty-
five minutes.  Stephen “executed his purpose” and then afterwards John “did the like,” 
while Stephen held Rebecca’s legs.69 
If we compare the format of Cleland’s novel, the possibility that published rape trials 
operated as pornography becomes more obvious.  As a “confessional” narrative, a woman’s 
deposition at the rape trial required her to provide lurid details.  She described how the man 
entered her body and the physical injuries and pain she endured.   Cleland’s novel was also 
                                                       
68 Ibid., 10. 
 
69 Report of the Trial of Stephen Murphy and John Doyle, 4. 
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a type of confessional and he voiced through a female character how her partners entered 
her body and the pain and injuries she sustained during sex.  
The women whose stories were told in published rape cases were historical actors, 
but their experiences, like those of Fanny Hill and other fictional female characters, were 
mediated through male figures: before the woman told her story to the jury, the male 
prosecuting attorney gave the highlights to the court and then put the woman on the stand 
to essentially parrot what the lawyer had said. The male defense attorney would then 
question the plausibility of her story, and provide an alternative reading of the violence 
done to her body – insisting that the woman actually consented.   Finally, her story was 
recorded and printed by a male publisher who communicated her narratives to a reading 
audience.    
Thus, what emerged out of these published narratives of rape cases were competing 
representations of women’s sexual lives and female sexual behavior, and not a reflection of 
the female actors themselves. Because these rape trial narratives muted women’s voices, and 
scripted their sexual lives into fantasies about female sexual behavior, they functioned as 
pornography, becoming less about “real” acts of sexual violence and more about fantasies 
regarding sex acts, female desire, and male lusts.   
 
 
Conclusion: 
In rape trials women of diverse social backgrounds were depicted as lustful beings 
who engaged in sex in any or all circumstances.  Rebecca Fay was a doctor’s wife; Rebecca 
Day was a “common prostitute.”  It was not these women’s economic background that 
made them un-rape-able; rather it was their actions.  By consenting to illicit sex before the 
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alleged attack, these women had communicated their sexual availability to members of the 
community.  Men who attempted to force their consent, therefore, could hardly be blamed 
for trying.  
In rape narratives, we see a confusion about the moment when women became 
desiring subjects.  The community did not believe it was possible that Margaret Miller or 
Betsy Wheeler desired or consented to their father’s sexual demands.  In the case of 
Margaret, the defense attorney explicitly argued that Margaret had sexual desires that could 
motivated her into a liaison with her step-father, but the jury rejected this argument and the 
local newspaper scoffed at this accusation.  Yet, in seduction tales, seduced maids were as 
young as fourteen, only one year older than Margaret Miller. 
The only trait that divided desiring women from asexual girls was age.  Rebecca Fay, 
Lannah Sawyer, and Rebecca Ray were from different socioeconomic backgrounds and 
white, yet both women were cast as aggressively sexual women. A man might use force to 
break down a woman’s resolve and convince her to consent to his sexual demands. Within 
this context, it is hardly surprising that Livingston, in defense of Richard Coucher,  extend 
the argument that women were naturally sexually driven to include any woman above the 
age of consent.  
By arguing that all women had sexual desires that could be tempted with a little 
force, consensual sex could also leave a woman’s body bruised and bleeding.  If a woman 
was a virgin, that she would bleed as proof of her virginity.  Even a sexually experienced 
woman might continue to experience pain in sex, particularly if her partner had a large 
penis.  Marks of violence were only proof that sex had taken place.  Blood on a young 
woman’s body only signified that she was no longer a virgin.  Yes, the sex-act had involved 
force, but force might be a necessary component of consensual male-female sex.   
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  Since all women were lustful, the community had assess the woman’s character to 
determine if it was possible that a woman might have consented to her attacker.  A rape trial 
allowed members of a community to cast judgment on an individual woman and condemn 
her past promiscuous behavior.  If a woman had failed to conduct herself as a an “ideal” 
virtuous woman, she might find it difficult to prove that she had been raped.  Witnesses 
were informed by a shared belief that a woman who had engaged in non-marital sex would 
probably say yes to any and all (white) men.  By engaging in non-marital sex, a woman had 
communicated that she desired sex, and that with a little force, she would consent to any 
man’s sexual advances.  
 
 
 
  
 
CHAPTER THREE 
ADULTERY 
 
 
In 1791, the Philadelphia newspaper Claypoole’s Daily Advertiser printed a newspaper 
story about a criminal conversation suit that took place in a London court.1  The injured 
husband was a businessman who “used to come home at night fatigued” from his busy day.   
One night he came home to find his wife in bed with another man.  The “criminal 
connextion” was proved by the testimony of a “servant maid,” but the husband had also 
witnessed his wife’s infidelity – he had stood on the steps outside his bedroom and watched 
his wife have sex with another man.  The reader learned that the wife was also accused of 
having sex with her husband’s “apprentice, and others, and her incontinency would 
sometimes lead her to invite men off the street.” 
 The defense offered a different interpretation of the event.  They argued that the 
husband had “been privy to his wife’s guilt” and that by watching rather than interrupting, 
he had consented to his wife’s adulterous affair.  Judge Lord Keayon dismissed this 
argument and insisted that, despite witnessing the affair, “there was no proof of the 
plaintiff’s consenting.”  In the Judge’s opinion, the “wife was so contaminated in mind and 
                                                       
1 Criminal conversations were civil suits in which a husband sought damages from his 
wife’s lover.  The accusation was that this man had trespassed the property of another man 
and had thereby caused him injury.  For a further explanation of criminal conversations, see 
Hendrick Hartog, Man and Wife in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 
136-138.  
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body” that the husband “could have received very little injury” to his honor when his wife 
had sex with the defendant.  Still, the judge felt that the injured husband “ought to have a 
verdict, be the damage ever so small.”  While many criminal conversation cases were settled 
for hundreds and sometimes thousands of pounds, the jury awarded the injured husband a 
meager thirty pounds.2  The husband was doubly humiliated in this narrative.  After 
publicly acknowledging that his wife was indiscriminately promiscuous and that he had 
watched her have sex with another man, he learned that the community no longer believed 
he had honor.  
In this newspaper story, adultery was constructed as a contest of masculinity: one 
man had injured another by having sex with his wife.  To regain his honor, the cuckold 
publicly confronted his wife’s lover in court and demanded that he be compensated.  Anglo-
Americans constructed adultery as a slight against a man’s honor, and the right of a 
husband to sue his wife’s lover for damages came from the law of coverture.3  A wife was 
her husband’s property and as such, he had the right to defend his property from the 
assaults of other men.  In criminal conversation cases, and in many fictional tales of 
adultery, the wife was cast only in a supporting role and not as a main actor in her own 
illicit affair.4  Adultery was an assault against another man committed on the body of a 
(consenting) woman, and thus an adulterous affair was a matter to be settled by the wife’s 
lover and her husband.  
                                                       
2 “Court of King’s Bench, Westminster Hall,” Claypoles Daily Advertiser, October 1, 1791, 2.  
 
3 My conclusions are based on approximately thirty divorce petitions to Pennsylvania 
Supreme Court, eleven petitions to the General Assembly of Pennsylvania, and one 
hundred and thirty published stories from newspapers and magazines.  
 
4  Hendrick Hartog, 136 – 137;  Thomas Foster, Sex and the Eighteenth-century Man, (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 2006), 45-49.  
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In the courts and in print culture, Anglo-Americans described adultery as an on-
going affair, not a one-time indiscretion.  Often, the wronged or injured party claimed that 
their spouse had not only had sex with another person, but had also shifted “their 
affections” to their new sexual partner.  Legally, a one-time offense was not grounds for a 
divorce.  For example, Margaret M’Kissick applied to the Pennsylvania General Assembly 
for a divorce from her husband David, who had been convicted of rape and sentenced to 
fifteen years in prison and hard labor.  The fact that David had sex with another woman by 
raping her was not adultery and therefore Margaret could not go through the courts to 
obtain her divorce.  In her petition, Margaret complained that she had been deprived of a 
protector and provider and wished to be free of a man who had committed such a violent 
act.  The General Assembly ruled that “the commission of a crime, so wicked, by a married 
man, justly entitles his injured partner to a divorce.”  The Assembly was moved by her plea 
not because her husband had been unfaithful, but because he had committed a violent 
crime.5  
Likewise, when men divorced their wives for adultery, it was not because of a one-
time indiscretion; rather the women had left their husbands and formed a new relationship.  
The legal proceedings simply confirmed the self-divorce the wife had already initiated.  By 
divorcing adulterous wives, men freed themselves of any legal obligation to pay for a wife’s 
debt, to be her representative in court, and the injured husband could remarry. James 
Martin, for example, had the misfortune of returning from the Revolutionary war to find 
that his wife Margaret had taken all of his goods and eloped with a British officer.  The two 
lovers had lived together in Philadelphia while James was away fighting the war and racked 
                                                       
5 Chapter MMCCLXXVI: An act dissolving the Marriage between David M’Kissick and 
Margaret his wife” in Statutes at Large of Pennsylvania, Vol. 17 1802-1805 (State Printer of 
Pennsylvania, 1915), 117-118. 
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up considerable debts on his accounts.  When the British left Pennsylvania, Margaret left 
with her British lover, leaving her husband to pay her debts.  James petitioned the General 
Assembly for a divorce so that he would be free of his wife and her spending habits.6  
There were a variety of ways in which an injured spouse could respond to their 
adulterous partner in the Anglo-American north.  A person could forgive their cheating 
partner, they could separate without a formal agreement, or they could seek a divorce.  
Divorce laws in the Anglo-American north during the early Republic were some of the most 
liberal laws in the West.  As colonies, New England and Pennsylvania had always allowed 
for divorce through an act of legislation, something that was very rare and costly in Britain.  
After Independence, the newly formed states continued the tradition of more liberal divorce 
laws that allowed women and men to divorce their adulterous partners. 7  The way in which 
early Americans legally defined adultery – as an illicit liaison in which either the man or the 
                                                       
6 Chapter DCCLXI: An act dissolving the Marriage of James martin with Elizabeth his 
wife”in Statutes at Large of Pennsylvania, Vol. 15 1779-81 (Clarence M. Busch, State Printer of 
Pennsylvania, 1897), 433-434. 
 
7 In Pennsylvania during the colonial period through to 1785, divorce was granted by a 
legislative act passed in the General Assembly.  In 1785, the state passed legislation allowing 
divorce on the grounds of bigamy, adultery, or dissertation for four years.  Separations were 
granted to wives who proved that they suffered extreme cruelty at the hands of their 
husbands.  In 1815, women were granted the right to divorce husbands who were so cruel 
that they feared for their lives and were forced to leave their husbands.  In New England, 
divorces had also been available for decades.  Connecticut allowed divorce for adultery, 
desertion for three years, or if the spouse had been absent so long that they were believed to 
be dead.  Massachusetts allowed divorce only for adultery, impotence, and bigamy, and 
granted separation for cruelty.  In 1811, it granted separations to women whose husbands 
had abandoned them or failed to provide for them.  New York allowed divorce only for 
adultery.  Only in 1813 were women allowed a legal separation if their husbands treated 
them cruelly or abandoned them.  See Roderick Phillips, Untying the Knot, (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), 139 – 140; Merrill Smith, Breaking the bonds (New York: 
NYU Press, 1991), 14-16. 
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woman was married – put them at odds with legal standards in England where adultery 
was defined solely by the marital status of the woman. 8 
In late eighteenth-century Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, more men than women 
petitioned for divorce on the grounds of adultery.  When women asked for a divorce, they 
most often complained of cruelty, abuse, or abandonment.9  Not all early Americans went 
through the process of a legal divorce.  Many couples simply chose to end relationships and 
forge new ones.  Clare Lyons has shown that during the early Republic, there was a rise in 
self-divorces.  Men and women of all classes felt at liberty to publicly declare an end to their 
marriage and to forge new relationships.10   
 Early American historians have tended to examine adultery within the context of 
shifting ideas about marriage.  Scholars have argued that the rhetoric of the Revolution 
informed lawmaker’s decisions to liberalize divorce laws in the Anglo-American north. 
Mark Kann and Nancy Cott have suggested that American lawmakers extended the 
argument used by Patriots to justify the overthrow of a tyrannical government to wives who 
wished to free themselves from cruel and abusive husbands.  Ideally, in a republican 
society, the patriarch-citizen governed his dependants with compassion. A husband and 
father represented the household and family in the body politic.  Within republican theories 
of the marriage contract, wives chose their representative when they married.  If a woman’s 
husband acted in a tyrannical manner, then she had a right to terminate the marriage 
                                                       
8  See Richard Adair, Courtship, Illegitimacy and Marriage in early modern England (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1996), 160.   
 
9 See Thomas Foster, Sex and the Eighteenth century Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 2006), 45; 
Smith, 27. 
 
10 Clare Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 2006), Chapter 1.  
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contract and choose another representative/ruler.11  Moreover, as Nancy Cott has argued, 
allowing women to divorce husbands for adultery alone, something they could not do 
before the Revolution in Massachusetts, reflected “a new ideology of sexual roles – one  
encourage families in the young Republic to produce upright citizens.“12   
Thus, from the current literature on divorce, we know that the legal definition of 
adultery changed in this period to be more in keeping with Republican ideology, that these 
divorce laws reflected changing ideas about marriage, and that women made significant 
legal gains under these new laws.  Yet this same body of evidence shows that more men 
than women petitioned for divorce, suggesting a continuation in the cultural meanings of 
adultery in the Anglo-American north.  Thomas Foster has shown in his study of 
masculinity in colonial Massachusetts that New Englanders constructed adultery as an issue 
of masculinity and male honor.  The cuckold had failed to effectively govern over his 
household, and the male adulterer had disrupted the community when he had sex with 
another man’s wife.  Foster argued that men who were victims of adulterous wives often 
spoke of the emotional anguish they felt when their wives had sex with another man.13   
Foster’s findings for Massachusetts illustrate that Anglo-Americans constructed 
adultery similar to their English counterparts.  Early modern historians have shown that 
seventeenth and eighteenth-century Britons understood adultery as an assault on a 
husband’s honor.14  
                                                       
11 Fliegelman, Prodigals and Pilgrims, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1982),123-
154.  Kann, 11 
 
12 Ibid., 614.  
 
13 Foster, 36-49. 
 
14 See Elizabeth Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England: Honour, sex and marriage (New 
York: Addison, Wesley Longman Limited, 1999); Alexandra Shepard, Meanings of Manhood 
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This chapter builds on Foster’s findings for colonial Massachusetts by examining 
tales of adultery in the printed culture of the early Republic and in court cases and divorce 
petitions from Pennsylvania.  I argue that despite the changes to the divorce law which gave 
women more leverage against cheating husbands, Anglo-Americans throughout the early 
National period continued to depict adultery as sex between a man and a married woman 
and a matter of masculine honor.  In fact, because the sexual culture of the early Republic 
demanded that men and women control their sexual passions, the man who committed 
adultery shared in the dishonor.  A married man brought shame to his family because he 
had failed to rein in his own sexual appetites and had therefore disrupted his own, and a 
fellow citizen’s, household.15  By examining tales of adultery for what they reveal about 
masculinity, this chapter illuminates changes and continuity in the way male sexual honor 
was defined at the turn of the nineteenth century.    
To better understand the way in which adultery was perceived as a failure of 
manliness, this chapter is divided into two parts: the Male Adulterer and The Cuckold. The 
male adulterer was portrayed in a variety of ways in different genres.  I explore the 
representation of the adulterer in printed sources and compare these narratives with the 
                                                                                                                                                                         
in Early Modern England (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003); Robert Shoemaker, Gender 
in English Society (New York: Longman, 1998).  This chapter focuses specifically on sexual 
honor.  For studies that examine other facets of masculine honor, see Craig Muldrew, The 
Economy of Obligation: The Culture of Credit and Social Relations in Early Modern England 
(London, St. Martin’s Press, 1998); Joanne B. Freeman, Affairs of Honor: National Politics in the 
Early Republic (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).  
 
15 Joanne Freeman has argued that the code of honor so central to ides of manliness and 
public life in the colonial era continued through to the early National period.  The culture of 
honor, Freeman writes, “was a source of stability in this contested political landscape.  
Democratic politicking shook the earth beneath the feet of those accustomed to leadership; 
the traditional-bound culture of honor provided solid ground, virtually defining genteel 
status.” Freeman, XV-XVI.  Throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, 
Freeman contends, men, particularly politicians, continued to interact in an honor culture 
that was rooted in aristocratic ideals and notions of gentility.   
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description of cheating husbands in divorce papers.  Most often the male adulterer was 
depicted as a lout who had wronged a fellow citizen and as a man who had given into his 
passions.  Stories of adultery warned audiences that married men risked their lives, their 
pocketbooks, and their reputations when they strayed from their marital vows.  Male 
adulterers had injured their own wives, disrupted households, debauched women, stolen 
another man’s property, and sometimes fathered illegitimate children.  
The cuckold was described as a man who had married a coquette and had been 
duped by her cunning arts.  He was also the victim of another man’s treacherous behavior.  
The cuckold had to regain his honor and reassert his manliness by challenging his rival 
publicly, and he had to purge himself of his adulterous wife.  The process of salvaging his 
reputation forced him to publicly air his humiliation and his emasculation.  When a man 
claimed that his wife had left him for no cause and had eloped with another man, or that his 
wife indiscriminately had sex with men, he was publicly acknowledging his inability to 
govern his household and to control his wife.  This chapter explores multiple 
representations of the cuckold, examining humorous representations, sentimental stories, as 
well as the way in which injured husbands represented themselves in letters and divorce 
petitions.   
 
 
The Male Adulterer  
 
The ideal man in the eighteenth century used reason to restrain his passions.  Men 
who failed to govern their own sexual desires could hardly be expected to control their 
dependants.  Published narratives of adultery told the reader that a man who was unable or 
unwilling to exercise power over his lust for women might be seduced into an adulterous 
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affair  ultimately ruin his reputation.  Worse yet, an adulterer might be murdered by the 
injured husband.  In other tales, the reader learned that a man who had committed adultery 
might be blackmailed by the injured husband.  Moreover, a man who cheated could be 
publicly ridiculed by his community.  In a divorce petition, the wife detailed her husband’s 
failures, and members of the community provided supporting evidence to support a 
woman’s claims that her husband was an unfit patriarch.   
*  
Men who committed adultery were depicted as unfeeling and unprincipled, even 
un-Christian.  Such was the representation of Doctor Theodore Wilson of Lewiston, 
Delaware, in the pamphlet Gods Revenge against Adultery.  The story was alleged to be a true 
account of Theodore’s demise because of his illicit affair with another man’s wife.16   
Theodore was “young, handsome, wealthy, accomplished – the husband of an 
elegant woman – the father of two beautiful babes – and extensively engaged in the 
beneficent and lucrative duties of a physician.”  Theodore, however, “was infected with that 
most shameful and uneasy of all diseases, an incurable lust or itching after strange women.”  
A man’s passion for women, wrote the author, was an “instinct” so powerful “as to require 
all the aids of religion to preserve it within its proper limits” – marriage.17  
 Tragically, Theodore decided to ignore religion.  Instead of reading the Bible daily, 
he read Paine’s Age of Reason.  Because Theodore had “boundless ardour for animal 
                                                       
16 I have found two references in newspapers to a Doctor Theodore Wilson of Delaware.  
Wilson authored a letter to Dunlap’s American Daily Adverstiser , January 17, 1794, and he 
appeared as a subscriber to the Medical Repository of Original Essays and Intelligence, Relative 
to Physic, Surgery, Chemistry, and Natural History Vol. 1. No. 1 (1797). I did not find any 
additional references to his death or murder. 
  
17 Mason L. Weems, God’s Revenge against Adultery (Baltimore: Ralph W. Pomeroy & Co, 
1815),  3-4. 
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pleasures” he was predisposed to enjoy Paine’s arguments.18  With “the strong reins of 
religion … thus broken from the neck of his passions, he was at full liberty to rush on to the 
fair but fatal fields of sensuality with all the eagerness of a warm and vigorous youth.”  The 
young man was habitually unfaithful to his wife and he eventually began an affair with a 
married woman named Nancy Wiley; this relationship led to his undoing.  
 Nancy was married to James Wiley.  Nancy was “blest, or rather as it turned out, 
was curst, with extraordinary portion of beauty.”  She had a figure that “delighted the 
beholders” and “her face was not inferior to her form.”  Her parents neglected to properly 
educate her, and her husband, James, had been equally careless.  Had her mind been 
“adorned with the charms of prudence and piety” she would never have forged an 
adulterous liaison with Theodore.19 
 Nancy first met Theodore when he attended her ailing husband.  When no other 
medical expert could save him, James Wiley asked for Doctor Wilson.  Theodore miraculous 
cured him and James was forever grateful to the doctor and spoke highly of him.  James 
never suspected that his new friend had ulterior motives.   Whenever someone suggested 
that the doctor was too familiar with Nancy, James replied “Pshaw! The doctor is a finished 
gentleman, sir, and I look on his attention to my wife as a compliment to me!”  
 One day, James went home unexpectedly and caught the two lovers together. “Had 
hell itself been suddenly exposed to his view, it could hardly have struck him with equal 
horror.“  He paused for a moment, searching for a sign of remorse in the faces of his wife 
and beloved friend, but there was no trace of an apology.  “Then for the first time he felt the 
pangs of jealousy” and recalled all of the moments when his wife and friend were alone.   
                                                       
18 Ibid., 7. 
 
19 Ibid, 8-9. 
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He cursed “his easy credulity which suffered such barefaced baseness to pass long 
unmarked.”20 
 The author informed the reader that no “woman can love two men” and thus Nancy 
had already stopped loving her husband and shifted her affections to her lover.  “She 
studiously avoided his [James] company, her looks were no longer bright with smiles.”  
Whenever James tried to initiate sex, Nancy “would turn from him as with disgust, and toss 
and sigh like one whose heart was set upon some absent love” – which it was.21  In stories of 
seduction, a woman’s sexual desire was connected to her love of a man.  If a young maid fell 
in love and believed her feelings were requited, she might give in to the sexual demands of 
her suitor.  In this story, Nancy’s sex life was similarly connected to her love life.  By having 
sex with Theodore, she fell in love with him and shifted her affections away from her 
husband, who she no longer loved or desired.   
 Theodore visited his mistress despite the advice of his friends who warned him that 
James Wiley, angry at the loss of his wife’s affections, was plotting revenge.  One night, 
Theodore and a friend stopped over at Wiley’s tavern.  The two men entered and ordered a 
few glasses of wine.  James soon approached the table. “With all hell in his face,” James 
“clapped a pistol” to Theodore’s head and “shot him through … crying out as the pistol 
went off, ‘there, God damn you, take that!’22 
This story presented adultery as a contest between two men over access to one 
woman’s body and both men lost.  As the object of desire, Nancy played a roll in the men’s 
demise but she was not a main character in this tale.  The author described Nancy similar to 
                                                       
20 Ibid., 10.  
 
21 Ibid., 11.  
 
22 Ibid., 18. 
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the way authors described seduced maids in seduction narratives, highlighting her vanity 
and lack of education.  Nancy was naturally passionate and because her parents and 
husband had failed to provide her with the tools she needed to control her desires, she was 
left vulnerable to the seductive powers of other men.  
 Unlike Nancy who was not punished for her adultery, Theodore died a violent 
death.  Throughout the story, Theodore was represented as a man who had moved outside 
the boundaries of civilization by forsaking morality and religion.  Theodore died not 
because he was unfaithful to his wife – after all he had extra-marital affairs prior to his 
relationship with Nancy.  Rather, Theodore was punished because he had sex with another 
man’s wife and consequently shattered James Wiley’s household.   
 After killing Theodore, James was arrested, convicted, and pardoned; the 
community understood why he had murdered his wife’s  lover.  Nevertheless, James was 
unhappy and tried to reconcile with his wife.  After he was released from jail, James went to 
visit his wife at her parent’s home, but she refused to even speak with him.  Because of her 
affair with Theodore, Nancy’s affections for her husband were lost forever.  Without a 
home, wife, or money, James sunk into a deep depression and died a pauper in the streets, a 
completely emasculated figure.  Thus, Theodore had destroyed James Wiley’s home not 
simply because he had sex with Nancy, but because through the act of sex, Nancy’s 
affections were shifted away from her husband to Theodore.  Even if Nancy had physically 
remained in James’ home, he had lost her affection forever.  
This author’s discussion of male sexuality was consistent with representations in 
rape narratives and tales of seduction.  Men had  “natural” impulses to have sex with 
women and they needed to learn to keep those sexual desires in check.  The author argued 
that religion and marriage should help men control their lusts.  This story also reveals 
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shifting constructions in Anglo-American sexual ideologies.  Rather than describing women 
as the tempters of men, in this story, men seduced women.  This transition, however, was 
not complete and as we shall see later in this chapter, women were still represented as 
wantonness beings whose unrestrained sexuality could destroy a man’s reputation.  
 
* 
Few men were murdered because of an adulterous affair.  More often, a man who 
had sex with a married woman risked his reputation, not his life.  A man who committed 
adultery tried to keep the affair quite.  In some ways, this put the injured husband in a 
position of power.  If the injured husband learned of his wife’s infidelity before the rest of 
his community, he could extort money from the wife’s lover by threatening to expose the 
affair.  It was culturally acceptable for a man to demand financial compensation from his 
wife’s lover, and legally he could bring a suit for criminal conversation.  If he chose to 
blackmail his rival instead, an injured man could obtain financial compensation without 
having to be publicly humiliated.  Of course, this was a dishonorable act on the part of the 
injured husband and if the community discovered that he was a cuckold and a blackmailer, 
his reputation would be ruined.  For the male adulterer, being blackmailed was humiliating 
and possibly more dishonorable than owning up to the affair.  When faced with the choice 
between being the victim of blackmail or having an illicit relationships exposed, it seems 
men chose the later.  
Jacob Wiley was blackmailed when he attempted an adulterous liaison with his 
married neighbor Margaret Rerick.   On occasion, Jacob would drop over to visit his 
neighbors and when Charles was absent, Margaret would flirt with him.  One day he took 
Margaret up on her flirtation and suggested that they have sex.  Margaret told him to come 
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back on Tuesday, as her husband would be gone to Philadelphia.  At the arranged time, 
Jacob came over to the house and went upstairs to the bedroom.  Margaret asked him to 
take his clothes off and then began kissing him.  At that moment, the closet door opened 
and out jumped Charles with a sword and a rope.  Charles put the sword to his neighbor’s 
chest and instructed his wife to tie Jacob’s hands.  He informed his prisoner, “if you make a 
noise I will run this thro you.”   Charles put a piece of paper in front of Jacob and told him if 
he did not sign it, he would be killed.  Jacob complied with his neighbor’s demands and 
after signing, discovered that he had agreed to pay Charles three hundred pounds.  Charles 
told Jacob that he would never publicly discuss the fact that he had caught him naked with 
his wife if Jacob would not make a fuss about paying the money.  Once Jacob was dressed 
and outside, he swore to Charles that he would not give him “a farthing.”   
Jacob confessed in his deposition that he could not sleep that night and did “not dare 
tell his wife.”23  Over the course of two weeks, Jacob spoke privately with several men in the 
community, all of whom advised him to seek legal counsel and representation.  One man, 
Colonel William Mastiller, testified that when Jacob came to see him, he “appeared 
dejected” and told his friend he had come to confess something shameful; he had been “led 
into a trap by Rerick and his wife.” 24 
Jacob’s embarrassment and humiliation was twofold – he had attempted adultery 
with his neighbor’s wife and his actions had exposed him to blackmail.  Jacob was in a bind 
– should he publicly disclose his adulterous behavior to avoid the dishonor of being 
blackmailed?  That Jacob hesitated and waited until he had gained the support of reputable 
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men in the community before going to the legal authorities suggests just how worried he 
was that news of his attempted illicit connection would effect his standing in the 
community.  With the assurances of other men in the community that he needed to act, 
Jacob had Charles and Margaret charged with “assault and exhorting a bond.”  By taking 
Charles and Margaret to court, Jacob re-cast the drama and put Charles in the position of a 
dishonorable man – a man who set his wife up to commit adultery and then blackmailed his 
neighbor.  
Another early American who was blackmailed and publicly shammed for his 
adulterous conduct was Alexander Hamilton, the Secretary of Treasury.  In 1792, Jacob 
Clingman, a clerk to Congressmen Frederick Muhlenberg, and his friend James Reynolds 
were arrested for “frauds against the United States.”  They were accused of speculating in 
the markets.  In an attempt to barter their freedom from jail, Clingman informed his boss 
that Reynolds had information about the Secretary of Treasury.  James Reynolds told the 
congressman that Hamilton had also been involved in speculation.  Muhlenberg gathered 
two other members of congress and paid Hamilton a visit to discuss these accusations.  
Much to the men’s surprise, Hamilton confessed that he had committed adultery with James 
Reynolds wife, and perhaps worse, that James had attempted to blackmail him.  After what 
was imaginably an awkward conversation, the men left Hamilton and dropped the matter.  
Hamilton believed that the three congressmen were convinced of his innocence and he was 
further assured that the matter had been resolved when the affair was not immediately 
picked up by the Democratic-Republican press.25  
It was only a matter of time, however, until Hamilton’s political enemies used the 
story to attack him.  In June of 1796, Benjamin Franklin Bache, the grandson of Benjamin 
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Franklin, made the first public reference to the affair in The Aurora.   Bache wrote, “He 
[Hamilton] might be proved, under his own hand, a seducer of a married woman tho’ 
himself a married man … and more might be proved.”26  Bache printed these rumors in 
retaliation against the Federalist who had recently slandered his grandfather by publicizing 
Franklin’s sexual liaisons.27  A year later, James Thomson Callander, a notorious 
propagandist for the Democratic-Republicans, published an account of the affair as part of 
his serious A Brief History of the United States for the year 1796.  Not only did Callander accuse 
Hamilton of committing adultery, but he also suggested that Hamilton had been involved in 
speculation and had used public funds to pay his blackmailer.  
Humiliated and in danger of losing his political power, Hamilton turned to print in 
an effort to clear his name.  Unfortunately, to publicly defend himself against the charges 
that he had misused state funds and had provided James Reynolds with insider 
information, Hamilton had to admit that he had committed adultery and, perhaps worse 
still, that he had been duped by the Reynolds who had laid a plot to entrap and blackmail 
him.  To defend himself, Hamilton published a pamphlet in which he denounced his 
enemies, explained and apologized for his affair, and reprinted the correspondence between 
himself and the Reynolds. 
According to Hamilton’s version of events, Maria Renyolds came to his home in 
Philadelphia to request financial assistance.  She alleged to Hamilton that her husband had 
abused her and finally abandoned her for another women, leaving her without a penny.  
Would Hamilton be so kind and assist a poor helpless female by providing her with money, 
she asked?  Hamilton found her situation “very interesting” and agreed to give her enough 
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money so she could return to New York to her friends.  He could not give her the money at 
that moment, he informed her, but if she would provide him with her address he would 
come around and give her the money.  Later that night, Hamilton “put a blank-bill” in his 
pocket and went to the house where Maria Reynolds was staying.  When he inquired after 
the woman, he was shown upstairs to her bedroom.  He took the bill out of his pocket and 
gave it to her.  After “some conversation ensued” it became apparent to Hamilton “that 
other than pecuniary consolation would be accepted.”  In other words, Maria had sex with 
Hamilton in exchange for money.28  
Over the course of several months, Hamilton and Maria continued their affair.  With 
“Mrs. Hamilton and her children being absent on a visit to her father,” Hamilton invited 
Maria into his home.  A few months later, Maria informed Hamilton that her husband had 
contacted her and wished to reconcile.  Hamilton “advised to it, and was soon after 
informed by her that it had taken place.”  They did not, however, end their affair. 29 
Hamilton, after “various reflections,” attempted to end the affair but Maria’s conduct 
“made it extremely difficult” for Hamilton to disentangle himself from the Reynolds.  Given 
her attachment, Hamilton decided that rather than abruptly end the affair, he would 
gradually distance himself from the Reynolds.  Hamilton continued the affair because he 
believed that his lover had genuine affection for him.  In retrospect, Hamilton new he had 
been seduced and duped and that Maria played on his vanity.30  When he learned that she 
had been part of an elaborate plot to entrap him, he felt betrayed on two levels.  First, she 
had feigned affection and second, she had extorted money from him.  
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One day, Hamilton received a letter from Maria informing him that her husband had 
discovered their affair.  Soon after, he received a letter from James where he blamed 
Hamilton for taking advantage of his wife during a distressing time.  Hamilton responded 
by inviting the injured husband to come to his office to discuss the situation.  James arrived 
and demanded “satisfaction.”  Hamilton “neither admitted nor denied” his affair with 
Maria and informed James that if he believed he had been wronged, Hamilton would make 
restitution.  Hamilton suggested that if James was interested in employment, Hamilton 
could arrange a clerkship for him in the Treasury department.  Thus, because Anglo-
Americans defined adultery as a contest of masculinity, the adulterous affair was no longer 
negotiated by Maria and Hamilton but between the two men.  James was the injured party 
and although Maria was partially to blame, it was up to Hamilton to make amends.  In 
compensation for his honor, James demanded payment in the sum of one thousand 
dollars.31  
In court cases for seduction and for criminal conversation, it was not unusual for the 
cuckolded husband to be awarded money.  This practice of compensating injured husbands 
and fathers situated these women within a market where female bodies and sex-acts had 
specific monetary value.  Within this market, there was a range of prices assigned to female 
bodies : for access to poor white women engaged in prostitution, or for Black and Indian 
women, the cost was very little since neither she nor her patriarch were deemed to have 
virtue or honor.  In the previous chapter on seduction, we have seen that rakes might have 
to pay thousands of dollars if they seduced and abandoned a white woman who had 
previously been virtuous.  The financial penalty for having sex with a married woman 
varied depending on the social standing of her family, her husband, her sexual history, and 
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the social standing of the man with whom she had sex.  Within this market, James’ demand 
for one thousand dollars would have been reasonable.32  In fact, Hamilton made no effort to 
negotiate and paid his lover’s husband in two payments.33 
If Hamilton thought the matter was closed, he was gravely mistaken.  The Reynolds 
had only begun their attack on Hamilton’s reputation and pocket book.  Within a matter of 
weeks, Hamilton received a letter from James in which he invited Hamilton to continue his 
affair with his wife.  Over the next several months, Hamilton received letters from Maria 
asking to meet with him and requests from James for “loans.”  Although James told 
Hamilton he intended to repay this money (but not the thousand dollars), and despite 
Hamilton’s fear that his affair would be exposed to the public, he refused to give James the 
money.34  In his pamphlet, Hamilton wrote that he feared for his reputation, honor, social 
standing, and political power.  
What we do not know from Hamilton’s pamphlet is when the Reynolds decided to 
conspire against Hamilton.  Was Maria really abandoned and seeking help, and then after 
the affair began, she and her husband decided to extort money?  Or, did she and her 
husband conspire to begin the affair and blackmail Hamilton, all along playing on his 
vanity?  Hamilton believed that the husband and wife conspired and that the entire affair 
was designed to put Hamilton in a position to be blackmailed.  
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Hamilton believed, perhaps rightly, that James Reynolds had provided the 
Democratic-Republican press with details of the affair in vengeance against Hamilton for 
refusing to “loan” him money.  In his pamphlet, Hamilton argued that by not giving 
Reynolds the money he requested (other than the one thousand dollars, which he seemed to 
believe had been James’ right to demand) he proved that he was not guilty of other charges.  
If he had been guilty of any other crimes other than “an irregular and indelicate amour,” he 
would have paid Reynolds the blackmail money.  Hamilton acknowledged that he should 
be punished for his failings.  For his actions, Hamilton bowed “to the just censure which it 
merits.”  He believed that because his scandal had been publicly exposed, he had “paid 
pretty severely for the folly.”35 
Hamilton was aware of what he risked by confessing his adulterous liaison.  He 
wrote, “no man not indelicately unprincipled, with the state of manners in this country, 
would be willing to have a conjugal infidelity fixed upon him with positive certainty – He 
would know that it would justly inure him with a considerable and respectable portion of 
the society.”36  Hamilton new that Anglo-Americans considered adultery immoral and that 
he risked his reputation by admitting to the affair.  The only reason Hamilton exposed his 
illicit affair, he told his reader, was to quell rumors that he had behaved dishonorably as a 
member of government.  Like Jacob Wiley who had to choose between being blackmailed or 
having his attempted adulterous connection exposed, Hamilton had to either confess to the 
affair or allow his political enemies to fuel speculation that he had committed treason as the 
Secretary of the Treasury.  Like Wiley, Hamilton knew he had risked his reputation but he 
felt that he had little choice in the matter.   
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How did Hamilton’s peers respond to his public confessions to his affair?  
Hamilton’s friends and enemies thought his actions ludicrous, perhaps even bizarre.  One 
newspaper criticized Hamilton for apologizing at all for his adulterous behavior. “What 
man of gallantry, besides yourself, would, at the expense of a pamphlet, betray the 
nocturnal scenes of cuckoldom and adultery?”  The fact that Hamilton had published his 
adulterous affair confirmed he was a man without honor.  The article continued: 
A philosopher would never yield to passion, upon an accusation of Crim[inal] 
Con[versation] – he would smile at the simplicity of the charge, and rejoice, that 
among the multiplicity of his faults, he had one virtue yet remaining, a love for 
women.  This conduct would have deadened suspicion in one half of your enemies, 
but the other half would refrain from thinking upon so paltry a subject; but when the 
history of your gallantry is published for the perusal of both sexes, I am much in 
error if it will not have a manifest tendency to blast a reputation, acquired as well by 
public employment, as by political poignancy.”37 
 
This author mocked Hamilton for being a man of passion.  Not only had Hamilton fallen for 
the Reynolds’ trap, but when he was confronted with rumors of his affair, he made matters 
worse by acting in a rash manner.  An honest man would have acted calmly and rationally 
to the bait.  By publishing an exposé of his affair, Hamilton added more proof that he was a 
man without honor who could not govern his lust for women nor his temper. 
James Callender gloated to Jefferson in a letter, “If you have not seen it [the 
Pamphlet], no anticipation can equal the infamy of this piece.  It is worth all that fifty of the 
best pens in America could have said against him.”  In a separate letter to the famous 
Philadelphia printer Mathew Carey, Callender congratulated himself on destroying 
Hamilton: “All parties agree in thinking Hamilton had done for himself, and that I have 
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great service inputting an end to him by his own pen.”38  To Callender, Hamilton’s act to 
confesses his affair was more damaging than the rumors of speculation.39  
Of course, Hamilton was not the only public figure who’s scandalous conduct was 
splashed across American newspapers.  A few years earlier, The Pennsylvania Gazette An 
editorial from a London paper reprinted where the author chastised a public figure in 
Britain for committing adultery.  This editorial provides a context to understand how 
Anglo-Americans might have reacted to Hamilton’s affair.  In the editorial, the author 
chastised an unnamed public figure in Britain for an affair with a married woman.  “The 
young man has demeaned himself,” wrote the author.  “He has done that which does no 
credit to his family --- no honour to his station.”  Moreover, because “the public are so well 
acquainted with the circumstances of the fact … they will no longer look upon him as a man 
entitled to their esteem and honour.”  The gentleman had “so far sunk into the paths of folly 
as to render his name contemptible.” The author asked the adulterer to reflect on his actions 
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and “the various steps he has taken to ruin a woman, and injure her husband.”  If he felt no 
remorse for his actions then he “must be dead to every feeling of humanity, as he is already 
to that of virtue.”  Adultery was a crime that “a man of honour would have been ashamed 
to commit.”40  In this editorial,  adultery was once again cast as a matter of masculine honor.  
By so openly engaging in an affair with a married woman, this political figure had lost the 
respect of the public.  Hamilton suffered a similar fate.  
When Gouverneur Morris, a fellow politician and friend of Hamilton’s, was asked to 
give a eulogy after Hamilton’s tragic death by duel, he mused in his diary what he should 
include: 
I can find no Way to get over the Difficulty which would attend the Details of his 
Death.  It will be impossible to command either myself or my Audience.  This 
Indignation amounts almost to frenzy already.  Over this then a Veil must be drawn.  
I must not either dwell on his domestic Life.  He has long since foolishly published 
the Avowel [sic] of conjugal Infidelity.  Something however must be said to excite 
public Pity for his family which he has left in indigent Circumstances.41 
 
Morris’ list of “topics to avoid” included multiple examples of Hamilton’s failures as a man, 
several of which were a direct result of Hamilton’s inability to control his passions:  he had 
“foolishly” admitted to an affair (lust) in a pamphlet published for public consumption 
(temper), and he died in a duel (temper).  
The Hamilton-Reynolds affair illustrates that men who engaged in adultery risked 
their reputation, their honor, and their pocket books.  For public figures, their adulterous 
conduct was fodder for their political foes.  Morris, Callender, and the anonymous author of 
the newspaper editorial, believed that Hamilton had acted unmanly.  First, he had engaged 
in an adulterous affair.  Second, when it became public knowledge that he had committed 
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adultery, rather than simply admitting to his wrong doing, he went over-the-top and 
published a complete exposé of his own immoral conduct. .  Hamilton’s choice to publish 
the details of his affair in an effort to quell rumors of political misconduct only reinforced to 
his enemies and friends that Hamilton could not control his passions, whether it was lust for 
a woman or anger at his political enemies.  
 Other men who committed adultery were similarly depicted as men who fell victim 
to their lust and temper.  In newspaper accounts of divorce proceedings, cheating husbands 
were portrayed as lustful and violent, evidence that these men had failed to act as ideal 
patriarchs.  Margaret Hansworth complained that Peter was once a loving, committed 
husband who turned into a brute when he began an adulterous affair.  The Philadelphia 
Gazette reported that the couple had been married for eleven years and had five children.  
For “about five years they lived together without any domestic disputes.”  Lately, however, 
the husband had started an affair with another woman and began to treat his wife cruelly.  
Margaret produced several witnesses that testified to her husband’s adulterous affair.  Her 
husband, Peter, retaliated with his own witnesses to testify that his wife was a “loose and 
immoral” woman who had also committed adultery.  Presumably, if his wife had 
committed adultery, then Peter was more justified in seeking out the company of another 
woman, and he would have been within his rights to “correct” his wife through corporeal 
punishment.  The judge, however, determined that Peter’s witnesses were lying and granted 
Margaret a separation of bed and board.42 
Peter Handsworth tried to use the double standard to his benefit.  When he was 
accused of being an unfit husband, he defended himself by sullying his wife’s reputation.  
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He believed the court might forgive his violent conduct and adulterous affair if his wife had 
first acted against him and broken her marriage vow.  Rather than securing victory, Peter 
added “liar” to his unflattering reputation as a passionate man who hit his wife and had 
extra-marital affairs.  
 Although Deborah Rush (no relation to the famous doctor Rush) applied for a 
divorce from her husband Benjamin because of his adultery, she did not complain of cruelty 
in her divorce petition.  Rather, she left it to her witnesses to outline all of the many ways 
Benjamin could not control his passion.  Deborah and Benjamin had been married for 
several years and had a child together.  Benjamin moved to the country to operate a 
distillery and left his wife and child in Philadelphia.  He brought several hired men with 
him and a housekeeper named Elizabeth Meyer.  Several of his employees testified that 
when Elizabeth came to the house at the distillery, she already had a child that Benjamin 
acknowledged to be his son.  Elizabeth and Benjamin cohabitated together and were only 
separate when Benjamin went into town to visit his wife and child.  Soon, Benjamin brought 
Deborah to the country and took Elizabeth to live in his home in the city.  Deborah 
suspected her husband’s infidelity and asked the hired men if her husband had been 
unfaithful. Henry McMahon testified that when asked, the men “denied that she [Elizabeth] 
had been there and kept it a secret for some time form Mrs. Rush.”  Eventually the men 
decided to tell her that “Elizabeth Myer had been there.”  Once Deborah had confirmed her 
suspicion, she confronted her husband who responded in a fit of rage and started beating 
her.  Whenever she attempted to discuss his adulterous affair, Benjamin “abused and 
scolded her and sometimes beat her and pulled her by the hair, and took up a lamp which 
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was burning, and threw it at her.”  Henry “interfered three times” to stop Benjamin from 
beating Deborah.43 
While men were culturally allowed to discipline their wives with corporal 
punishments, Benjamin’s actions went beyond what Henry McMahon considered 
appropriate.  In the divorce petition, Benjamin’s employees and his wife told stories in 
which he was portrayed as a failed patriarch.  Rather than ruling his home with compassion, 
he cheated on his wife, beat her when she questioned his authority, and he fathered 
illegitimate children.  Although Benjamin might have welcomed a divorce, the witnesses 
who confirmed his affair with Elizabeth provided more details than his adulterous conduct, 
suggesting that his community disapproved of how he treated Deborah.  Benjamin’s 
inability to control his temper and his sexual desire led to the disillusionment of his 
household.  Regardless of how Benjamin felt about his divorce, members of his community 
deemed his actions inappropriate and came to the aid of his wife when she was threatened 
with violence, and when she sued for divorce.  
 Being divorced by one’s wife, murdered, or blackmailed, were only some of the 
ways men could be punished for adultery.  Throughout the late eighteenth century, many 
northern states disciplined male adulterers with corporal punishments.  In 1791, Dunlaps 
American Daily Advertiser reported that Simeon Wetherbee of Harvard “had plead guilty to 
an indictment for adultery; and received sentence to set one hour on the gallows and receive 
fifteen stripes.” 44  Likewise, The Pennsylvania Packet simply mentioned that Caleb Bull, a 
married man with four children, was charged with adultery.  He had “seduced and carried 
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away a young woman from a neighbouring town.”  He pled guilty and was committed to 
the gaol to await trial. 45  Another man, William Green, was found guilty of adultery and 
“was sentenced to be whipt fifteen stripes, burnt on the forehead with the letter A, and wear 
a halter about his neck, on the outfits of his garment, during his abode in [Pennsylvania], so 
as to be visible.”  In 1780, however, a Jacob Weaver was “tried and convicted of adultery, 
and ordered to pay a fine of 2000 pounds and the costs of prosecution.”  It appears that this 
was a fine and not a settlement to the injured man.46  
Part of the ritual of punishing men for adultery was the public exposure of their 
misdeeds.  Men were brought to a court, punished, and forced to wear a letter marking 
them as a man who had committed a disruptive, illicit act.  In all of these newspaper 
clippings, the editors only noted how men were punished and there was no information 
about what happened to the cheating wife.  Thus, having one’s name printed in the paper 
was an extension of the public ritual to humiliate men who had sex with married women.  
The range of punishments for adultery -- from corporeal to a monetary fine -- is 
emblematic of the way in which the sexual culture of Anglo-America in the late eighteenth 
century was transitioning from early modern to modern constructs.  Although some men 
were punished corporeally for their trespass, other men including Hamilton gave money to 
their lover’s husband as compensation.   In his examination of adultery and divorce in 
Britain, Lawrence Stone has documented a shift during the eighteenth century away from a 
culture where gentlemen settled matters of honor with a duel, towards a bourgeois system 
where men preferred monetary compensation for damages to their property (wife) and 
honor.  Stone argues that the shift from duel to money reflected Briton’s transition towards a 
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bourgeois society.  The above stories of adultery suggest that  Anglo-Americans, similar to 
Britons, moved towards a more bourgeois system of punishment where money was valued 
as a form of compensation for a slight on a man’s honor.  When Charles Rerick put a sword 
to his neighbor’s chest and then demanded monetary compensation because his neighbor 
had attempted to have sex with Margaret, his actions blended the two systems of male 
honor into one image and moment.   
* 
In all of the above stories, male adulterers were portrayed as men who had failed to 
control their passions.  Some men, such as Doctor Theodore Wilson, had simply fallen 
victim to their “natural lust” for women.  Other men, such as Hamilton, had failed to control 
their lusts and temper. Moreover, Hamilton admitted that a public confession of his affair 
had brought shame to his family and could potentially ruin his own standing in the 
community Jacob Rerick also had to expose his attempt at an illicit affair to avoid blackmail, 
which he deemed even more dishonorable.  Because these men attempted illicit connections 
with another man’s wife, they were punished.  Thus, although adultery laws in the United 
States made it an offense for a married man to have sex with single and married women,  
culturally, Anglo-Americans continued to understand adultery as sex between a man and a 
married woman. 
 
 
The Cuckold  
 
Anglo-Americans believed that their Republic would only survive if citizens were 
virtuous.  It was men’s responsibility to create orderly households, to marry virtuous wives, 
to raise chaste daughters, and to mold young sons into future citizens.  Thus, a man’s worth 
was tested during courtship because his future happiness depended on his ability to choose 
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a virtuous woman for his wife.  If a man chose a woman who was not a virgin, who was not 
modest and chaste, or if he was duped by a coquette who pretended to love him but was 
really after his money, he risked becoming a cuckold later in life. 
Once married, a man was to rule over his wife with love and compassion, and when 
necessary a patriarch could correct his wife with corporeal punishments. Benjamin Franklin 
once asserted that even if a man married a “difficult girl” he still should be able to “subdue 
even the most restless spirits.” A man’s reputation – his honor – was built and sustained 
through his ability to manage an orderly household, and his sexual honor was connected to 
his ability to control his wife’s sexuality.47   
As historian Lisa Wilson has argued, when a woman cheated on her husband, “she 
took aim at her husband’s most valued commodity --- his reputation.”  It was his reputation 
and standing in a community, or his honor, that allowed him to conduct business and hold 
public office.  Thus, a man’s public reputation was in part determined by the way he 
managed his household.  When a wife strayed from her marital vows, it signaled to the 
community her husband’s inability rule his household. Thus, a cuckold had failed two tests 
of manliness:  First, instead of choosing a virtuous woman as his wife, he had married a 
coquette.  Second, he had failed to effectively control and manage his wife’s sexuality.48   
 
* 
 
 One way the cuckold was depicted in the early Republic was as a comic figure.  In 
Pug’s Visit, an eighteen-page pamphlet created by the famous Scottish-American cartoonist 
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William Charles, the popular caricature Punch became the laughing-stock of his community 
when his wife Judy ran away with his friend Pug. 49  Each page included an image to 
accompany the text; thus, even if the reader could not discern the words, he or she would 
have been able to follow the story line through the images.   
Mr. and Mrs. Punch were white and their friend Pug was a cross between a black 
man and a monkey. 50  From as early as the 1680s, Europeans had associated Africans with 
monkeys.  Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, European and American 
men of science debated which side of the beast/animal division Africans belonged: was an 
African closer to a man or a monkey?  In the popular press, white Americans depicted 
Africans as monkey-like (even to the present day.)51   
Arguably, the image of Pug purposefully collapsed the distinction between monkeys 
and African Americans.  The cartoon was nonsensical if Mrs. Punch committed adultery 
with a monkey, but it was comical and suggestive if Judy ran away with a black-monkey-
like man. In some scenes, Pug was drawn with tail.  The artist reinforced Pug’s otherness by 
                                                       
49 William Charles was born in Edinburgh in 1776 and immigrated to America probably 
around 1806 after he got into legal trouble for his representation of political figures in 
England.  The author had lived in the United States for about three years before this cartoon 
was printed.  Charles was best known for his political cartoons leading up to the war of 
1812.  See Lorraine Weeling Lanmon, “American Caricature in the English Tradition: The 
Personal and Political Satires of William Charles” in Winterhur Portfolio Vol. 11 (1976) 1-51.  
Pugs visit was printed in Philadelphia in 1809.  
 
50 Pug was a nickname for a dog or a monkey in the eighteenth century. See Oxford English 
Dictionary Online, s.v. “Pug.”  
 
51 Winthrop Jordan, White over Black (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1968), 28-32, 228-234.  For a 
contemporary example, see the depiction of President Obama as a monkey in  The New York 
Post, 18 February 2009, 12.  For a discussion of the way in which English depicted Africans, 
see Alden Vaughan and Virginia Mason Vaughan, “Before Othello:  Elizabethan 
Representations of Sub-Saharan Africans” in William and Mary Quarterly, Vol. 54, No. 1 
(Jan 1997): 19-44.  
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drawing his face with round features, which differed from the sharp features of Mr. and 
Mrs. Punch.  
Despite the representation of the male seducer in this story as a black man, 
miscegenation was not the subject of the joke. The humor of the story lay in Punch’s 
humiliation when his wife ran away and committed adultery with Pug, although the 
incident was more embarrassing for Punch because his rival was a black monkey-like man.  
The Disaster, or Pug’s visit gives weight to the argument that Anglo-Americans continued to 
define adultery as an issue of masculine honor into the nineteenth century.  
 Mr. Punch invited his friend Pug over for dinner.  As soon as Pug received the 
invitation, he was on his way.  Pug was ”always ready to kick up a row.”  The three sat 
around and ate “Mrs. Punches tarts jellies and pie, and then all got as tipsy.”  Pug was so 
drunk he could not walk home so he curled up on the rug and fell asleep.  In the morning, 
Pug arose before his hosts and got dressed.  Mrs. Punch also awoke, looked at Pug, and 
thought how “charming” her guest looked “when full dressed.”  She “slipp’d out of bed and 
dress’d herself in a trice / and then leaving Punch snoring eloped with her guest.”52  While 
the text informed the reader that Mrs. Punch decided to leave her husband, the image 
suggests that it was Pug who showed her the way.  Pug held Mrs. Punch by the hand and 
led her out the door. Mrs. Punch looked over her shoulder and thumbed her nose at her 
sleeping husband.  
 
                                                       
52 William Charles, Pug’s Visit; or, The Disaster (Philadelphia, 1809), 3-8. 
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Illustration 1: Mrs. Punch elopes with Pug. 
  
Punch was furious when he awoke to find that his wife had left with his friend and 
he swore “vengeance” upon Pug.  He mounted his horse and rode towards Pug’s house.  
When he burst through the door, he found his wife and Pug “minuet dancing.”53  “Dancing 
the reel” was slang in the eighteenth century for sex, so it is possible that “minuet dancing” 
played with that double entendre.  The joke in this stanza was the couple’s appearance of 
innocence when in reality they had/were committing adultery.  If the image and text on this 
page left some doubt in the reader’s mind, the subsequent pages clarified that indeed Mrs. 
Punch had been unfaithful.54   
                                                       
53 Dictionary of slang and unconventional English, 8th edition (New York: Routledge, 2002),  s.v. 
“Dancing the Reel.” 
 
54 Ibid., 8-9. 
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Illustration 2: Pug and Mrs. Punch minuet dancing. 
 
When Punch discovered his wife and friend “minuet dancing,” he flew into a rage 
and attacked Pug.  The (white) servants of the house were startled at the commotion and 
came running to assist their master.  They chased Punch out of the house and down the 
street where he hid in a baker’s oven until a dog pulled him out by his nose.  On his way 
back to his house, Punch passed several friends and neighbors and told them his sad tale.  
His neighbors “pity’d his case, tho they laugh’d at his plight.”  But his neighbors also came 
to his assistance and went to Pug’s house.  They grabbed the male adulterer and “by force 
took the clothes of his back, whilst old Punch did unceasingly spank it.”  The men also 
grabbed Mrs. Punch and “toss[ed] the false wife in a blanket.”  Pug was put in “the stocks” 
until he promised he would never again steal someone’s wife.  Mrs. Punch got on her hands 
and knees and begged her husband’s forgiveness.  Punch pardoned his wife and “peace to 
their mansion once more was restor’d.”55 
                                                       
55 Ibid., 10-18.  
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Illustration 3: Punch and his neighbors toss “the false wife.” 
 
In this comic tale , the cuckold was ridiculous and emasculated.  While Punch slept, 
his wife ran off with a black man and thumbed her nose at him.  When Punch attempted to 
reclaim his wife, he was rebuffed by Pug’s servants and forced into hiding.  When he 
confessed his plight to his neighbors, they laughed at him.  Yet, the community did not 
approve of Pug’s behavior and because Punch had been unable to restore order to his 
household, the community intervened and shamed the adulterous couple.  It was only after 
the community punished Judy that she asked her husband for forgiveness.  When Punch 
attempted to reclaim his wife, she ignored his demands and remained at Pug’s home.  
Punch was an incompetent and ineffectual patriarch. 56 
This cartoon demeaned African American men by representing them as monkeys, 
and the ridiculous depiction of Pug added to the comical appeal of the story.  By drawing 
                                                       
56 For more examples of cuckold in popular print, see Lyons, 168-175. 
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Pug as a half-monkey/half-man, the cartoonist limited the threat of black male sexuality, 
and by couching the adultery as a mere “dance,” the cartoon never actually described black-
white sex.57   
 
 * 
If a cuckold wanted compensation from his wife’s lover, he had to prove to his 
community that he was a man of honor.  To do this, he had to first demonstrate that he had 
been honorable before his wife committed adultery.  Second, he had to be a man of action – 
as soon as he discovered his wife was unfaithful, he needed to immediately confront his 
wife’s lover and punish his wife.  If a man had already lost the respect of his community 
before his wife committed adultery, then he was without honor, and his wife’s infidelity 
could not injure his reputation.  Moreover, if a man forgave his wife for one adulterous 
affair, then he sanctioned her promiscuity.  If she had other affairs, he could not claim that 
her illicit acts damaged his reputation because he had already been emasculated.  
For example, Mr. Armshaw attempted to sue his wife’s employer for criminal 
conversation because she had become pregnant while working as a servant in his home.  
During the trial, however, it was revealed that Armshaw had “obtained the hand of his 
wife, under an idea of his being a man of fortune.”  After they were married, she learned he 
was not “worth a shilling.”  Worse still, he “behaved with excessive brutality to his wife.”  
Since her husband failed to provide for her financially and because he beat her, she “was 
constrained to go into service” and began working for Mr. Hunter.  He became “enamored” 
with her and seduced her into an affair.  The newspaper reported that “a child was the fruit 
of their affections” and proof of their adultery.  Although the husband was a lout, the judge 
                                                       
57 A shorter version of this comic pamphlet was reprinted the following year under the title 
“Pug’s visit to Mr. Punch” and it sold for 12 ½ cents.  
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instructed the Jury that the “plaintiff was entitled to a verdict.”  The jury, however, 
determined that Armshaw was not an honorable man and his wife was justified in fleeing 
her abusive husband; they awarded the cuckold a mere forty shillings in damages.58 
 William Dunn was twice a cuckold when his wife ran away from him to live with 
Captain Clay.  His mother “traced them, after some time, to St –Omer’s, in France, where 
she succeeded in separating them.”  The two women returned to England, but the young 
woman ”soon afterwards eloped again with Mr. Clay.”  When William’s wife fled her 
husband’s home for the company of another man, she humiliated her husband.  William 
was further emasculated because his mother found his wife for him, as he was unable 
maintain an orderly household.  Worse still for William and his masculine pride was the 
judge’s decision to dismiss his case.  The judge reasoned that because William had forgiven 
his wife once, he could not win a divorce for “the second offence.”59  
These two articles highlight an on-going debate in narratives of adultery: how much 
blame should be ascribed to a man whose wife committed adultery?  In the case of William 
Dunn, the judge determined that he had failed to act as a proper husband and moreover, 
that he had failed to act as a proper injured husband.  Men whose wives cheated should 
purge themselves immediately of their unfaithful companions.  On the other hand, if a man 
was going to claim that his honor had been damaged by his wife’s adulterous conduct, he 
had to prove he had honor to begin with.  In the opening vignette of this chapter, the 
injured husband received a meager sum because the jury determined that his wife had so 
often demeaned him that he was no longer honorable.   In this lawsuit, Armshaw was 
                                                       
58 “London, June 15. King’s Bench. Crim. Con. Armshaw against Hunter,” In Federal Gazette, 
12 September 1791, 3. 
 
59 “High court of Delegates, Sergants’ Inn,” In Franklin Gazette, 15 August 1818, 2. 
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further humiliated because his failures as a man and husband were publicly exposed.  He 
was awarded forty shillings as an insult from the jury because he had duped a woman into 
marriage under false pretences, abused her, and failed to provide for her financially.    
* 
Several stories in the eighteenth century press warned young men to choose a 
modest, chaste woman for a wife.  If he failed and instead chose a coquette, after their 
marriage his wife would make him a cuckold.   A coquette was incapable of love and only 
toyed with men’s affections.  Once she had married a man, her conquest was over, and she 
became bored with her husband.  She then had to find new men to toy with, and engaged in 
extra-marital affairs.  Moreover, a coquette was incapable of love and married only for 
money.  
A story published in The Gentleman and Lady’s Country Magazine told of one man who 
had been ruined by his unfaithful wife.  The author did not personally know the man and 
referred to him simply as “the stranger.”  The injured husband told the author of the story 
his tale of woe as a warning about matrimony. “You are young,” the stranger said. “Be 
cautious.”   
As a young man, the stranger had been “launched into the world in the spring of life, 
with every hope, from fortune and connextion, of enjoying the summer and happiness.”  
Alas, he married a coquette and he was now a “withered twig on the stem of existence.”  
The man had fallen in love with “a lady of family, without fortune.”  Although she was 
poor, the man loved her and so the two married.  Instead of creating a home, a refuge from 
the world, this woman turned his home into a “rendezvous for every sort of dissipation” 
where men and women came to dance and gamble.  He informed his wife that unless she 
curbed her ways, he would have to establish a second home for himself and his business.  
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She replied “the sooner as you please!” for she was as bored with him as he was displeased 
with her.   
In a fit of anger, the man informed her that he would cast her out of his house.  She 
pleaded, swooned, and promised to reform her behavior.  He believed that she was truly 
sorry and would repent of her ways.  Following the outburst, the couple spent the rest of the 
day “pleasantly” together.  In the evening, she announced that she wanted to attend a play 
with a friend.  The man had business to attend to that evening and so his wife left 
unaccompanied.  When the man had finished his work, he decided to attend the play and 
surprise his wife; the surprise was his.  His wife was no where to be found at the play and 
the door keeper informed him that she had left earlier with her friend and two gentleman.  
Enraged, the man went home and grabbed his sword.  He proceeded to the town square and 
discovered his wife in the arms of a Lord. “Villain” he cried, “leave the wanton, and defend 
yourself against the rage of an injured husband.”  The Lord drew his sword in defense and 
snarled, “know that your wife has been familiar to me these twelve months.  Thou 
egregious cuckold!” The duel began and with the first thrust of his sword, the cuckold 
pierced his wife’s lover in the heart and the nobleman “fell instantly.”  Now a cuckold and a 
murderer, the man fled the scene and escaped on a ship headed for Holland.  He made his 
way to Flanders and joined the British troops .  Thus, the cuckold had been reduced to the 
poverty of a common soldier and his abandoned wife sold all of their possessions and lived 
in poverty.  The stranger warned the young men to be careful of who he married, for if he 
married a coquette, he might lose his honor and reputation, and a broken heart.60 
 Two other men who felt they had suffered at the hands of a coquette were John 
Steinmetz and his son Henry.  John had sent his son Henry to St. Eustatius to oversee his 
                                                       
60 For a discussion about the men’s pain during courtship and their fear of coquettes, see 
Wilson, Ye Heart of a Man, 88-94. 
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business interests in the West Indies.  While in St. Eustatius, Henry made an unfortunate 
marriage to a woman named Elizabeth and the couple squandered thousands of dollars 
from John’s business.  John called Henry back from St. Eustatius to explain his conduct, and 
more importantly, to separate his son from Elizabeth.  Henry was absent from St. Eustatius 
for about a year and in that time his wife gave birth to a son.  When John and Henry learned 
of the new addition to the Steinmetz family, they believed they had found a way to extricate 
Henry from his disastrous marriage: they would accuse Elizabeth of adultery.  Thus, like the 
man in the above story, the Steinmetz men believed Elizabeth had duped Henry into 
marriage to gain access to money, and her dishonest character had led her into an 
extramarital liaison.   
 In a letter to Elizabeth, John Steinmetz accused his daughter-in-law of stealing 
thousands from him.  He was determined that neither Elizabeth nor his son would ever 
“handle one penny” of his property again.  “If sixpence would save him [Henry] from the 
Gaol” John wrote, “I would not give it him. Therefore you nor he shall ever hereafter get 
one farthing from me as long as I live and have by Will guarded against it after my death, 
owing to the treacherous and scandalous proceedings of you both.”  He informed Elizabeth 
that he would never permit her into his house as long as he lived. Although John accused 
both Henry and Elizabeth of stealing, the fault was Elizabeth’s because she had ruined a 
“once promising son.” 61  Hurt and indignant, Elizabeth wrote back.  “Your letter dated the 
8th of November came  – I must say it has been a great shock & miss to me.  A Language I 
little suspected from a parent.”  As to his threat that she would never enter his house, she 
                                                       
61 John Steinmetz to Elizabeth Steinmetz, 8 November 1790. Jasper Yeates Briston Collection 
#1619, Series 1.a. John Steinmetz Correspondence, Box 5 Folder 7, Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania. 
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replied, “I am totally innocent of all you charge me with … as to your request in my never 
entering your doors it shall be duly attended.”62 
 Elizabeth hoped that Henry would disobey his father and return home.  She wrote 
her husband several letters asking for money to support herself and their children.  Henry 
refused.  In his letter, he told her that he would never return to her:  “Reflect & consider 
whether I cannot with propriety say, cursed by the day I first saw you – what have I ever 
received for all this? Nothing but treachery & deceit!” Henry blamed Elizabeth for his 
unhappiness, for ruining him financially, and for alienating him from family. “I don’t ever 
expect to see any happy days in this world & entirely on your account therefore adieu for 
ever.”63  He informed his wife that he had applied for a divorce.  By casting all of the blame 
for the lost money on Elizabeth, Henry was exonerated from the charges of stealing, but he 
was simultaneously emasculated.  Henry had made a bad marriage and was forced to 
relinquish his position of patriarch of his own family and return to his father’s home as a 
dependent.    
True to his word, Henry petitioned for a divorce on the grounds that Elizabeth had 
committed adultery.  In a letter to his lawyer, Henry made himself out to be the victim of a 
coquette.  He narrated a tragic tale where, at the age of nineteen, he had met Elizabeth and 
“she … worked matters in such a manner” that he was taken “ so completely.”  He claimed 
that due to her arts, he never really knew the woman he was married to “ until it was too 
late.”  When he fully realized his wife’s character, he was “tempted to lay violent hands” on 
himself.  Henry claimed that their first child was born only seven months after their 
marriage and their second child twelve months after he left the West Indies.  Henry 
                                                       
62 Ibid., Elizabeth Steinmetz to John Stienmet, December 14, 1790.   
 
63 Ibid., Henry Steinmetz to Elizabeth Steinmetz, January 24, 1791. 
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concluded the letter by insisting that “it would be very distressing, indeed, should I not get 
relieved from her, for as to living with her, it is entirely out of the question.”64 
Elizabeth was clearly distraught at being abandoned by her husband.  Fearing that 
she was about to lose everything, she begged Henry to reconsider his petition for divorce.  
She also sent a rebuttal to her father-in-law: “Altho Sir you have taken very imprudent 
things to destroy my life as well as that of parting my Husband from me, I hope the 
almighty will preserve my life to show you my innocence (as well as the world) that of my 
having a bastard as well as my robbing you as you say of 4 thousand pounds.”  She was 
horrified by the accusation of adultery:  “I must have been one of the vilest of women that 
my husband could not leave me for a few months but I must act in so base a manner.”65  She 
informed John that she had the child’s birth certificate which would prove that her son was 
born only nine months after Henry left the West Indies.  She also reminded John that it was 
legally impossible for a wife to steal from her husband, as “every body knows what ever is 
in the Husbands possession belongs to the wife.”  If John felt that money had been stolen 
from him, he should take that up with his son.  Elizabeth only spent what money her 
husband gave her. 
Much to the chagrin of John Steinmetz, Elizabeth traveled from St. Eustatia to 
Philadelphia to try and win her husband back and to defend herself against the accusations 
of adultery.  Elizabeth came equipped with a letter from respectable men in Haiti who, she 
claimed, new her family and reputation.  She sent copies of those letters as a counter to 
Henry’s divorce petition.  She also informed John that she would send copies of the 
children’s birth certificate as proof that she had not committed adultery. Whatever proof 
                                                       
64 Ibid., Henry Steinmetz to Jared Ingelsolt, September  14, 1791. 
 
65 Ibid., Elizabeth Steinmetz to John Steinmetz, August 3, 1791. 
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Elizabeth might have had to confirm the baby’s date of birth, she was outmaneuvered by 
her father-in-law.  The Steinmetz had the testimony of the midwife that the child was born a 
year after Henry had left the island.  
Seeing that there was little chance of winning back her husband, and fearing that she 
would be economically ruined, Elizabeth informed John that she would not contest the 
divorce if she was given a “sum of money … for the support & maintenance of  [her]self & 
children.”  Later correspondence suggests that she never received that payment.  The 
Steinmetz’s were sure they could win the case with or without Elizabeth’s cooperation.   
 Elizabeth returned to the West Indies and repeatedly wrote to John for assistance for 
her children.  She also wrote John to tell him of his granddaughter’s death and begged him 
to take her son, Henry Jr., to live with him in Philadelphia.  Elizabeth’s continual pleas for 
assistance, and the absence of any copies of letters from John to Elizabeth, suggest that the 
Steinmetz cut her off without financial assistance, just as they had threatened.  It also seems 
unlikely that John would agreed to raise Henry Jr., since both men had insisted Henry was 
not the father.  
Both Henry and John painted Elizabeth as a promiscuous woman who had duped 
Henry into marriage to gain access to John’s money.  By laying the largest part of the blame 
for the marriage and the loss of his money at Elizabeth’s feet, John described his son as a 
failed man who was vulnerable to the artful powers of a coquette and, once married, his 
son had allowed his wife to direct the marriage.  By intervening in his son’s personal life, 
John was attempting to salvage his reputation and his son’s future, and he did so at the 
expense of Elizabeth and her two children.  
When Henry blamed Elizabeth for seducing him and for turning his family against 
him, he accepted his father’s interpretation of events – that he had been duped by Elizabeth 
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into marriage.  Henry, of course, had many motives to side with his father and to abandon 
his wife, particularly because his finances were tied to his father’s business.  In the end, John 
was successful in separating his son from Elizabeth and in so doing, reduced his son from a 
married man, husband, and head of a household, to a dependent at the mercy of his father.   
Other men who divorced their wives for adultery acted as the Henry had accused 
their wives of being immoral, conniving, women.  In 1797, Jacob Lightwood petitioned the 
State of Pennsylvania for a divorce from his wife Elizabeth, who neighbors and employers 
agreed was a lascivious woman driven by her insatiable sexual desires into the arms of 
other men.  In 1777, Jacob and Eleanor married and moved to the county of Philadelphia.66  
About five years later, Eleanor left her husband and never returned.  Mary Holt saw Eleanor 
the day she left her husband, and the two traveled the same road into Frankfort.  While the 
women walked, Eleanor told Mary that “she did not like her husband.”  When Mary asked 
why, Eleanor replied that,  “she saw a number of faces that she liked abundantly better.”  
She complained that her husband was “a little ugly fellow and she would not end her days 
with him.”   She told Mary that she “had left her husband and did not mean to live with him 
anymore. “  Besides, she told Mary, she was “with child” by another man and she liked his 
“little finger more than her husband’s whole body.”67  
After leaving her husband, Eleanor moved to Philadelphia and worked as a servant 
for fifteen years.  One of her employers, John Stevens told the court that Eleanor was a 
promiscuous woman and a drunkard.  While working for John, she had an affair with a 
fellow servant, Simon Fletcher, and became pregnant.  Simon “was charged by the said 
                                                       
66 Jacob Lightwood vr. Eleanor Lightwood, 31 March 1780. Petition of Jacob Lightwood. 
Pennsylvania Divorce Petitions 1785 – 1815, RG#33.41. Pennsylvania State Archives, 
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67 Ibid., deposition of Mary Holt.  
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Eleanor with being the father of the child, and was taken up on a warrant and gave security 
for the maintenance of the child.”  John sent Simon away, fearing that Elizabeth would have 
more children.  John also had to dismiss another one of his servants, a black man, because 
he “feared” that Eleanor “would have connection with him as she said if she could not get a 
white man she would have him.”  John complained in his affidavit that she “would go after 
men and did not care whether they were black or white so as she could have connection 
with them.”  John also alleged that Eleanor was “a good deal addicted to liquor” which he 
kept away from her.  Yet, despite her affairs and her drinking, Eleanor “was a very useful 
and serviceable servant.”68  Her conduct did make her a poor wife, however, and despite the 
fact that John believed Eleanor was a good servant, he helped her cuckolded husband obtain 
a divorce.  
Eleanor’s was on trial in this divorce, but so too was her husband.  To rid himself of 
a compulsively adulterous wife, Jacob had to prove that he had married a non-virtuous 
woman.  In fact, Eleanor preferred the company of other men to her own husband, who she 
found unattractive and undesirable.  One wonders how Jacob would have defended his 
decision to marry Eleanor, but his petition was simple and he only claimed she had 
committed adultery.  
 Adulterous wives, such as Eleanor and Elizabeth, undermined their husband’s 
authority.  Often, the adulterous wife was described as a coquette who had seduced a 
virtuous man into marriage and then ruined him by her immoral behavior.  Certainly this is 
how John and Henry Steinmetz viewed Elizabeth. When a man took his wife to court and 
sued for divorce, he had to prove that he was an innocent party who had done nothing to 
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deserve his wife’s behavior.  The problem for the cuckold, however, was the society 
expected that he govern over his dependants.   
Jacob Lightman was emasculated when his wife ran away and told the neighbors he 
was an “ugly” man whom she despised.  The fictional character Punch could not bring 
order to his household when his wife eloped with Pug and he, like the men who petitioned 
for divorce, had to rely on the community to assist him.  Of course, these men probably 
welcomed the termination of their marriage, but the suing for divorce exposed these men’s 
failure to first choose a virtuous wife, and their subsequent failure to manage an orderly 
household.  
 Tales of adultery ended with the divorce or a suit for criminal conversation, and so 
we do not know how these men were perceived by their community after the divorce.  In 
divorce petitions, witnesses corroborated a husband’s testimony that his wife was 
promiscuous, so did they also agree with the husband and view him as a victim of a 
cunning, lustful woman?  Or, did they believe he should have worked harder to maintain 
his household?  Was he emasculated but pitiable, or was he simply humiliated? 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Although adultery was an illicit sexual relationship involving married men and 
women, throughout the early National period, Anglo-Americans defined adultery as a 
contest of masculinity. Eighteenth-century Anglo-Americans believed that a well-ordered 
society was built out of households governed by patriarch-citizens.  Patriachs would 
govern, legally and politically represent, and financially provide their family.  A disorderly 
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household was the result of a husband/father’s inability to exercise proper authority in the 
home, and a wife’s sexual indiscretions sullied his wife’s reputation. 
Americans during the early National period continued to represent the cuckolded as 
they had during the colonial period.  Yet, the new ideals of citizenship made a wife’s 
adultery more problematic because her illicit act undermined the household, the foundation 
of a republican society.  Yet, she was only partly to blame.  Her husband was suppose to 
govern over his wife and to ensure that she would not fall victim to her own sexual desires, 
or be manipulated by another man. 
While some women were seduced by immoral men, other wives were naturally 
deviant.  A man who married a coquetted would be emasculated later in life when his wife 
started an affair with another man.  Fictional stories warned men to be careful of who they 
married.  Moreover, men who sued for divorce provided their community with real-life 
examples of the dangers of a promiscuous woman.  When a man went to court to ask for a 
divorce, he publicly admitted that his household was in disarray and that he had failed as a 
patriarch. 
Although adultery remained culturally defined as a contest between the wife’s lover 
and her husband, stories of adultery reveal shifting ideas of masculinity.  In stories of 
adultery, a man who strayed from his marital vows had failed to control his lusts and he, 
like the seducer of virgin maids, had tempted a woman into an illicit affair. As Alexander 
Hamilton learned, failure to control one’s sexual desires could lead to serious consequences 
including the loss of money, political power, and social standing.  The double standard was 
still  a central component of the sexual culture of the early Republic, but men and women 
were encouraged to control their sexual passions.  In fact, men had the added responsibility 
of controlling their own lusts so that they did not tempt women into illicit affairs.  
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOUR 
INCEST 
 
 
In 1754, Joseph Severance Jr. and Emmice Glesson of Deerfield, Massachusetts, were 
“tried for and convicted of the Crime of Incest.”  Joseph received a sentence “according to 
Law.” He had to sit on “the Gallows with a Rope about his Neck for the Space of one Hour” 
and he received “30 stripes.”  In addition to these corporal punishments, he was to “wear a 
Capital I of two inches long, and proportional Bigness; on his upper Garment for ever.”  The 
sentence for Emmice, “for special Reasons” was “respited for the present.“1 
This newspaper account provided the reader with little information.  Who were 
Joseph and Emmice and how were they related?  Were they father and stepdaughter? Half 
or step siblings? Or were they brother and sister in-law?  Sex between any of these kin 
groups was forbidden in early America.  From the newspaper story, we do learn that Joseph 
was punished for the crime while Emmice was not, at least for the time being.  Most likely, 
she was pregnant, which was the moment when most illicit sexual liaisons were noticed by 
the community.  Or, perhaps the jury determined that, although she had not resisted 
Joseph’s advances, she was nevertheless a victim of his actions.  If so, then the response of 
the jury reflected a wider cultural assumption that incestuous relationships were a direct 
result of unbridled male sexual desires, not a consequence of women’s sexuality. 
                                                       
1 “Boston” Pennsylvania Gazette, October 17, 1754, 2. Also printed as “Boston, October 7.  – At 
the Superior Court of Judicature …” in Boston Evening Post,  October 7, 1754.  
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 In 1754, incest was rarely reported in American publications.  Prior to the 
Revolution, the Anglo-American press was remarkably reticent about the topic of incest and 
the few references were brief note about criminal trials, such as the above story.  During the 
1780s and continuing into the 1820s, Anglo-Americans printed moral tracts, fictional stories, 
novels, and moral treatises that discussed incest as a moral and social transgression.2  Tales 
of incest in the early Republic focused on unbridled male desire.  When a man had sex with 
a near kin, such as his sister (step, half, or in-law) or his own daughter, he behaved in a way 
that was incompatible with the duties of a brother or father.  Instead of protecting the virtue 
and chastity of their female relatives, these men used their position of power to seduce or 
coerce their daughters or sisters into unnatural unions which would only bring these 
women misery and unhappiness.   
Although the image of the patriarch was softened over the course of the eighteenth 
century, white men continued to have sole legal and moral authority over their 
dependants.3  There was a risk to this type of unchecked powers, and narratives of incest 
exposed men who behaved in ways that were antithetical to the ideal American man.  In 
focusing on the dangers of male sexuality, these narratives cast women as victims of male 
passions.  In many ways, these tales were part of a transformation in the sexual ideology of 
America towards a representation of men as more lustful than women.  
  There have been few studies that investigated constructions of  incest in early 
American.  Historians have tended to include incest in studies of sexual violence, focusing 
on cases where fathers were prosecuted for raping their daughters.  In such cases, it was 
                                                       
2 There were hundreds of references in the Anglo-American press from the 1770s through to 
1820, and this chapter is based on a sample of seventy-five stories as well as two popular 
novels that touched on the themes of incest: Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders(1722) and William 
Brown’s The Power of Sympathy (1789). 
 
3 Jay Fleigalman, Prodigals and Pilgrims (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).  
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difficult for a daughter to prove her father’s sexual abuse.  Proving rape, as discussed in 
chapter two, required that the prosecution demonstrate that the sex-act had occurred by 
force and against a woman’s will. Patriarchs, however, could recast the social norms that 
required children to be obedient to their fathers in order to coerce a daughter into 
submitting to her father’s sexual demands.  As such, patriarchs seldom resorted to the types 
of brute physical force that Anglo-Americans imagined to be part of rape.  If a daughter 
failed to show that she had been forced by her father into a sexual relationship, she could be 
prosecuted alongside her father for incest because incest was legally defined as a consensual 
act between a man and a woman.  Although both the man and woman were tried for incest, 
judges and juries tended to only punish the father, suggesting that despite the legal 
definition of incest, early Americans understood the coercive powers of the patriarch.4 
 While historians have examined instances were fathers were punished for sexual 
violence against their daughters, sex between fathers and daughters was only one type of 
incest.  In periodicals, novels, and newspapers, Anglo-Americans read of father-daughter 
incest, but they also read tales where sons fell in love with unknown illegitimate sisters; of 
men who formed incestuous desires for their sisters-in-law; or of men who accidentally 
seduced an illegitimate daughter who they had abandoned earlier in life.5   
                                                       
4 Sharon Block, Rape and Sexual Power in Early America (Chapel Hill, UNC Chapel Hill Press, 
2006), 74 – 77; Thomas Foster, Sex and the Eighteenth-Century Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 
2006), 30-36. 
 
5 For a discussion of the representation of sons who fell in love with sisters, or fathers who 
unknowingly seduced their abandoned illegitimate daughters, see Anne Dalke, “Original 
Vice: The Political Implications of Incest in the early American Novel” in Early American 
Literature, Vol. 23 (1998), 188-201.  Dalke argues, “early American fiction depicts young men 
and more particularly young women entangled in the ties of family, their social mobility 
hampered by the sexual sins of their fathers.”  She also suggests that early Americans were 
suspicious of men who attempted to marry below and women who attempted to marry 
above their own station.  “These characters of these novels long, not merely for fathers who 
will perform their duties more prudently, but for a benevolent, protective upper class, for a 
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All of these narratives shared a common critique of unbridled sexual desire in men. 
As such, stories of incest afford the historian an opportunity to examine the construction 
and critique of male sexuality in Anglo-American culture.  In telling these tales of incest, 
authors debated what motivated men to forge sexual liaisons with women.  On the one 
hand, it was natural for men to lust after beautiful women (although civilized men would 
exercise restraint); on the other hand, it was unnatural for men to have sex with a near 
relative.  Was it natural for men to have sexual desires for all attractive women?  What kept 
daughters, sisters, and sisters-in-law safe from the sexual advances of their male relatives? 
How did a civilized nation insure that incest taboos would be respected?  
To examine the meanings ascribed by Anglo-Americans to incest and the way in 
which incest stories critiqued men’s sexual behavior, this chapter is broken into four parts.  
Section one examines moral and legal texts to understand how Anglo-Americans defined 
incest.   In sections two through four, I examine narratives of incest as they appeared in a 
variety of print genres.  I analyze real-life accounts of fathers who had sex with their 
daughters, fictional stories where unknown siblings fell in love and attempt to marry; and 
stories where the male character seduced his sister-in-law.  In all of these tales, men were 
represented as the culprits who created the circumstances in which incest could occur.  
 
Incest Taboo 
At the turn of the nineteenth century, Anglo-Americans defined incest as sex-acts 
between near relatives.  What concerned authors of moral tracts was that acts of incest 
violated the laws of God and nature and disrupted familial boundaries.  Men had “natural” 
                                                                                                                                                                         
clearly defined and clearly responsible social structure.” While I am convinced by Dalke’s 
first argument, I am less convinced by her second argument.  Within the context of other 
narratives of dangers, these novels were explicitly warning readers of social chaos that was 
a direct consequence of illicit sex.       
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lusts and impulses, and a civilized society would enact laws helped to keep these desires in 
check.  Thus, Anglo-Americans believed that an act of incest was a sign that a person or 
society was morally bankrupt and uncivilized.  
 When defining incest, authors such as David M’Clure and William Paley spoke of 
relations who lived in “near proximity” to each other.  In Sermons on the Moral Law, M’Clure 
defined incest as sex between “those who are of near affinity or consanguinity; as between 
parents and children, brothers and sisters.“  In The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, 
Paley similarly argued that incest was  “all commerce of the sexes between near relations.”6 
M’Clure argued that incest laws existed in order to  “guard the chastity of the members of a 
family, who being accustomed to habits of intimacy, might be induced to transgress the 
laws of chastity.”  Paley wrote that laws against incest were introduced in all civilized 
societies to “preserve chastity in families, and between persons of different sexes brought up 
and living together in a state of unreserved intimacy.”7  
Anglo-Americans, like their European counterparts, included step-sisters, step-
mothers, and sisters-in-laws as “near relatives.”  On a very practical level, including step-
relatives and in-laws as part of the incest taboo allowed these women to live with their 
brothers-in-laws or step-brothers without the taint of sexual scandal.  As a male relative, 
these men took on the roles of protector, and provider.  Moreover, including in-laws and 
step-relatives within the definition of what constituted incestuous partners helped preserve 
the lines of the family; a man would not become an uncle and father to the same child.  
Anglo-Americans based their incest taboo on interpretations of Biblical passages.  
The Christian Magazine published an essay in which the author reviewed the passages in 
                                                       
6 David M’Clure, Sermons on the Moral Law (Hartford: Beach & Jones, 1795), 214; William 
Paley, Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, (Philadelphia: Dobson, 1789), 205. 
 
7  Paley, 205.  
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Leviticus which stated that a man should not “uncover the nakedness of thy brother’s wife; 
it is thy brother’s nakedness.”  When a man and a woman married, “they are no more 
twain’ says God, ‘but ONE flesh.’”  The author concluded that from this quotation that 
when a man married, his wife’s sisters became his sisters, and she became a sister to his 
brothers. Since a sister could never become a wife, a man could never marry his sister-in-
law.8   
 The Christian Magazine feared that if American society allowed men to marry their 
sisters-in-law, all laws against incest would unravel.  “There is no evading this 
construction,” wrote the author.  The author also argued that if Anglo-Americans changed 
their beliefs about incest and allowed men to marry their sisters-in-law, they risked 
unraveling the entire incest taboo.  The rewriting of moral laws was blasphemous because it 
was God who prohibited such marriages.  Indeed, incest was “one of those crimes which 
infallibly draw down the judgments of God upon the nation which tolerates them.”  Here, 
the author tied incest with the strength of nations.  If people condoned sexual relationships 
between a man and his sister-in-law, then America risked the wrath of God.9  
David M’Clure also informed his readers that the Law of Moses as outlined in the 
Bible forbade marriage between a man and his sister-in-law.  The author admitted that, 
“many of the laws of Moses were invalidated by the Coming of Christ” and thus some 
people believed that men could now marry their sisters-in-law.  M’Clure, however, 
admonished his readers to err on the side of caution rather than risk the wrath of God.  
Moreover, “marriages of such near consanguinity … tend to introduce confusion in families 
                                                       
8 “A Brief Inquiry into the Lawfulness of Marrying a Deceased Wife’s Sister, The Christians 
Magazine, March 1, 1811, 130-131.  For another example of a similar argument, see 
“Religious and Moral Discussion” in General Assembly’s Missionary Magazine (July 1806): 314 
– 321 
 
9 Ibid., 136 
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and society.”  If a man married his sister-in-law, he would be a husband and a brother to his 
wife and an uncle and father to his children.10 
M’Clure believed that because this was a law of God, it was also a “law of nature.” 
He wrote that any “marriage as well as other cohabitation of brothers and sisters, of lineal 
kindred, and of all who usually live in the same family, may be said to be forbidden by the 
law of nature.”  Yet, men could not be trusted to follow this rule and it was necessary for 
civilized nations to use “every method possible to inculcate an abhorrence of incestuous 
conjunctions.” 11  Incestuous desires were unnatural and without civilization men might be 
tempted to seduce female kin.  
The British lawyer Lord Erksine also expressed some ambiguity about the role of  
“nature” in creating incestuous desires.  Some of his writings were published in the Boston 
magazine Select Reviews of Literature and Spirit of Foreign Magazines.  Lord Erskine defined 
incest as a bestial and unnatural act, and yet he also believed incestuous desires occured 
naturally.  To counter these impulses, society needed to enact laws:  
If I were to ask, what it is that prevents the prevalence of the crime of incest by 
taking away those otherwise natural impulses, from the promiscuous gratification of 
which we should become like the beasts of the field, and lose all the intellectual 
endearments which are at once the pride and happiness of man?  What is it that 
renders our houses pure, and our families innocent?  It is that, by the wise 
institutions of all civilized nations, there is placed a kind of guard against the human 
passions, in that sense of impropriety and dishonour, which the law has raised up, 
and impressed with almost the force of a second nature.  
 
Because of incest laws, men learned not to lust after their female relations.  Sexual desire, 
even “incestuous commerce,” were natural urges men might feel if they were not restrained 
by laws.  In a civilized society, men developed “a moral feeling” which allowed them to 
                                                       
10 M’CLure, 214-215. 
 
11 Ibid., 215.  Charles Buck quoted M’Clure in Theological Dictionary, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: 
Dickinson for Woodward, 1807), 404-405.   
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“live familiarly” with their nearest female relations, “without those desires which are 
natural to man.”12  
 In reading moral tracts that defined incest, it is clear that Anglo-Americans believed 
that the taboo forbidding sex between blood relatives was straight-forward and needed less 
explanation than the taboo against sex with sisters-in-law.  These authors insisted that the 
same laws of nature that forbade sex between blood relatives also applied to near relations 
who were not related by birth.  A civilized nation would forbid both or else the very basic 
institution of the Republic, the American household, would erode. 13 
Anglo-American authors were unclear about the role of “nature” in fostering 
incestuous desires.  On the one hand, incest laws prevented men from acting upon “natural” 
instincts to have sex with women.  This natural instinct might lead men to forge intimate 
relationship with a daughter, sister, or mother.  On the other hand, incest was a crime 
against nature.  Natural desires would lead men to develop desires for their daughters and 
sisters; nature forbade such acts. To insure that men followed the laws of nature and God, 
civilized nations passed judicial laws that punished incestuous relationships.   
  One marker of a civilized Christian society, therefore, was an absence of incestuous 
relationships.  The act of incest symbolized complete moral abandon.  As such, it is perhaps 
unsurprising that some authors of travel narratives included a discussion of incest in their 
analysis of Indian communities.  While few American readers would have read these 
complete travel narratives, there were periodicals dedicated to reviewing scientific 
publications.  In these reviews, the authors selected excerpts from the book that they 
                                                       
12 “Speeches of Lord Erskine, when at the Bar, on Miscellaneous Subjects.” In Select Reviews 
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13 For a much longer discussion of the taboo against marrying a wife’s sister, see Benjamin 
Trumbull, Appeal to the Public Relative to the Unlawfulness of Marrying a Wife’s Sister (Norwich: 
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believed would be of interest to Anglo-American readers, and one of the topics most often 
selected for discussion were the sexual customs of Indian communities. The Monthly 
Anthology, and Boston Review Containing Sketches and Reports, for example, published a review 
of “A voyage to the Eastern Part of Terra Firma, or the Spanish Main, in South-America, 
during the years 1801-04.“  The editor believed that the work would be “very interesting to 
the American publick” because they could learn about the social and political culture of the 
Spanish colonies with whom they traded.14 
Although much of the book discussed customs and practices of the Spanish, a large 
portion of the American book review focused on the chapter “The Government of the 
Savages.”  A more apropos title might have been, “the Spanish inability to civilize the 
Savages.” The author of the book review found it remarkable that the Spanish failed to 
impose European values upon the native people: 
All the efforts of the legislator to inspire [Indians] with a desire of improving 
their natural faculties have proved abortive.  Neither the good treatment which 
they have received on being admitted into society, nor the important privileges, 
with which they have been favoured, have been able to eradicate their partiality 
for the savage life.15 
 
The Indians chose the wilderness to the city because they found “the gloomy abode of 
the forest more congenial with their melancholy, superstition, and utter contempt for the 
most sacred laws of nature.”  The Spanish were not entirely at fault.  They had tried “for 
three ages … to impress on this miserable race of men some sense of right and wrong.”  
Yet, the Indians disregarded “the right of property” which they “violate with impunity, 
they will not abstain from continual intoxication, as long as they are supplied with 
                                                       
14 “A Voyage to the Eastern Part of Terra Firma, or the Spanish Main, in South-America, 
during the years 1807, “ The Monthly Anthology, and Boston Review Containing Sketches and 
Reports Vol. 5, No. 2 (1 Feb 1807): 444. 
 
15 Ibid., 450.  
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liquor; they will be guilty of incest whenever they have a convenient opportunity; of 
lying and perjury whenever it answers their purpose; and they will never submit to 
labour, but when compelled by hunger.”16  Interestingly, the authors of the book review 
and/or the author of the book included incest as part of other social and moral failings, 
but not with other sexual sins.  As part of this list, acts of incest were but one example of 
the Indian’s savage condition, equal to their disregard for other Anglo-American values 
of sobriety, honesty, and hard work.  
The Connecticut Magazine; or, Gentleman’s and Lady’s Monthly Museum of Knowledge, 
was also in the habit of publishing book reviews.  In March of 1801, they published a review 
with excerpts from Samuel Hearne’s Several Curious Particulars of the Customs and Manners of 
the Northern Indians, on the Borders of Hudson’s Bay.17  For the most part, Hearne depicted 
Indians in a positive light and the review in the Connecticut Magazines contained several 
passages where Hearne praised Indians for their fortitude and virtue.  Similar to many 
explorers of the time, Hearne commented on the sexual customs of some of the Indians, and 
the reviewer for the Connecticut Magazine included several passages that explicitly discussed 
sexual customs.   
Although Hearne extolled “the chastity of the Northern Indian women, ”he also 
“acknowledged that it [was] a very common custom among the men … to exchange a 
night’s lodging with each other’s wives.”  By the way Hearne phrased the sentence, it was 
men and not women who played the active role in this peculiar sexual custom.  Hearne also 
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17 The Connecticut Magazine; or, Gentleman’s and Lady’s Monthly Museum of Knowledge. Review 
of “Several Curious Particulars of the Customs and Manners of the Northern Indians, on the Borders 
of Hudson’s Bay: Extracted from Mr. Hearne’s Journey from Price of Wales Fort, on Hudson’s Bay, 
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noted that “the Northern Indian men make no scruple of having two or three sisters for 
wives, at one time,” which was not only polygamous but also incestuous by Anglo-
American standards.  Yet, the Indians were “very particular in observing a proper distance 
in consanguinity of those they admit” to share a night with their wives. Thus, while a man 
could marry more than one sister, brothers could not have sex with each other’s wives.18   
Hearne believed that this (recognizable) incest taboo among Northern Indians 
differentiated these communities from  “the Southern Indians” who were “less scrupulous 
on those occasions,” i.e. in the custom of providing a companion to a traveler/guest.  It was 
not uncommon among “Southern Indians …  for one brother to make free with another 
brother’s wife or daughter; but this is held in abhorrence by the Northern Indians.”19  Under 
Anglo-American constructions of incest, these Southern Indian men had committed incest 
with their nieces and sisters-in-law. 
According to Hearne, Indians in “the South” were more immoral than northern 
Indians because they committed other acts of incest.  “It is notoriously known,” he wrote, 
“that many of them cohabit occasionally with their own mothers, and frequently espouse 
their sisters and daughters.  I have known several of them who, after having lived in that 
state, for some time, with their daughters, have given them to their sons, and all parties been 
perfectly reconciled to it.” Hearne admitted that, “ acts of incest too often take place” among 
Indians of North America,  “though, perhaps, not so frequently” as it did among Indians 
who lived in non-British parts of North America.  The reason why northern Indians 
committed less acts of incest was because these communities were “under the immediate 
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protection of the English.”  Hearne attributed this restraint not to the morality of the 
Indians, but rather to the Indian’s “fear of incurring [the] displeasure” of the English.20 
 In this text, incest was but one example of the sexual perversions in which Indians 
indulged.  Moreover, Indian men were cast as the agents who permitted acts of incest to 
take place with their female relatives.  While women were not cast as victims, they were also 
not actors.  The civilizing force of English culture helped curb Indians men and limited acts 
of incest.  This was not due to a sudden change in the morality of Indians, but rather a 
positive result of proximity to Anglo civilization.  
 
*  
The authors of moral and legal tracts argued that incest was a crime against nature 
and God.  Civilized nations did not tolerate nor condone incestuous relationships of any 
kind.  Committing incest was an act of total barbarity and signified a breakdown of civilized 
societies.  Rumors that Indians committed incest reinforced the argument that incest was an 
act of uncivilized people.  Any acts of incest committed by an Anglo-American man would 
relegate him to the position of savage -- uncivilized and barbarous, akin to the Indians who 
allowed such acts to occur within their communities. 
What, according to these writers, prevented acts of incest?  It was the laws of God 
and the powers of civilization.  Men were warned in these texts that their own “natural” 
instincts, if left unchecked by religion or the judicial system, would lead them to defile their 
female relatives.  Incestuous relationships were dangerous because such acts destroyed the 
virtue of innocent daughters and sisters who became victims of their male relative’s lusts.  
Moreover, incest created chaos within the family.  American periodicals and newspapers 
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told tales of incest that emphasized similar themes as moral and legal treatises:  incest was 
an act perpetrated by men that harmed their dependants and disrupted social and familial 
boundaries.   
 
Unnatural Fathers: 
 Incest with one’s daughter was deemed to be the most despicable act.  Men who 
raped/seduced their daughters were depicted as tyrants and monsters.  A daughter’s 
sexuality legally belonged to her father, but it was not his to take.  The proper patriarch 
governed over his daughter with love and compassion and guarded their daughter’s 
virginity until she married.  Having sex with one’s daughter was a direct violation of the 
responsibilities of the patriarch.  Importantly, there were no fictional stories of father-
daughter incest, a fact that suggests the gravity of this social and moral transgression.  All 
other types of sexual dangers could be crafted into fictional sentimental tales, even rape.  
The Weekly Visitory and Lancaster Hive turned to history to find an example of a 
tyrannical father who abused his daughters. 21  Francis Cenci, a descendant of “an illustrious 
family, and one of the most opulent noblemen in Rome” was  “so depraved that human 
nature shudders at a recital of his iniquity.”  Francis had seven children.  He treated the sons 
“with extreme cruelty” and he  “would have debauched” his oldest daughter had she “not 
petitioned the Pope” who compelled Francis to “bestow her in marriage.”  Thwarted in his 
plan to have sex with his older daughter, he turned his attention to his youngest daughter, 
Beatrice.  Francis was determined to destroy her virtue before she was old enough to realize 
that having sex with her father was unnatural.  He told his daughter that it was no sin to do 
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as her father bade, and thus by manipulating his role as a patriarch he successfully seduced 
Beatrice.  
 The father was “so abandoned” that he frequently had sex with his daughter in front 
of his wife, the children’s stepmother.  Horrified, the wife informed the daughter that 
having sex with her father was a criminal act.  Once the young woman understood the 
gravity of her sin, she refused her father’s advances.  Indifferent to his daughter’s plea to be 
left alone, the cruel patriarch “proceeded to exact by beating what he had before obtained 
by seduction.” 
 The unhappy daughter petitioned the Pope to arrange a marriage for her so that she 
might escape the abuses of her father, but her petition was either forgotten or ignored.  “In 
this helpless situation, stung with remorse for the abominable crime she had committed,” 
Beatrice joined with her stepmother and her brothers to hire assassins to free them of their 
tyrannical patriarch.  One evening, the hired assassins snuck into Francis’ bedchambers and 
“dispatched him with the dagger.”  The family claimed that he had suddenly died, and 
because he was 70 yrs old there “was no suspicion to the contrary.”    
Some months after the murder, the widow “sent a bundle of foul linen to a 
washerwoman in the neighborhood” and mistakenly included the sheets on which Francis 
had died.  The sheets were sent to Rome and the entire Cenci family was arrested and 
detained.  Beatrice, her brother, and stepmother were tortured and eventually confessed to 
the crime.  They had committed patricide, a detestable crime, and the Pope condemned 
them all to death.  The three were executed by hanging. 22 
In this tale, incest was one of the many brutal acts a tyrannical patriarch inflicted 
upon his family.  Feeling as though they had no other recourse, the family took it upon 
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themselves to murder their patriarch.  Despite his horrid ways, patricide was an intolerable 
act, and the family was sentenced to death.  Thus, Francis’ brutality led to his own death 
and the demise of his entire family.  
Other men who committed acts of incest were similarly depicted as monsters.  The 
Boston paper Independent Chronicle told its readers the story of Richard Gracemak who had 
been charged with incest, murder, and attempted suicide in a London court.  The 
newspaper reported that Richard had impregnated his daughter nine times.  One day, 
Richard’s abuses took an even darker turn:  he murdered his daughter and then sat with 
“the body of the deceased” for six hours.  Finally, when Richard realized the gravity of his 
actions, he took up the knife and slit his own throat and then crawled into a ditch until he 
passed out from the loss of blood.  The newspaper believed that “the accumulated and 
atrocious crimes of incest, murder, and attempted suicide, with which this unhappy man is 
charged, are of a nature that will laid most to think, strongly mark the insanity of the 
perpetrator.“  His behavior towards his daughter made him an “unnatural father,” a man 
who instead of protecting his daughter and insuring her physical safety and sexual purity, 
defiled and murdered her.23 Richard’s actions were so grotesque that the newspapers 
deemed him insane. 
 Another man who was labeled in the press as a monster was Ephraim Wheeler, who 
was found guilty of raping his ten-year-old daughter Betsy.  At the trial, the defense lawyer 
charged the jury to consider if they truly believed that Ephraim was  “a wretch totally 
devoid of all moral and religious sentiment.”  Could the jury really believe that Ephraim 
was  “a monster wholly destitute of that natural affection, which so … happily binds the 
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tender parent to the beloved child?”24  If a man raped his own daughter, he must be an 
unnatural father and a monster.  
Later in the same trial, the defense attorney took a different line of argument, 
suggesting that Ephraim and Betsy had engaged in sex, but it must have been consensual. 
The defense made much out of the fact that Betsy did not struggle against her father when 
they had sex.  Thus, because Betsy did not actively resist, the defense made the case that 
Ephraim could have reasonably believed she had consented.  The defense attorney admitted 
that, even if Betsy had consented, it did not “take away the moral guilt of the prisoner.”  As 
the father, he would have initiated the sexual encounter and was therefore guilty and 
culpable of incest, but not rape. 25  Moreover, if Ephraim was guilty of incest, then so to was 
Betsy.  
Heman Willard who published Ephraim’s criminal confession pondered over the 
argument put forward by the defense: was it possible that a young girl would desire (and 
therefore consent) to have sex with her own father?  The publisher wrote, ”the only possible 
excuse that can be made” for insisting that Ephraim was guilty of incest but not rape, was 
that Betsy “wholly averse to his design, yet from the awe and respect, which a child 
naturally feels towards a parent, did not make so violent and persevering resistance to the 
outrage, which he thought she must have done.”  Since Betsy had not struggled, Ephraim 
“concluded, that what he did, … could not amount to rape.“26  This newspaper editor, 
however, insisted that even if Ephraim had not resorted to force, it was absurd to argue that 
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a daughter would consent to her father’s demands.  Thus, no matter if it were rape or incest, 
this author believed that incest was an illicit sex act committed by Ephraim against Betsy’s 
will.  
How did the community respond to the news that Ephraim had been found guilty of 
raping his own daughter?  Some took pity on Ephraim and argued that despite this act, his 
death sentence should be commuted into a life sentence of hard labor.  Others, however, 
believed he was a monster and justly deserved to be executed.  One newspaper editorial 
declared that, “the offence charged upon the criminal” was “so singularly atrocious and 
unnatural, that the like is not recorded in the annals of civilized nations.”27  In the mind of 
this author, Wheeler’s act was both unnatural and uncivilized, an opinion that was in 
keeping with the way other Anglo-American authors depicted incest. 
Willard, the publisher of Ephriam’s confession, alleged that the accused was a 
hardened criminal, devoid of proper emotion.   In the narrative he dictated before his 
execution, Ephraim lied about the events of his life in an effort to gain public sympathy.  In 
Narrative of the life of Ephraim Wheeler, Ephraim told a tale of a hard and miserable life: he 
had been beaten by his master while an apprentice, lived in poverty, and was eventually 
duped into marriage by his current wife, a woman who was so conniving that she had 
turned his children against him and manufactured a tale in which he raped his own 
daughter.  
In realty, Willard claimed, Ephraim had confessed to a fellow prisoner that he had 
once committed murder and that he had changed his name in order to hide his past.  
Moreover, just before his execution, Ephraim confessed that he had engaged in sex with 
Betsy, but she had consented.  He was guilty of incest, he claimed, but he did not deserve 
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the death sentence.  Thus, from all the evidence Willard had gathered, it appeared that 
Ephraim’s life was one of  “continued series of vicious and immoral acts, evidential of a 
mind polluted and unprincipled.”28 
 Another man who behaved as an unnatural father was Asa Bailey.  For decades Asa 
had ruled his family as a tyrant and his horrid deeds were finally revealed to the public in 
1815 when his wife’s memoir were posthumously published.  In her memoir, Abigail 
depicted her husband as a wicked, cruel, tyrannical man who beat his children, drank 
excessively, kidnapped his wife, and committed repeatedly raped his daughter.  To Abigail, 
his act of incest was the ultimate sign that no matter how hard she prayed, no matter how 
often she asked her husband to repent, Asa was totally depraved and could never be 
reformed. 29  
 At first, Asa tried to seduce his daughter and he acted as any other suitor would, 
with “songs, fawning and flattery.”  When that failed, Asa became angry with his daughter 
and wished her “dead and buried” and he would “correct her very severely.”  It seemed to 
Abigail that her husband “was determined to see what he could effect by tyranny and 
cruelty.”  Abigail assured her reader that Asa took elaborate measures “to conceal his 
wickedness, and to secure himself from the light of evidence.”30  He isolated the daughter 
from the rest of the family for fear that she would expose his sexual abuses and he forbade 
her from leaving the house for fear she would seek help from neighbors.   
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 Abigail tried to protect her daughter.  She did all she “thought proper to frustrate 
those abominable designs.”  She prayed, she pleaded with her husband to reform, but his 
power as the patriarch was absolute and she was mortified to learn “how unavailing [her] 
endeavors were to reform so vile a man.”31  Abigail confessed that although she knew of her 
husbands “wickedness” she felt trapped and did not know how to help her daughter or 
prosecute her husband.  For years her daughter refused to confirm that her father had 
repeatedly raped her, and without the daughter’s testimony, Abigail could not bring 
charges against Asa. 
  Abigail defended her daughter, assuring the reader that her daughter was “most 
obedient” to her father’s “lawful commands” but she did her best to deny him access to her 
body.  For this, she was beaten.   “It must have drawn tears of anguish from the eyes of the 
hardest mortals,” Abigail wrote, “to see the barbarous corrections, which he, from time to 
time, inflicted on this poor young creature; and for no just cause.”  Asa would sometimes 
beat her with a stick “large enough for the driving of a team and curse her, promising that if 
she tried to runaway, he would whip her to death!”  The daughter was so destroyed by her 
father’s abuse that eventually she “could look no one in the face.”32  Thus, Abigail 
represented her husband as a failed patriarch who not only sexually abused his daughter, 
but also mercilessly beat her to force her consent.  Asa was a lustful, violent man.  
Why was “such wickedness not checked by legal restraints?” Abigail had no legal 
proof of her husband’s incestuous relationship, and the daughter was so terrified of her 
father that she would never confess his crimes.  The daughter’s “fear, shame, youthful 
inexperience, and the terrible peculiarities of her case, all conspired to close her mouth.”  
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Abigail wanted to help her daughter, but her husband’s “intrigues, insinuations commands, 
threats, and parental influence” led all to feel it was vain to formally prosecute him.33  
Moreover, if Abigail had chosen to prosecute Asa for incest, it was possible that her 
daughter would also be charged along side her father, and Abigail clearly knew her 
daughter was a victim of Asa’s tyranny and brutality.   
 Asa’s abuse of their daughter was only one of the many cruelties he inflicted on his 
family.  To protect herself and her family, Abigail attempted to broker an informal 
separation.  She confronted Asa about his abuse of their daughter and informed him that his 
conduct had freed Abigail of her marriage vows.  Startled, and perhaps fearing that his 
conduct would be made public, Asa left.  A few months later, however, he returned and 
reclaimed his position as head of the household.  Finally, when Asa took the children and 
sent them to live with his brother, Abigail was determined to negotiate a divorce.  With the 
help of her brother, Abigail threatened to have Asa tried for incest and informed him that 
his daughter had agreed to testify.  Threatened wit jail, and fearing that his horrid crimes 
would be exposed to the community, Asa finally agreed to a divorce and relinquished 
custody over their daughters and young children.34  
Abigail referred to her husband’s conduct as unnatural, as wicked, and his general 
treatment of his family as tyrannical.  Asa, similar to the way some men were depicted in 
adultery narratives, was represented as a man who could neither control his sexual lusts nor 
his temper.  Due to his inability to control his passions, Asa nearly destroyed his own 
daughter and he inflicted pain and anguish upon his wife.  Eventually, his abuses and illicit 
sexual conduct led to the disillusionment of his household and an exposure of his tyrannical 
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34 For a detailed analysis of Abigail and Asa Bailey’s marriage and divorce, see Hendrik 
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behavior.  Rather than presiding over his family with compassion and virtue, Asia used 
violence to obtain total submission to his will by his dependants.  Full disclosure of his 
horrid deeds in the form of Abigail’s memoirs would have to wait until after his and 
Abigail’s death.   
Abigail’s memoirs not only provide an insight into the way in which Anglo-
Americans described incest, but it reveals the near impossibility of successfully prosecuting 
an abusive father. Tales of incest criticized men who failed to control their passions and 
depicted these men as monsters and tyrants.  These stories critiqued men who behaved as 
“unnatural” fathers, but they also reveal the impossible task of taking failed patriarchs to 
court for their sexual abuses.  By defining incest as a consensual act between two parties, the 
law served to punish daughters who the community believed were victims of their father’s 
sexual abuse.  by themselves and their community to be victims of their father’s sexual 
abuses.  Moreover, mothers such as Abigail were powerless to protect their daughters.  The 
legal definition of incest was at odds with the cultural representation of incest, and perhaps 
more importantly, the law did not reflect the reality of many women’s situations. 
As the patriarch, Asa was the legal representative of his family and his children and 
wife were obligated to obey his commands.   While the men who wrote moral and legal 
texts believed that religion and the law would keep men in check, the reality was that the 
unchecked powers of the patriarch gave men like Asa an opportunity to physically and 
sexually exploit their dependants who had little to no legal recourse.  
 
Accidental incest 
Stories of coerced sex between fathers and daughters were not the only stories in 
which the blame for incest was ascribed to the moral failings of a parent.  Men who engaged 
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in non-marital sexual relationships and who fathered illegitimate children they later 
abandoned, created a situation in which children grew up without knowing their paternity.  
As such, it was possible that they might meet, marry, and fall in love with an unknown-half 
sibling later in life.  A variation on this theme was a story in which the father, unrepentant 
and still in pursuit of hedonistic lusts, unknowingly attempted to seduce this own 
illegitimate daughter.  Most often, sex was avoided at the last minute and the familial 
boundaries of brother/ sister, father/ daughter were reinstituted, but the moral tale was 
clear:  men needed to control their passions because if they engaged in non-marital sex, they 
disrupted social boundaries and laid the groundwork for much more serious sexual crimes.  
One of the most popular tales of brother-sister incest in the eighteenth century was 
told by Daniel Defoe in his novel Moll Flanders.  Published in London in 1722, Defoe’s work 
of fiction was popular with American audiences throughout the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century.35  The novel chronicled the life of a woman named Moll whose volatile 
love life corresponded with her tumultuous economic circumstances.  She went from 
extreme poverty to wealth, from single to married to widow, in a matter of pages.  There 
was one fundamental difference between Defoe’s tale of brother-sister incest and stories 
published in the popular press in the early Republic.  Defoe blamed the act of incest on the 
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mother, where as early Americans blamed the father.  Moll’s mother lived a debauched life 
in London, was convicted of a crime, and forced to move to Virginia as a convict and 
abandon Moll.  In Anglo-American tales of incest, it was men who abandoned illegitimate 
children.  This shift, from female promiscuity to male irresponsibility, is perhaps an 
example of transformation in Anglo-American culture that took place during the late 
eighteenth century.  Over the course of the eighteenth century authors tended to (but did 
not exclusively) depict men as the dangerous offenders who, if they engaged in illicit affairs, 
disrupted social and familial boundaries. Despite this shift, Defoe’s novel is worth 
examining because his story established the tropes used by Anglo-American authors in the 
new Republic.  
Moll’s mother had been a poor woman who had resorted to prostitution and theft in 
order to support herself.  She was jailed and pled the belly.  Upon giving birth to Moll, her 
mother was shipped to Virginia.  Moll was placed in a foundling hospital and was raised in 
an orphanage.  While she was still young, Moll befriended the wife of the town Mayor and 
Moll was eventually invited into her household to be a companion to the Mayor’s 
daughters.  While living with this family, Moll was seduced by the oldest son who 
convinced Moll to keep their affair secret.  Shortly after Moll began her affair with the oldest 
son, the younger brother proposed marriage.  Thus, her first sexual relationship and her first 
marriage were tainted by incest. 36 
 About five years after her marriage, Moll’s husband died.  She was left with a sizable 
inheritance and her two children went to live with her husband’s family.  Single and 
childless, Moll quickly remarried.  Sadly, her new husband was a rake and “a scoundrel” 
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who only married Moll for her money.  He quickly squandered her inheritance and 
eventually fled to France to avoid debtor’s prison.37 
Alone again, but this time with little money, Moll needed to quickly re-marry.  She 
cast her eye on a man from Virginia.  Soon, they were married and Moll began her journey 
to the British colonies.  Once in Virginia, she, her husband and her mother-in-law all lived 
peacefully for a number of years.  Then, one day, Moll made a discovery that turned her 
world upside down.  Her mother-in-law told Moll that “the greatest part of the inhabitants 
of the colony … were of two sorts.  They were either, “ brought over by masters of ships to 
be sold as servant”; or ”transported after having been found guilty of crimes punishable by 
death.” 38  Her mother-in-law was part of the later group; she had “fallen into very ill 
company in London in her younger days.”  As Moll learned the intimate details of her 
mother-in-law’s life, she “began to be very uneasy.”  All of her suspicions were confirmed 
when her mother-in-law confessed her maiden name; Moll’s mother-in-law was also her 
biological mother.  Moll was horrified.  She “now had two children, and was big with 
another, by [her] own brother, and lay with him still everynight.”39 
Defoe’s character lamented, “I was now the most unhappy of all women in the 
world! Oh! Had the story never been told me, all had been well; it had been no crime to 
have lain with my husband if I had known nothing of it.”  Moll was confused and had felt 
she had few options – her husband/brother was her only family and what mother could 
choose to destroy her children’s happiness by confessing the crime of incest to the world?  
So, she “lived in open avowed incest and whoredom, and all under the appearance of an 
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honest wife.”  Once she learned that her husband was also her brother, she “grew 
nauseous” because there was something so “shocking to nature” that made it nearly 
impossible for her to continue having sex with her husband/brother.  Moreover, even 
though her husband did not know he was her brother, he grew cold and hostile towards 
her.  They quarreled and were unhappy together for several months until finally Moll 
decided she must tell her husband/brother the truth.  She confessed, “I am not your lawful 
wife and … our children [are] not legal children, so I must let you know now in calmness 
and in kindness, but with affliction enough, that I am your own sister and you my own 
brother, and … we are both children of our mother now alive in this house.”40  Upon 
hearing the news, Moll’s brother turned pale and nearly fainted.  He decided that he should 
take his own life and attempted suicide on several occasions; he reasoned that if he died no 
one would find out about his incestuous relationship and no one would question the 
legitimacy of his children, who were to inherit his plantations.  Eventually, Moll convinced 
her brother that it would be best if she returned to England, leaving the children with him.  
He would tell the community that she had died abroad and would be free to marry again.  
Moll was promised a small allowance to help her re-establish herself in London.41  Moll’s 
return to London was only part way through Defoe’s novel and she continued to forge 
alliances with different men as a means of securing her own wellbeing and fortune.  
 Several themes from Defoe’s novel remained central tenets of tales of incest in 
Anglo-American publications during the early Republic.  First, although authors of moral 
tracts argued that the incest taboo existed to keep men from sexualizing female relatives 
with whom they lived, many fictional tales of incest told tales similar to Moll and her 
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brother: a parent had led a sinful life while a youth and had abandoned a child.  Later, the 
two siblings met and discovered a “natural” bond that led them to form a romantic 
attachment.  Unlike Defoe’s tale, in Anglo-American stories, the irresponsible parent was 
always the father.  
 By the late eighteenth century, the type of mother depicted in Moll Flanders had less 
relevance in the early Republic than it did during the colonial period.  During the early 
modern period, the standard cultural narrative was that men had to govern over wives 
because women had aggressive sexual desires. wantonness wives.  The late eighteent 
century witnessed the creation of the moral mother whose goodness and virtue allowed her 
to raise virtuous sons and daughters who would inherit and protect the Republic.42  By 
defining incest as a consequence of men’s illicit sexual acts, the resulting social chaos was a 
product of failed manliness, not unbridled female sexuality.  
The shift in the construction of incest is best illustrated by another tale of brother-
sister incest told by William Brown in the first American novel, The Power of Sympathy. 
Brown’s story was a moral tale that reminded men and women that it was impartive that 
they control their sexual urges.  Brown’s novel unfolded around the themes of seduction 
and incest.  In the novel, the reader followed the courtship of Harrington Jr. and Harriot, 
which was thwarted when the couple learned they were brother and sister. 
  At first, Harrington only wished to have sex with the lovely and virtuous Harriot.  
He claimed to his friend Worthy that he loved her, but could not marry her because she had 
no family.   Harriot’s mother, Maria, had been seduced and abandoned by a rake who had 
left her heartbroken and pregnant, and Maria eventually died.  
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Harrington’s friend Worthy was scandalized. He questioned his friend’s claims to be 
in love and noted that young men were often “agitated and hurried away by the 
impetuosity of new desires.”  “Ponder and Pause,” he advised his friend “and tell me 
seriously whether you are in love, and whether you have sufficiently examined your heart 
to give such an answer.”43 Despite a new emphasis in Anglo-American culture on romantic 
love, Brown cautioned young men that reason and ration still had an important role in 
courtship.  Love could be fickle.  Brown’s character argued that men’s passions could 
quickly be out of control, motivating them to act in ways that would harm themselves and 
the women they claimed to love.  By the end of Brown’s novel, the reader learned of the 
horrible consequences that befell men who failed to be rational and instead gave in to their 
passions. 
 Young Harrington, however, had not yet seduced Harriot.  He prepared a speech to 
convince her to run away with him and become his mistress, but her innocence and virtue 
reformed him.44  Both Harriot and Harrington confessed to friends that they were deeply in 
love.  This was going to be a marriage based on affection and mutual respect.  Alas, 
Harrington’s sister, who also happened to be Harriot’s best friend, discovered the truth 
about her soon-to-be-sister-in-law.  She was already their half sister!  The scoundrel who 
had seduced Maria and abandoned Harriot as an infant was none other than Harrington Sr!  
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44 The redemption of the would-be seducer in The Power of Sympathy was reminiscent of 
Richardson’s Pamela.  Richardson’s anti-heroine withstood her seducer’s attempted 
seductions and rapes.  Due to her impeccable virtue, Pamela’s seducer reformed and 
married her.  In The Power of Sympathy, Harrington was similarly reformed by Harriot’s 
virtue.  
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Harrington Jr. and Harriot were told the day before their nuptials that they were brother 
and sister.  Incest was avoided.45 
 Yet, Brown was not finished with his tragic tale.  Harrington and Harriot were 
devastated.  While Harriot wanted to be happy because she was now part of a family, 
something she had never known, she was heartbroken and confused by her incestuous love 
for her brother.  Harrington Jr. was similarly bewildered.  Harriot was inconsolable and 
eventually died because her constitution could not withstand the guilt, remorse, and 
heartbreak she felt due to her incestuous love.  Her former-lover-now-brother was equally 
wrought with guilt and shame.  Male figures in sentimental literature had stronger 
constitutions than their female counterparts and could not passively die.  Harrington Jr. 
committed suicide and was buried next to his love/sister.  
 Instead of forging a companionate marriage with a virtuous woman, Harrington Jr. 
had fallen in love with his sister.  Harrington Sr. was solely responsible for the unhappiness, 
emotional anguish, and subsequent death of his only son and abandoned daughter.  Because 
he had chosen to engage in an illicit affair as a youth, Harrington Sr. had created a situation 
where his son did not know his own sister and therefore his children were vulnerable to the 
sin of incest.  Moreover, although familial boundaries were reinstated at the resolution of 
the plot, this did not allow the characters peace of mind or happiness.  The brother and 
sister had stirred up unnatural emotions that could not be re-channeled into the proper 
affection for a sibling.  To end these unnatural desires, both characters chose death.  
When a man seduced a maid and fathered an illegitimate child, he not only created 
the circumstance in which his children could commit incest, but he also put himself in 
danger.  One such tale, first published in the London periodical The Adventurer, related the 
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tale of a man who had nearly seduced his own daughter.  The Adventurer was a gentleman’s 
magazine where the reader could learn about other men’s sexual escapades through letters 
supposedly submitted by fellow readers.  While each letter ended with a moral lesson, the 
letters also contained lured details of sex and conquest.  
In this particular tale, the author confessed that he was a life long bachelor who had 
believed that marriage was a trap to subjugate a man to the tyranny of his wife.46  He had 
been raised by good parents but sadly, while he was still young, his mother died.  His 
father, a naval commander, had “no opportunity to superintend” his son’s conduct.  Instead 
of providing his son with discipline and fatherly advice, he supplied him with “more 
money” than the boy “knew how to lay out” and so he spent it on “vices”47  
When his father died, the young man was left with a considerable fortune. He quit 
university and went to London, a city he “considered as the great mart of pleasure.”  Instead 
of “encumbering” himself with a family, he “took the first floor of a house which was let 
into lodgings, hired one servant” and kept his expenses minimal so that his money would 
last long enough to support his idle lifestyle. 48 
He spent a considerable amount of time at the theater and found his “principles 
confirmed by almost every piece that was represented” especially his decision to never 
marry.  The man found that “in every comedy, indeed, the action terminated in marriage; 
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but it was generally the marriage of a rake, who gave up his liberty with reluctance.”  
Married couples at the theatre were represented as “wretches” further justifying his desire 
to never marry.  From his study of theater, he determined that marriage forced men to give 
up “the quiet, independence, and felicity of life.” 
One day, a beautiful girl of eighteen arrived from the country and was hired to work 
in the house where the bachelor boarded.  “The native beauty of health and simplicity” of 
the young maid had “such an effect upon [his] imagination” that he began to devise a plan 
“to debauch her;” eventually, he succeeded. After a few months, the young girl was 
pregnant and soon gave birth to a daughter.  The man decided that he should provide for 
the woman and set her up in a shop.  Feeling that he had fulfilled his obligation to the 
mother and child, he left for the continent. 
A year later, he returned to her shop and discovered that the young woman had 
died of small pox and his young daughter had been taken in by the parish.  He was 
determined to find his daughter and place her in a home in the country, but something 
came up everyday that prevented him from going until his daughter was “remembered 
with less and less sensibility.”  Eventually, he “congratulated” himself on being freed from 
such an entanglement.49 
He was so relieved that he had escaped parental obligation that he resolved to never 
find himself in that predicament again.  Instead of having mistresses, he strolled “from one 
prostitute to another.”  For years he indulged himself by purchasing a companion for a 
night or two.  Then, one night shortly before his sixtieth birthday, he came upon a “very 
young, and extremely beautiful” woman.50 
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He hired the young woman for the night, gave her red wine, and prepared for bed.  
As they undressed, the bachelor in “unspeakable confusion and astonishment,” found that 
his initials were imprinted under the woman’s left breast.  The man remembered that the 
mother of his child had told him how she marked her daughter’s body with the initials of 
her father.  The bachelor was “struck with a sense of guilt” which he had never felt before.  
“The poor wretch” he had hired “for gratification of a brutal appetite” was his own 
daughter who he “had abandoned to the lowest infamy, to be the slave of drunkenness and 
lust, and whom [he] had led to the brink of incest.”  The man informed the young woman 
that he was her father and she burst into tears.  He determined to spend the rest of his life 
atoning for his sins.51   
In the absence of good parents, this young man developed immoral habits.  Due to 
the death of his mother and  the failure of his father, the young man never learned how to 
behave as a proper man.  He spent his life in pursuit of pleasure and in shirking his 
responsibilities.  He lived his life in the moment, seeking out sexual gratifications instead of 
establishing a house and family with a virtuous wife.  He debauched women, not only the 
servant girl who gave birth to his child, but he also participated in the ruin of other men’s 
daughters when he hired them for sex.  This man’s failure to control his passions, and his 
disregard for parental responsibility, led him down a path where he nearly committed the 
most abominable sexual sin: incest.  
This cultural narrative – that father’s who failed to control their passions created the 
circumstances in which children could commit incest – was taken up by the abolitionist 
Thomas Branagan and incorporated into his political argument that the institution of 
slavery was barbaric.  Branagan asked his Anglo-American readers to consider “the 
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miserable state” of the millions of enslaved African American women who were “the victim 
of the promiscuous lusts of traitors and tyrants of mankind.”  These women were “subjected 
to the promiscuous lust” of slave masters and the product of these illicit connections was “a 
motley race of half white and half black children” fathered by the slave master “yet not 
considered legitimate.”  These children, “ignorant of the progenitors … unwittingly commit 
incest, with all its beastly concomitants” later in life.52 
Branagan’s appropriated the cultural narrative that father’s were at fault when  
children, ignorant of their paternity, forged incestuous relationships and applied it to slave 
masters.  These men were “traitors and tyrants” and their slaves, similar to daughters who 
were abused by their fathers.  He also described incest as beastly, similar to the way in 
which men who wrote moral tales of incest described this type of illicit sexual relationship.  
Who was to blame or the sins of the enslaved who married or had sex with their half-
siblings? White men who failed to control their passions, and the brutal system of chattel 
slavery that was set up and ruled by tyrannical patriarchs.  
 In tales of accidental incest, the sons and daughters were depicted as innocent 
victims of their father’s irresponsibility.53  Men who seduced young women and who failed 
to provide for their offspring created circumstances in which their offspring might forge an 
illicit union.54  The incestuous union was accidental, but it could have been avoided if the 
parent had controlled their passions. 
                                                       
52 Thomas Branagan, The Excellency of the Female Character (New York: Wood, 1807), 118-120. 
 
53 I only found one reference to a case of a brother and sister who knowingly committed 
incest.  The two were charged with the murder of their infant child.  See  
“From the London Independent Whig” in Public Advertiser 10 November 1809, 3.  
 
54 See also “Miscellany. Domestic Economy,” in New England Galaxy, June 16, 1820, 144-146. 
The author lamented that one man might father many illegitimate children, all of which 
might end up abandoned in foundling hospitals.  These children would grow up “ignorant 
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* 
In these tales of accidental incest, the parent’s choice to engage in non-marital sex, 
which resulted in confused familial boundaries and the unhappiness of children, was 
compared with ideal unions.  In Moll Flanders, the mother’s sinful life style destroyed her 
children’s happiness.  Moll and her husband-brother had forged a companionate marriage 
and lived in harmony.  When they learned that they were half-siblings, it destroyed their 
happiness.  In The Power of Sympathy, the son and daughter had likewise forged a 
relationship based on affection.  Had Harrington Sr. behaved honorably, he would never 
have been the author of his children’s unhappiness and demise.  Likewise, in the tale from 
The Adventurer, the father had abandoned his daughter to a life of prostitution.  Had he 
married the woman he seduced,  given up a life of selfish pleasures for the life of a married 
man and father, and acted as a proper protector of his daughter’s virtue, his daughter would 
never have become a prostitute.  Incest was an unintended consequence a man’s inability to 
rein in his lust for women and a subsequent failure to provide for his offspring.   
 
In-law incest 
As shown in the first section of this chapter, many Anglo-Americans believed that 
sex between a man and his sister in-law was incest.  Similar to incestuous relationships 
involving blood relatives, sex between a man and his sister-in-law threatened to blur 
familial social norms: a man could become an uncle and a father to the same child.  In stories 
where men seduced their wife’s sister or their brother’s widow, the act of incest was 
intentional and avoidable, but the man valued his own sexual gratification over the 
happiness of his family.  
                                                                                                                                                                         
of the ties of consanguinity, become attached to each other, and, at some period, they marry, 
and thus the crime of incest is added to that of seduction and adultery.”   
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One of the biggest sex scandals splashed across Anglo-American newspapers in the 
early Republic was the suicide of Fanny Apthorp.  Fanny had been seduced by her brother-
in-law Perez Morton, and had given birth to a child.  Fanny’s father was furious and 
demanded that his daughter publicly confront and name Perez as the father of her child.  In 
the days leading up to the public confrontation, Fanny kept a diary in which she detailed 
her heartache and explained her decision to commit suicide.55   
When Fanny died, copies of her suicide letter/diary were printed in Boston 
newspapers and reprinted in New York and Philadelphia. Aside from the omission of 
names, the selections reprinted in the newspapers were unchanged from the letter Fanny 
wrote before her death. The publication of Fanny’s suicide letter followed the format of 
fictional sentimental stories printed in periodicals and magazines.  A third person 
introduced the details of the drama and assured the readers of the accuracy and truth of the 
story.  One newspaper introduced Fanny’s suicide letter with the following note: 
Reports respecting a late unhappy SUICIDE, are now circulating with 
rapidity through the country, and a number of letters are handed about, said 
to be wrote by Miss F----- T ------ A -----, previous to her exit.  At every 
transaction in matters of such a nature are generally exaggerated, to the 
detriment of one or other of the parties concerned, I find you the following, 
copied from the letters, said to be wrote by Miss A------.  My intention for this 
procedure, is not to awaken the pangs of grief, or to add to the wounds of the 
afflicted breast – but only to place the matter in that point of view in which it 
is received by many. 56 
  
                                                       
55 Frances Apthorp To Perez Morton, 20-27 August 1788.  Misc. Bd 1788 August 20-27.  
Massachusetts Historical Society.   
 
56 See “Messrs. Printers, Reports Respecting a Late Unhappy Suicide are Now circulating 
with Rapidity” in Herald of Freedom, September 15, 1788.  Reprinted as “Suicide!” in The 
American Herald and Worcester Recorder, September 18, 1788; “From the Herald of Freedom” 
in Massachusetts Spy, September 18, 1788; and “From the Herald of Freedom September 15, 
Published in Boston” in The Pennsylvania Mercury and Universal Advertiser, September 25, 
1788. 
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The suicide letter did not dwell on the details of the affair, nor did the newspaper editors 
provide any context for their readers.  The publishers assumed that readers new the story of 
Fanny and Prez, and the letters were simply confirmation of local gossip.  
In her letter, Fanny apologized to her sister and asked for forgiveness and pity.  To 
her parents, she expressed regret for the grief she would cause them by her death.  To Perez 
she directed most of her anger: “Innocent I am in this – nothing but that would make me 
own my guilt – yet I have no proof – I have no Money to make those who know the whole 
truth declare it.”  She professed that she “once loved M---“ and that he was “the first and 
last man” she had sex with.  “My guilty innocence,” she wrote, “cannot save me.  There is 
no oblation but in death.”  At the close of her letter to Perez, she asked him to take care of 
their child. “In the sight of heaven” she told him, “you are the father of it. “57 
 Following Fanny’s suicide, Perez was investigated to determine if he had played any 
roll in his sister-in-law’s death.  Although a jury had indicted Perez, John Adams (the future 
President) and James Bowdoin who were hired to investigate the incident, cleared Perez of 
any wrong doing and determined that Fanny had killed herself because of her “deranged 
mind.”  Newspapers in Boston and New York printed the following announcement:  
We are happy in being able to announce to the publick, that the accusations brought 
against a fellow citizen, in consequence of a late unhappy event, and which have 
been the cause of so much domestick calamity, and public speculation, have, at the 
mutual desire of the parties … with the spirit of candour and mutual condescension, 
again … embrace[d] in friendship and affection.58  
 
In other words, the Anthorp and Morton families wished that the scandal would disappear. 
Importantly, the articles that announced Perez Morton’s innocence referred to him as a 
                                                       
57 Frances Apthorp to Perez Morton.   
 
58 See “Boston, October 9” in Herald of Freedom, October 9, 1788;  “Boston, Wednesday 
October 8” in Massachusetts Centinel, October 10, 1788;  “Boston, October 8” in New-York 
Packet, October 17, 1788.   
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“fellow citizen.”  Historian Mary Beth Hamilton Arnold has argued that the use of “citizen” 
by lawyers at the 1793 trial of Henry Bedlow for rape, served to remind men of the fraternal 
bond that connected all white men, regardless of social standing, and pitted women as 
outsiders to the body politic.  The “citizen” by definition excluded women.59  The choice to 
use “citizen” in this and other discussion of sexual impropriety, violence, and death, recast 
narratives of sexual danger where women were the injured party, as attacks on the liberty of 
citizens.  Although Perez had seduced Fanny into an adulterous and incestuous affair, 
calling Perez a citizen made Fanny the outsider who, through her accusations, had 
attempted to destroy the liberty of a man who was guilty of nothing more than sexual 
impropriety.   
Some members of the Boston community were angry that Perez Morton was 
exonerated.  An editorial published in the Herald of Freedom accused James Adams and 
James Bowdoin of using their connections to save Perez from prosecution.  The author 
clearly believed that Perez was culpable in his sisters-in-law death.60  The author asked, 
“how far [is] the recent guilt of a person compensated by the interference of two gentlemen, 
whose humanity it is candidly supposed, were the sole motives that urged them to cast a 
veil over the vileness of a late transaction.”  The article said very little, but for readers of the 
paper in 1788 there was little need to fill in the blanks.  The publication of Fanny’s suicide 
letter, combined with local gossip, and the announcement by John Adams and John 
Bowdoin that Perez Morton was innocent, provided the reader all the context he or she 
needed. 
                                                       
59 Mary Beth Hamilton Arnold, “Life of a Citizen in the Hands of a woman” in Kathy Piess 
and Christina Simmons, ed., Passions and Power (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1989), 51.  
 
60 “Opinion” Herald of Freedom, October 13, 1788 
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By January of 1789 the scandal had not yet fully played out.  Fanny’s brother Charles 
returned from London and challenged Perez to a duel.  Perez ignored the challenge, 
probably hoping that if he stayed out of the spotlight, the public would find new gossip.  
Sadly for Perez, his failure to accept the duel made him a figure for further public ridicule.  
A few months after Perez failed to appear for the duel, someone anonymously published a 
play which lampooned Perez for his “cowardice” behavior.61  
Although The Power of Sympathy was the story of two siblings who nearly committed 
incest, Brown included in his novel a fictionalized version of the infamous Apthorp-Morton 
scandal. Fanny Apthorp’s suicide was used by Brown to foreshadowed the fate of his two 
main characters.  Brown was a friend and neighbor to the Apthorps and had intimate 
knowledge of the incestuous affair.62  Including details of the Apthorp-Morton scandal in 
the novel provided Brown with a real-life example of seduction that led to incest, and an 
opportunity to impress upon the reader the dangers of unbridled sexual desire.  The story 
also assured that Brown’s novel would catch the interest of the American public, as his 
novel was published only one year after Fanny’s suicide.    
The only changes Brown made to Fanny Apthorp’s tale was the names of the people 
involved: Fanny became Ophelia, named after the doomed love-interest of Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet, and Morton became Martin.  In the novel, the details of the scandal were relayed to 
the reader through a letter penned by the heroine of the story, Harriot.  Harriot had learned 
from relatives of Ophelia that Martin had “by a series of the most artful attentions, 
suggested by a diabolical appetite … insinuated himself into [Ophelia’s] affection.”  In time, 
                                                       
61 Richard Walser, “More About the First American Novel,” in American Literature Vol. 24. N. 
3 (November., 1952): 352-354. 
 
62 Milton Ellis, “The Author of the First American Novel” in American Literature, Vol. 4. No. 4 
(January 1933): 359-368.  Brown lived across the street from the Perez Morton’s home.  
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Martin “prevailed upon the heart of the unsuspicious Ophelia and triumphed over her 
innocence and virtue.”  Martin convinced Ophelia that he would divorce her sister and 
marry her, but alas this did not happen.  Instead, Ophelia ended up pregnant, much to the 
horror of her entire family.  Shunned by her former lover and disowned by her father, 
Ophelia took her life with poison, but not before giving birth to a son.  As recorded in the 
novel, the child was “at once the son and nephew of Martin.”  This sentence from Brown’s 
novel reveals the problem with incestuous relationships between brother-in-law and sister-
in-law: it muddled familial structures. 
* 
That the Boston public learned of Apthorp’s suicide in the form of a sentimental 
letter written in her own hand blurred the boundaries between the realities of her incest 
story and fictional stories of seduction and incest.  A year later, Brown’s audience learned of 
a supposed fictional account of incest through the pen of Harriot, a woman who would also 
be guilty of incestuous desires. Thus Brown’s fictional account paralleled real-life events not 
only in the description of the Aprthorp-Morton scandal, but also in the form by which 
audiences learned of the affair – through a letter.   Thus, real life events mirrored art and art 
mirrored real life events, which allowed audiences to read both versions of the same story 
with the same attachment/detachment. 63 
                                                       
63 The Apthorp-Morton families were not the only wealthy people to have a family tragedy 
become public scandal.  In 1793 it was rumored Richard Randolph of Virginia had seduced 
his wife’s sister Nancy, and that he had murdered their newborn child to cover up the 
scandal.  Richard was investigated, cleared of any wrong doing, but died shortly after the 
trial.  Nancy was forced out of Virginia and worked as a servant in New York City.  Thus, 
whatever debate there might have been about a man marrying a wife’s deceased sister, 
having an affair with your sister-in-law compounded the crimes of seduction and adultery 
and risked an entire family’s reputation and honor. 
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The hype surrounding Fanny Apthorp’s death suggests just how scandalous affairs 
between in-laws were in the early Republic.  Morton went to great lengths keep the public 
from speculating about his conduct, including his refusal to fight a duel and his attempts to 
stop the publication of The Power of Sympathy.  Many Anglo-Americans wanted Morton to be 
held accountable for his culpability in the ruination and death of Fanny Apthorp.  They 
published Fanny’s suicide letters where she blamed him for her unhappiness, instigated a 
legal investigation, wrote plays condemning Perez’s unmanly behavior when he failed to 
publicly own his guilt or face his brother-in-law in a duel, and wrote newspaper articles 
criticizing Perez’s actions and those who secured his acquittal.  
Despite the efforts of people who were outraged by Morton’s actions, he was never 
punished for his conduct.  As in so many sentimental stories, the young woman died while 
the man lived. Fanny Apthorp decision to commit suicide rather than live with the taint of 
incest and her lover’s betryal, reflected the sentimental culture in which she lived.  Fanny 
believed that the ultimate proof of her broken heart and “guilty innocence” in the affair 
would be her own death.  The Apthorp-Morton affair was a real-life narrative of sexual 
danger with all of the trappings of a sentimental story about illicit sex. 
* 
 Men who had sex with their sisters-in-law were as guilty of incest as men who 
seduced their biological sisters.  Transgressing the incest taboo disrupted familial norms 
and threatened the social fabric of a family.  As William Brown wrote in his novel, Perez 
Morton was at once an uncle and father to Fanny’s child.  He had behaved dishonorably, 
had shamed his family, and had ruined the happiness of his sister-in-law. While the men 
who (nearly) engaged in accidental acts of incest with their sisters or daughters were 
sympathetic figures, Perez Morton was represented as despicable while  Fanny was 
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depicted as a victims. Thus, the Anglo-American press used Perez and Fanny’s affair to 
critique the character and behavior of a man who had manipulated a woman into a sexual 
union that had led to her ruin.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
In the press of the early Republic, incest was an act perpetrated by men.  This 
construction of incest reflected the larger cultural belief that propertied men would govern 
over households of dependants. Ideally, the patriarch instilled in his daughters and sons a 
sense of virtue and honor and ensured that his daughter remained unmolested by other 
men who tried to seduce her.  His daughter’s sexuality legally belonged to him and a rape 
or seduction perpetrated by another man was a violation of his property.  Yet, although her 
sexuality legally belonged to him, it was not his to take.  A man who seduced or raped his 
daughter was the worst kind of man.   To reinforce the idea that men who committed incest 
were brutes, authors who spoke of father-daughter incest included other examples of his 
tyrannical behavior.  Anglo-Americans portrayed unnatural fathers as violent, passionate, 
men.  
Tales of incest also warned men that they seduced women and failed to provide for 
illegitimate offspring, he  created a situation where his own children risked committing an 
even greater sexual transgression: incest.   Incest was a gross, unnatural act which civilized 
nations outlawed, and civilized men must control their sexual urges, refrain from seducing 
maids, and avoid creating the circumstances that could lead to incest.  
Men who seduced their sisters-in-law also failed to act as appropriate male kin.   
Moreover, they had sinned against God and nature.  A man was to treat his sisters-in-law as 
if they were his biological sisters.   
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 Throughout this time period, the early modern representation of women as the 
more lustful beings who tempted men into sex, was being replaced by a new ideology 
where men were more apt to commit illicit sexual acts.  Men, not women, were the 
dangerous beings who needed to control their own passions.  If they contained their desires, 
they would help preserve women’s chastity.  Although this transition was not complete, the 
construction of incest as illicit sexual acts committed by men, rooted in men’s natural desires 
for sexual access to all female bodies, anticipates the construction of sexuality prevalent in 
Victorian America in which men were naturally lustful and white middle-class women were 
naturally virtuous.  
 
  
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
VENEREAL DISEASE  
 
 
 In 1785, Philadelphia printer Charles Ciest published a copy of William Cullen’s 
Practice of Physic.  One of the essays in Cullen’s work addressed how to identify and treat 
venereal disease.1  Like many medical writers in the eighteenth century, Cullen began his 
discussion of venereal disease by tracing its origins.  In the opening paragraph, Cullen 
summarized the two leading theories about the origins of this dreaded illness.  He wrote:  
It is sufficiently probable, that, anciently, in certain parts of Asia, where the leprosy 
prevailed, and in Europe, after that disease had been introduced into it, a disease of 
the genitals, resembling that which now commonly arises from syphilis, had 
frequently appeared: but it is equally probable, that a new disease, and what we at 
present term Siphylis [sic], was first brought into Europe about the end of the 
fifteenth century, and that the distemper now so frequently occurring, has been 
entirely derived from that which was imported from America at the period 
mentioned.2  
 
Similar to most European scientists of his day, Cullen argued that v.d. had originated in the 
Americas.3  Although some European scientists insisted that the disease originated in Africa, 
                                                       
1 Venereal disease in the eighteenth century referred to both gonorrhea and syphilis. While a 
minority of authors argued that gonorrhea and syphilis were different, the widely held 
belief was that if left untreated, “a gonorrhea” would become “lues venereal,” today called 
syphilis.  Although there were different names for this infliction, such as the clap or the 
French disease, most men of science collapsed the distinction between gonorrhea and 
syphilis and referred to both “distempers” commonly as “venereal disease. 
 
2 William Cullen, First Lines of the Practice of Physic … Part III  (Philadelphia: Ciest, 1785), 
119-120. 
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or that it had long plagued Europe before the Age of Exploration, by the late eighteenth 
century most European men of science believed that venereal disease was native to the 
Americas. 
This dominate narrative about the origins of venereal disease prompted many 
Anglo-American scientists to investigate the accusation that this dreadful, contagious illness 
was indigenous to their homeland.  In the expanding print culture of the early National 
period, Anglo American men of science and medicine discussed the origins and causes of 
venereal disease.  Some Americans concurred with the findings of their European 
counterparts and faulted Indians for creating this illness.  Others agreed with a minority of 
European scientists that promiscuous women in the brothels of Europe were the original 
sources of the dreaded disease.  To these Americans, v.d. symbolized a corrupt and immoral 
European society.  Thus, similar to Europeans who found the source of the dreaded illness 
outside their own body politic, Americans argued that either Indians or Europeans were 
responsible for producing this dreadful, incurable, sexually transmitted disease. 4   
 
                                                                                                                                                                         
3 Maria McAllister has focused on the way in which Europeans used stories of origin to 
create national boundaries. Each European nation blamed a neighboring country for 
spreading the disease.  As such, tales of origin marked boundaries between “us” and 
“them.”  For the most part, however, McAllister ignored the colonial aspect of this 
discussion, although she acknowledges that by the eighteenth century, most scientists 
believed the disease originated in the Americas. Marie E. McAllister, “Stories of the Origin 
of Syphilis in Eighteenth-Century England: Science, Myth, and Prejudice,” Eighteenth-
Century Life, 24 (Winter 2000): 22-44.   
 
4 The most common form of treatment was mercury, which was usually administered in the 
form of pills.  Mercury worked somewhat like chemotherapy – by poisoning the body.  It 
was a moderately effective cure for syphilis, if administered properly, but it would not have 
been effective on gonorrhea.   Mercury was a horrifying treatment that would cause hair 
loss, loss of teeth, salivation, and death.  Many European and Anglo-American scientists 
looked for alternative cures, but were unsuccessful. 
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In focusing on the bodies of Indians, Africans, and promiscuous white women, men 
on both sides of the Atlantic used their positions as scientists to speculate about the sexual 
practices of people on the margins.  The representations of Indians andAfricans in these 
tales of origin were demeaning and served to advance European and Anglo-American 
beliefs that various Others were inferior and naturally deserving of subordinate status in the 
colony or nation.  For Anglo-American authors who insisted that Europeans and not Indians 
created this illness, the debate about the origins of venereal disease provided another topic 
to highlight the potentially dangerous influences of European culture to the United States; it 
was Europeans, after all, who had polluted America.  
While other scholars have examined the history of treatment, cures, or regulation of 
venereal disease, this chapter examines representations of venereal disease in the print 
culture of the early Republic.  I argue that Anglo-American men turned to the topic of 
venereal disease as a way to discuss important sociopolitical tensions in the new nation: 
white America’s relationship with Native Americans and the potential for Indians to be 
incorporated into the United States; and the role and legacy of European institutions and 
values.5   
                                                       
5 Several scholars have examined the attitudes about, and responses to, v.d. in early modern 
Europe.  Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, venereal disease was a matter 
of public discussion and was referred to in literature and popular forms of entertainment. 
Literary scholar Rose A. Zimbardo has noted that Shakespeare and Marlow often included 
references to venereal disease in their comedies and used it as a symbol of human moral 
frailty.  As v.d. became rampant throughout Europe in the eighteenth century, and as the 
mortality rate rose, responses to this illness became more and more serious. Shifts in 
sensibilities, and a desire by the upper classes to seem “refined,” prompted some to focus on 
the impurity of the people who found themselves poxed.  William Hogarth, for example, 
used the bodily signs of v.d. as symbols of moral decay and decadence in his paintings “The 
Harlot’s Progress” and “the Rakes Progress.” One must remember, though, that this shift in 
sensibilities among some in the middle classes was juxtaposed to a libertine culture where 
v.d. was a symbol of one’s sexual experience.  
By the nineteenth-century European and American societies increasingly saw 
venereal disease not simply as a sign of moral decay, but as something that needed to be 
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To understand American beliefs and attitudes about the origins of venereal disease, 
we must first map the larger scientific debate that informed the writings of Anglo-
Americans in the early Republic.  In section one of this chapter, I examine three sources on 
the origins of venereal disease that were most often cited by American and European 
medical writers: Academical Lectures on the Lues Venerea (1763) by Herman Boerhaave, 
Venereal Disease (1764) by John Astruc; and “An Attempt to Prove the Antiquity of the 
Venereal Disease” (1719) by William Beckett.  These three authors established the basic 
methodology for determining where venereal disease first originated. Anglo-Americans in 
the early Republic used this rubric to collect evidence to further their own theories.  
Moreover, many Anglo-American authors often quoted directly from these sources, 
accepting, adapting, or refuting the arguments of Boerhaave, Astruc, and Beckett.  
In the second section of this chapter, I examine narratives about the origins of 
venereal disease written by Anglo-American writers after 1770.  Similar to other narratives 
of sexual danger, after the Revolution, Anglo-Americans increasingly published articles 
about the origins of venereal disease.  In part, this increase in articles about v.d. reflected the 
expansion of a domestic printed culture that occurred after Independence; By 1820, there 
were more publications and therefore more opportunities for Americans to discuss and 
debate the origins of this dreadful disease.  A second reason, and the focus of this chapter, is 
that as Americans expanded westward, the question of where venereal disease originated 
                                                                                                                                                                         
eradicated from society through various forms of state regulation.  The important works of 
Judith Walkowitz and Philippa Levine have examined the creation of, and responses to, 
government policies of sexual regulation.  Although implemented with the intent to curb 
the spread of v.d., Walkowitz and Levine have shown that these government policies were 
born out of prejudice and had horrifying consequences for the women whose bodies were 
scrutinized by male medical, scientific, and government officials.  Linda Merians, ed., The 
Secret Malady (Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press, 1996);  Phillippa Lavine, 
Prostitution, Race and Politics (New York: Routledge, 2003);  Judith Walkowitz, Prostitution in 
Victorian Society (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1992);  
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became a compelling problem.  For Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, key participants 
in colonial explorations and men who engaged in cross-cultural sexual liaisons, their interest 
in discovering the original sources of venereal disease was motivated by their official 
assignment to explore and map the American west, but perhaps also because they wanted 
to know if they could contact this disease from having sex with Indian women.  For 
nationalists such as Noah Webster who insisted that v.d. was not native to North America, 
venereal disease symbolized the corruption of European society, and was but one more 
reason why Americans needed to spurn the immoral European culture and create a virtuous 
nation.  In all cases, Anglo-American authors mirrored their European counterparts and 
located the origins of the disease in the bodies of those on the margins of American society.  
 
The “Moderns”: Venereal Disease and Colonial Spaces 
Venereal disease was spread when one person came into contact with the pus or 
soars on an infected person.  The majority of treatises on venereal disease were devoted to 
how men became infected, how men could be cured, and if it were possible to avoid 
contamination.  Moreover, many authors believed that a woman might spontaneously 
create venereal disease inside her body.  If a woman had many sexual partners, the semen 
would mix together and she would become “polluted.”  However, some writers noted that a 
man could become infected by v.d. even if an ulcer (and more specifically pus) was not 
present on an infected woman. This construction of the disease placed men at risk of being 
infected by “dangerous” women who may not have had the external markings of this 
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dreaded illness.  It should be noted that medical authors knew that men could infect 
women, but this concern was reserved for the health of chaste wives.6 
From as early as the seventeenth century, the dominate theory about the origins of 
venereal disease was that it was first produced in the bodies of Africans or Indians. 7  Men 
who agreed with this assessment were known as “the Moderns” because the disease was 
“modern” to Europe.  In writing these origin stories, European scientists focused on the 
supposed sexual customs of Africans and Indians and argued that the bestial, promiscuous 
sexual habits of these people, combined with hot and humid climate in which they lived, 
first produced venereal disease.  While the disease was in part a product of the climate, the 
actual location of the origin of venereal disease was the bodies of Indian and African 
women.  The horrid disease was then brought back to Europe by other marginal figures, 
sailors, and transmitted throughout Europe by prostitutes, who could infect hundreds of 
men in a matter of days.  
For the purposes of this chapter, we need to understand the arguments of the 
Moderns because they influenced the writings of Anglo-Americans in two important ways: 
first, by locating the disease in the Americas, these texts inspired Anglo-Americans to 
examine this claim.  Secondly, the Moderns provided the methodology used by Anglo-
Americans to evaluate where and how v.d. originated.  
                                                       
6 For example, William Buchanan wrote that, “Though the venereal disease is generally the 
fruit of unlawful embraces, yet it may be communicated to the innocent as well as the guilty 
…  married women whose husbands lead dissolute lives, are often affected with it, and 
frequently lose their lives by not being aware of their danger in due time.  The unhappy 
condition of such persons certainly plead our excuse, if any excuse be necessary, for  
endeavoring to point out the symptoms and cure of this too common disease.” William 
Buchan, Domestic Medicine … Eleventh Edition (Hartford: Patten, 1789), 542-543. 
 
7 McAllister, 22-44. 
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The two most influential texts cited by the Moderns were Academical Lectures on Lues 
Venerea by  Herman Boerhaave and Jean Astruc were Venereal Disease. 8 Astruc and 
Boerhaave examined the same potential factors they believed could have caused the 
spontaneous creation of this dreaded illness: sexual practices, the physical 
environment/climate, and the dangers of menstrual blood.  Astruc and Boerhaave shared 
many similar beliefs about the causes of v.d, but they differed on whether Africans or 
Indians were the first original source of this distemper. 
To prove that v.d. was foreign to Europe and was first created in the bodies of 
Africans and Indians, Beorhaave and Asruc had to carefully evaluate the description of 
illness that affected the genitals in historical writings and travel literature.  Both authors 
admitted that other types of sexually transmitted diseases existed and were described in 
other texts, but these were different from venereal disease.  Beorhaave wrote, “there have 
been many ulcerous, scabious, and leprous diseases, all of them contagious, affecting all the 
parts of the body at the same time, and of consequence the genitals.”  These were common 
                                                       
8 Herman Boerhaave was a Dutch scientist and prolific writer who was held in high esteem 
by Anglo-Americans.  Many early Americans referred to Beorhaaves’ theories when 
debating topics of medicine and science, and quacks and apothecaries hawked drugs using 
Boerhaave’s name.  There are over two hundred references to Boerhaave in early American 
newspapers. As examples, see Christopher Marshall ad for “Boerhaave pills” in the 
Pennsylvania Gazette, December 5, 1754, 3; and David Hall sold various works by Boerhaave 
in his Philadelphia bookshop. See his ad in the Pennsylvania Gazette, December 15, 1757, 4;  
December 29, 1757, 4.  The New York Gazette republished some of Boerhaave’s medical 
advice for the nervous system in April of 1767.  See “Observations concerning the effects of 
Charcoal,” in New York Gazette, April 13, 20, 1767, 1.  Thomas Anderson, a merchant in 
Philadelphia, sold “gum guaiacum” which, he noted in his ad, was recommended by “the 
late immortal Boerhaave” as  “good for all gleets and seminal weaknesses, in gonorrhea …” 
Pennsylvania Gazette, August 30, 1770, 4. One T.B. Atwood sold Medical supplies in New 
York and listed “essence of Balm of Gilead” and “Boerhaave’s Balsam” both for the 
treatment of “seminal weakness, &c.” New York Journal; or the General Advertiser, August 29, 
1771, 419.  
Astruc’s work also appears in book catalogues in the American North. See for 
example, the book catalogue of William Dunlap for 1760 (Philadelphia); David Hall for 
November, 1767 (Philadelphia); John Mein for 1766 (Boston); Pennsylvania Hospital library 
catalogue for 1790 and 1806. 
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ailments, but according to Boerhaave, since these diseases were not specific to the “organs of 
generation,” these illnesses were not venereal disease.  Only the disease brought by 
Columbus from the Indians in America affected the genitals specifically, which made it 
unique to other diseases.9  
Both Astuc and Boerhaave closely examined the Old Testament.  As one of the oldest 
known texts, the absence of venereal disease in the Old Testament was proof to these men 
that venereal disease was not native to Europe.  Second, an examination of the Bible allowed 
these authors to eliminate the possibility that this illness had been spread across Europe by 
Jews, who were an internal-Other within Europe.  Third, according to Astruc and 
Boerhaave, Jews were more promiscuous than Europeans, and had engaged in perverse 
sexual activities.  If Jews had not spontaneously created venereal disease due to their 
lascivious ways, then venereal disease could not be spontaneously produced when people 
engaged in frequent, or even deviant, sexual activity.  Thus, examining the Bible allowed 
Astruc and Boerhaave to dismiss potential sources in Europe.  
According to Boerhaave, “not even Moses” who had given “laws to his filthy and 
lascivious people” had mentioned v.d. specifically.  Moses had referred to diseases that 
affected the genitals of men and women, but Boerhaave dismissed these as something other 
than lues venereal.   For example, one distemper described by Moses was the result of a 
young man’s “long abstained from venery.”  Then, the young man “engage[d] in amorous 
dalliances with the fair sex.”  The next morning, this young man secreted a “discharge” after 
urinating that was “like saliva.” This discharge, Boerhaave argued, was not the same as that 
caused by “lues venereal,” although Boerhaave offered no specific reasons why it was 
                                                       
9 Herman Boerhaave, Academical Lectures on Lues Venerea, trans. Jonathan Wathen. (London: 
J. Rivington, 1763) 4-9. 
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different.10  This story from the Bible was proof to Boerhaave that v.d. was unknown to 
Moses.  He also offered this story as proof to his readers that if a man engaged in too much 
sex, he might find himself in some discomfort, but excessive sex alone would not 
spontaneously create venereal disease.  
Although ancient Jews were not afflicted with v.d., Boerhaave believed that they 
were susceptible to other types of “genital distempers.”  One cause of these illnesses was 
that Jewish people were more sexual than white Europeans.  The hot climate and excessive 
sexual activity caused Jewish men’s penises to become “so much irritated and relaxed, that a 
kind of nutritious and chylous fluid may be discharged.”11 This propensity for sex, 
combined with the fact that they lived in a warm climate, produced some illness that 
effected the genitals, but these were not venereal disease.  Promiscuity alone, as evident by 
the sexual customs of Jews, was not enough to create this horrid illness.  
A second reason why Jewish people suffered with sexually transmitted diseases was 
due to the “menstrual blood” of Jewish women.  It was conventional wisdom, inherited 
from Aristotle and passed down through the centuries, that a woman’s menstrual blood was 
poisonous.  Many physicians believed that menstrual blood was fermented and needed to 
be excreted from the body. 12  Because the blood was poisonous, it was dangerous for men 
to have sex with a woman during her menses. Boerhaave insisted was more putrid than the 
menstrual blood of other women.  Due to the heat of the Middle East, Jewish women’s 
                                                       
10 Ibid., 10, 13, 14. 
 
11 Boerhaave, 15 
 
12 Alexandra Lord. "The Great Arcana of the Deity" Menstruation and Menstrual Disorders 
in Eighteenth-Century British Medical Thought,” in Bulletin of History of Medicine 73.1 (1999) 
38-63. Patricia Crawford. “Attitudes to Menstruation in 17th century England” in Past and 
Present, No. 91 (May 1981) 47-43. 
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vaginas acquired “so great a degree of putrefaction” that men might become ill when they 
had sex with women.  Boerhaave wrote that, “for the same reasons the women in Asia and 
the America wash all the inferior parts of their bodies, more especially the genitals, at least 
twice a day.  This custom prevails also among the Turks and Persians.”13   It is important to 
note that Boerhaave’s list only included women who lived outside of Europe; these 
women’s’ bodies, he believed, presented an even greater danger to men than the bodies of 
white European women.  
Astruc was just as adamant that Jews had not suffered from venereal disease. 
Reviewing the same passages from the Bible as Boerhaarve had studied, including passages 
from Leviticus and the story of Job and King David.  Astruc concluded that each of the 
distempers were some other illness:  Moses spoke of leprosy; the young man in Leviticus 
who had “uncontrolled emissions” had “a gonorrhea” but not venereal lues; Job was plagued 
by boils all over his body but these were not specific to his “groin;” and David was speaking 
metaphorically about his “putrefied” skin to symbolize how sins of the flesh effected the 
spirit.  Thus, according to   Astruc, all illness described in the Bible that lesser minds had 
mistaken for v.d, did not match the symptoms of lues venereal.  Those who argued that v.d. 
had long plagued Europe misread these passages because they had failed to perform a 
detailed analysis of the evidence.14 
In their examination of the Bible, these authors slipped between historic and 
contemporary Jews.   Stories from the Bible were evidence of past and present sexual 
deviance among the Jews.  Other authors of venereal disease tracts, including, Anglo-
                                                       
13 Ibid., 18. 
 
14 Jean Astruc, Venereal Disease (London: W. Innys and J. Richardson), 1754), 21 – 31. 
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American writers, would make a similar slippage between the Indians and Africans of the 
fifteenth centuries and the Native Americans and Africans who lived in eighteenth century 
North America.   
Boerhaave and Astruc’s evaluated the sexual customs of the Jews, the poisonous 
nature of women’s menstrual blood, and the climate where these Biblical people lived. By 
concluding that, although Jews were polluted and lustful, they were not as polluted and 
lustful as Africans and Indians, these authors cast Africans and Indians as more Other, 
dangerous and exotic than even the Other, exotic Jew.  
Boerhaave argued that Africans were responsible for the creation of venereal disease. 
When “the Portugese [sic] undertook their first unsuccessful expedition to Africa,” 
Boerhaave wrote,  v.d. was already “endemical, and from whence it was conveyed into 
America and Spain.”15  What conditions were prevalent in Africa that caused black bodies to 
produce v.d.?  According to the texts Boerhaave consulted,  “The manners of the 
inhabitants” in Africa were “so libidinous and depraved … that it is customary for 
vagabond peoples, or bodies of men … call[ed] Maopoles, to purchase a young girl whom 
they convey to a hut, or some proper place, where each successively gratifies his desire.  
This they continue so long, without the least intermission, that the poor creature dies, 
                                                       
15 Boerhaave, 21.  Boerhaave also told of a young girl “of fourteen years of age” who fled her 
home and went to live in a monastery.  These monks “abused themselves with her for 
several days … till at length fearing lest the affair should be discovered, or perhaps having 
satiated themselves” sent her back home.  Within a few days, her body showed signs of a 
genital “distemper.”  The local doctor went to the monastery to examine the monks “whom, 
contrary to expectation, they found perfectly sound.”  Thus, Boerhaave concluded, “some 
complaints may arise on the genitals from excessive coition, but without any thing of the 
venereal lues.” Boerhaave reasoned that “when these pleasures are indulged to a more than 
brutal excess, a filthy disease may affect the genitals, but unless the endemical circumstance 
be added, it will not be the venereal lues.”  Noticeably, only the young woman suffered 
from a complaint, not the men who had sex with her.  Several pages later, Boerhaave 
repeated his argument and wrote, “for instance, if a man abuse his wife by pure, but 
excessive concubinage, he will receive no injury.” Ibid., 21-22. 
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almost putrid; and often they are concerned with her even after she is dead.” Due to this 
custom, “a malignant and venereal contagion is common to this people.”16 
Rape and necrophilia, however, could not produce venereal disease unless thesea 
acts occurred in a hot climate.  As evidence that deviant sexual acts did not produce v.d., 
Boerhaave returned to the Bible.  In the story of Sodom and Gomorrah, a gang of men 
arrived outside of Lot’s house with the intention to commit “sodomy” by raping Lot.  
Instead, Lot provided these men with his daughter and concubine.  The gang of  men 
“repeatedly lay all night” with the women sacrificed by Lot.  The next morning the two 
women were  “found dead on the porch,” having been raped to death.  From this encounter, 
Boerhaave noted, the Jews were not punished by v.d.17  Thus, there was something more 
polluted, more dangerous, about the bodies of Africans and the climate of Africa that had 
conspired to produce a dreaded illness.  
Astruc took a similar approach to his study of the origins of venereal disease, but he 
found blame among the indigenous peoples of North America. Astruc concluded that the 
unsafe sexual practices of the local people, the danger of menstrual blood, their sexual 
customs, and the intense heat of the climate, combined to create venereal disease.  He wrote 
that, in “hot countries, and especially where they live on such bad food, the Women have 
unusually a very sharp, and in a manner virulent discharge of the Menses.”18  Furthermore, 
if “the menstrual Blood be so virulent in the hotter Climates, it must be very unsafe to go 
near women, whilst their menses are upon them.”  Even in Europe’s milder climate, he 
                                                       
16 Ibid., 22. 
 
17 Ibid., 23. 
 
18 Ibid., 92. 
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noted, men must not have sex with women who were menstruating because men would 
become ill.  Yet, on the “Island of Haiti, the Indian men,  
through the Violence of their Lust, lay like Beasts with the first Woman they 
met with, and as the Women, through an Excess of Incontinence, 
promiscuously admitted all that offered … Nay, whist their menses were 
upon them, they would impudently invite and press Men more to lie with 
them, than at another Time, their lust breaking out then, as in Brutes, through 
the Heat of the Womb, with greater Rage than at any other Time. 
 
Due to the promiscuity of men and women and the hot climate, it was  “no wonder … that 
the different, acrid, and heterogeneous Seed of several men blend together, amixed with a 
sharp and virulent menstrual Blood, and reposited in the over-heated Wombs of very filthy 
Women, should by Time … constitute the seeds of Venereal disease.”19  In all parts of the 
globe, he continued, where venereal disease was found “naturally,” there was the same 
“heat of the climate” and the “incontinence of the Inhabitants.”20  “The Kingdom of Peru” 
was another place where this dreaded disease could be found.   Venereal disease “naturally” 
occurred in certain regions of Africa.  According to “several English, men of probity, who 
inhabit the Caribbee Islands … slaves brought fresh from Guinea, even before they are 
landed, as well as the others who live there, labour under this disease, without any previous 
impure Coition.”21  
As further evidence that the disease had originated in the Americas, Astruc cited the 
rumors that Indians had a cure for the disease.  When the Spanish were first infected with 
this illness, “no Medicine of sufficient Efficacy could be found for it in Europe.”  The 
                                                       
19 Ibid., 94. 
 
20 Ibid., 94. 
 
21 Ibid., 86. 
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Spanish turned to the Indians, who told them how to cure their illness.22   Astruc quoted 
numerous authoritative sources to support his claim.  One author, John Baptist Montanus, 
was certain that because “that contagious disease” was “familiar to the Natives” it would 
stand to reason that “an antidote against it” should also be found on the Island.23  Astruc 
also quoted the historian Gonsalvo Fernandez ab Oviedo [sic], who wrote that v.d. was so 
common among the local population in Hispaniola that “it had pleased the divine 
Providence likewise to communicate assistance to them all, and to furnish them every where 
with a proper Remedy for curing it.”24   
For European men of science, the fact that Europeans did not have an efficient cure 
was proof that v.d. was not native to Europe.  Those who cited the lack of antidote in 
Europe reasoned that the environmental conditions that created a disease would provide a 
cure.  The rumor that Indians had a cure would have been further evidence that the disease 
was a product of North America. 
In their depiction of African and Indian sexual practices, Boerhaave and Astruc were 
working with depictions of women of color that had circulated widely in Europe since the 
fifteenth century.  As Jennifer Morgan has shown, European men often depicted African 
women as beastial or monstrous, with long saggy breasts with animalistic features. 
European men also argued that  because African (and later Indian) women were bestial, 
they had a greater propensity for sex than white women.  Morgan convincingly argues that 
these cultural narratives about the bodies of African women helped justify the sexual 
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exploitation and rape by white men. 25  Yet, in origin stories of venereal disease, European 
writers imagined these women’s bodies as unsafe places for white men to penetrate.  One 
might conclude from reading “the evidence” that colonialism, or at the very least sex with 
the colonial Other, might not be in the best interest of Europeans, but neither Astruc nor 
Beorhaave presented the existence of v.d. as a warning to potential colonizers.  These 
treatises were scientific, objective, analysis of facts, not sentimental tales to provide readers 
with moral lessons.   
The need to correctly identify the contributing factors that created venereal disease 
allowed Boerhaave and Astruc to tell tantalizing stories.  With the veneer of science, 
Boerhaave and Austruc told tales of the exotic and erotic.  In their quest to locate the origin 
of the disease, each author thought it necessary to delve into the supposed sexual habits of 
Others, including Africans, Native Americans, and Jews.  By positioning themselves as men 
of science and quoting experts, these men justified telling tawdry stories about the 
unbridled sexual passions of African and Indians who indiscriminately had sex.  As such, 
these medical treatises blurred the boundaries between science and pornography.26  
The association of v.d. with colonial spaces and bodies was not confined to scientific 
texts.  William Hogarth depicted the on-set of venereal disease in “A Harlot’s Progress” by 
surrounding the prostitute Moll with trappings of the Empire and colonialism. In scene one 
of “A Harlot’s Progress” Moll, a young woman newly arrived in London from the country, 
                                                       
25 “‘Some Could Suckle Over Their Shoulder’: Male Travelers, Female Bodies, and the 
Gendering of Racial Ideology, 1500-1770,” The William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd Series, LIV 
(January 1997): 167-92. 
 
26 Pete Sigal and John F. Chuchiak IV, “Guest Editor’s Introduction” Ethnohistory Vol 34. No. 
1 (Winter 2007): 3-7.  
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was seduced into prostitution by the madam of a brothel.27  Moll did not remain in the 
brothel long and soon became the mistress to a wealthy merchant.  In the second scene 
[Figure 4], Moll had just been caught by the man who paid her bills in a compromising 
situation with another lover.  
 
Illustration 4: A Harlot’s Progress, Scene 2. 
 
On her forehead the viewer can see a black dot, the first sign of “the pox” or syphilis.  To 
Moll’s left stands a young African male servant dressed in non-western attire.  In his hand 
he holds a kettle and one imagines he was about to fill the teapot on the table.  A monkey, 
yet another symbol of the foreign, scampers away from the smashed teapot and cup.  The 
prostitute’s body, diseased with the pox, is framed by the images of the exotic and the 
colonial: the tea, a black body, and a monkey. 
                                                       
27 Moll was slang for a prostitute as early as the 1650s.  See Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. 
“Moll.”  Although the woman in this painting shared her name with Daniel DeFoe’s heroine 
in Moll Flanders, Hogarth’s images told a different story from the popular novel.  For an in 
depth analysis of the representation of v.d. in the paintings of Hogarth, see   
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The “Ancients”: Venereal Disease and European Brothels 
Not all European men of science and medicine agreed with the theory that v.d. was 
brought from America and Africa into Europe.  The alternative theory was that v.d. had 
plagued the known world long before Columbus’s expedition.  One of the leading 
proponents of the theory in the eighteenth century was the British physician William 
Beckett.  In an essay published in 1719 in Philosophical Transactions Beckett laid out the 
historical evidence that proved to him that Europe had been plagued by venereal disease for 
centuries.  Several Anglo-American authors, including Noah Webster, used Beckett’s 
arguments.  By insisting that the disease first originated in the brothels of Europe, Anglo-
Americans could refute the accusation that there was something poisonous about the 
environment and people of the Americas.  
Beckett argued that v.d. was once known as “the Burning.”  As early as 1162, he 
noted, the English attempted to regulate prostitution as one measure against the spread of 
this illness.  In the fifteenth century, these laws were modified because the epidemic had 
grown worse.  This evidence, Beckett argued, indicated that the venereal disease nee “the 
burning” had existed long before Columbus and his men had sex with Indian women in the 
Americas.28  
Beckett insisted that “the burning” must have been a venereal distemper because, 
“had it been nothing else but some simple ulceration, Heat, or Inflammation, there would 
have been no contagion.”  The Burning, however, was transmitted from women to men, and 
because it was a communicable disease, the government had to regulate the source of this 
illness: brothels and prostitutes. Beckett reasoned, if “the burning” had only affected 
                                                       
28 Ibid., 841 
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women, then there would have been no need for the government to pass legislation.29   The 
only reason to regulate prostitution was to prevent men from becoming infected by diseased 
women.  Becket did not discuss how these women became infected, or if v.d. could spread 
from men to women. 
How could Beckett be certain that “the burning” was the venereal disease and not 
simply some other illness that affected the genitals?  Beckett examined the symptoms 
described by medieval physicians including John Arden, a surgeons to King Richard II and 
King Henry IV.  Arden defined “the burning” as “a certain inward Heat and Excoriation of 
the Urethra.”  This description, Beckett insisted, was consistent with the eighteenth-century 
sickness known as “the clap.”  Moreover, this illness was caused by “the Virulency of the 
Matter they receive from the infected Woman.”  Beckett compared Arden’s list with his own 
list of symptoms that accompanied venereal disease and concluded that “the Burning” 
described by medieval physicians was the same as the venereal disease that he encountered 
in his patients.30 
The “ancients,” however, understood this disease to be “local” and thus they treated 
“the symptoms” and not the actual disease.  The different types of treatments used by 
doctors in the past to cure “the burning,” would still work, Beckett noted, but were no 
longer used because mercury (supposedly) eradicated the disease from the whole body and, 
therefore, there was no need to simply manage the disease.  As such, those who suggested 
that the disease had not existed in Europe because “the ancients” did not have a cure simply 
did not understand the evolution of medicine in Europe. 31 
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* 
Boerhaave, Astruc, and Beckett were representative of how eighteenth-century 
European men of science discussed the origins of venereal disease.  The questions these men 
asked, the evidence they examined, and the conclusions they drew, were inherited by 
Anglo-American men of science at the turn of the nineteenth century.  The framework in 
which the men debated and examined the evidence about the origins of venereal disease led 
to the answer that the dreaded illness was created in the body of polluted outsiders.   By 
first examining Jews, and then turning to colonial spaces, or to the promiscuous women 
living in Europe’s brothels, the answer always pointed to a loathsome outsider who had 
created a terrible disease.  
 
Anglo-American explorers, Indians, and Venereal Disease 
Like their European counterparts and predecessors, Anglo-American men who 
wrote about v.d. were divided over the exact location and group of people who were first 
inflicted with this illness.  In this section, I examine texts published in the Anglo-American 
press after 1770.  Narratives about the origins and causes of v.d. appeared in a variety of 
print genres, from medical journals and popular magazines to the journals of Merriweather 
Lewis and William Clark.  In locating the origins of venereal disease, Anglo-American 
writers focused their attention on outsiders: Indians and Europeans.  
It is important to remember that by the eighteenth century, venereal disease was 
pervasiveness among the white population in America and it was as likely that v.d. passed 
from whites to Indians.  Early American historians have shown that by the eighteenth 
century many people in the Anglo-American north suffered from venereal disease.  
                                                                                                                                                                         
31 Ibid., 844 - 46.  
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Although we do not know exactly how many people were infected, historian Clare Lyons 
found that advertisements for potions to cure v.d. were common in Philadelphia 
newspapers during the early Republic.  In the records of the Overseers of the Poor and the 
Almshouse, Lyons found many references to poor men and women who were infected with 
this illness.  Many of the city’s poorest women, most likely those who engaged in forms of 
prostitution, found themselves in the Almshouse for treatment or to await death.  The 
system of treating venereal disease in the early Republic, as Simon Newman has shown, was 
classed and gendered.  Poor women were least likely to be able to afford treatment and 
made up a higher percentage of the patients in the Almshouses.  Working-class men, who 
could afford the small fees associated with hospital care, were more likely to be admitted to 
the hospital and to be treated.  The wealthiest Philadelphians, Newman shows, would have 
received private care at the hands of a physician.32 
Thus, the wealthiest early Americans would have been able to keep their disease 
private.  The poor, however, had few options.  The social stigma attached to the disease 
most likely prompted many to attempt some of the quack remedies hawked in the local 
papers.  The invisibility of the rich who suffered from the disease and the necessity of poor 
people to seek cures from public charitable institutions, helped perpetuate the myth that 
those on the margins should be blamed for causing and spreading venereal disease.  
Despite the fact that whites suffered from this illness, many late eighteenth century 
Anglo-American men of science insisted, much as Astruc had, that v.d. had originated in the 
bodies of Indians.  These authors argued that the v.d. epidemic in Europe and the United 
States was a direct consequence of sexual encounters between white men and polluted 
                                                       
32 Clare A. Lyons, Sex among the Rabble (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2006) 112-114, 340-345; Simon Newman, Embodied History (Philadelphia, University of 
Pennsylvania Press: 2003) 33-35, 71-75. 
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Indian women.  While Astruc and Boerhaave referred to the transfer of v.d. from Indians 
and Africans to whites in the past, American writers wrote of continued sexual encounters 
between whites and Indians, and therefore of an ongoing contamination of the white 
population of the United States.  
 Anglo-American authors maintained the criteria used by Astruc and Boerhaave and 
focused their scientific inquiry on the supposed sexual customs of Indians.  Despite their 
agreement that Indians were the original sources of venereal disease, Anglo-American 
writers did not concur that there was anything unnatural about the climate of the United 
States.  In fact, European views of American degeneracy made the need to seek blame 
outside the Anglo-American white population imperative and immediate.  By ignoring 
climate, Anglo-American authors focused the reader’s attention exclusively on the bodies 
and customs of Indians.  
* 
Samuel Stearn, the author of The American Oracle (1791), believed that v.d. “was not 
known in Europe till it was brought from the Spanish West-Indies into Spain, by 
Christopher Columbus’s men, in 1493.”  This disease, Stearn wrote, had “ done more 
damage in Europe, than the discovery of America has done good; for it has slain thousands, 
and ruined the constitution of an innumerable multitude of people.  Every one of the human 
race is liable to take this terrible malady.  The high and the low, the rich and the poor, the 
young and the old, the honest and the dishonest, are continually exposed.”33  
Since v.d. had been imagined as something born out of colonial exploration, many 
explorers and travelers included a discussion of the disease in their texts.  Usually, v.d. was 
included as part of the writer’s analysis of the supposed local sexual practices of indigenous 
                                                       
33 Samuel Stearn, The American Oracle (New York: Hodge and Campbell, 1791) 265-266.   
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people.  The authors of the texts examined below provided readers with supposed first-
hand accounts of the sexual customs of Indian peoples.  In these texts, authors constructed 
venereal disease as only passing from Indian women to white men.  By constructing the 
infection as unidirectional, these texts reinforced a larger cultural narrative that the original 
source of venereal disease was inside the bodies of Indian women.  This disease was not a 
product of environment, but of people and sexual practices.  
The English explorer and author Thomas Ashe included a short description of 
venereal disease in his book Travels in America, an expansive volume that detailed the living 
conditions in the Mississippi Territory.  Although an English publication, copies were sold 
in the American North, which reflected the ongoing dialogue into the nineteenth century 
between Americans and Europeans about the origins of venereal disease.   Ashe wrote, “A 
confirmed and hereditary venereal disease, contracted by an unrestrained intercourse with 
Africans, Indians, and Mestizoes, has established its malignant empire in the city and 
several other parts of the territory; and all the arts of medicine have hitherto proved unequal 
to counteract its effects or to restrain its progress.”34  Whites were absent from Ashe’s 
discussion, which served to draw the reader’s attention to the polluted nature of the sexual 
contact between Africans, Indians, and the offspring of these liaisons.  Similar to other 
authorities on the origin of venereal disease, Ashe assumed that  unrestrained sexual contact 
across racial lines had produced/spread an incurable deadly disease.  
In 1808, an American publication, The Medical Repository of Original Essays and 
Intelligence, reprinted part of Jean Baptiste Trudeau’s essay, “Remarks on the manners of the 
Indians, living high up the Missouri.”  Trudeau wrote that  “the Panis, Mandanese, Ricaras 
and Bigbellies” were “somewhat more than ordinarily indifferent” about “their” women.  
                                                       
34 Thomas Ashe,  Travels in America (Newburyport: Sawyer, 1808). 317. 
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According to his investigations into this subject, these Indian men did not monitor women’s 
sexuality because they believed that “when a man dies he cannot carry women with him to 
the regions of the dead.”35  In a description likely to horrify and titillate his reader, Trudeau 
continued: 
They are so firmly convinced of this, that many of them take a pride in 
treating some of the considerable men among them with their youngest and 
handsomest women.  So true is this, that husbands, fathers and brothers, are 
importunate with the whitemen who visit them, to make free with their 
wives, daughters and sisters, particularly those who are most youthful and 
pretty; and in consideration thereof accept a few baubles or toys. 36  
 
This depraved way of living cheapened the women who become “so easy and accessible 
that there are few among them that cannot be bought with a little vermilion.”  According to 
Trudeau, many “Canadian traders” took advantage of this supposed local custom.  “The 
consequence of these libertine manners,” Trudeau lamented, was the transfer of venereal 
disease from Indian women to white men.   
Among the Indians, Trudeau wrote, venereal disease was “very frequent” but “the 
local Indians cure it by decoctions of certain roots.”  To this he added his own testimony: “I 
have seen some that were rotten with it, cured in six months.” This would be quite 
remarkable to an Anglo-American audience, as sufferers of v.d. who were treated with 
mercury were sometimes never cured, and those in advance stages had only a slight chance 
of recovery.  
As noted earlier, many European men of science including Astruc, believed that the 
lack of an effective cure in Europe was a sign that v.d was not native to Europe.  These men 
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reasoned that any climate that produced a disease would also create an antidote.  Trudeau’s 
argument that Indians had a cure for v.d. would have added credence to the theory that v.d. 
was native to the Americas.37 
Similar to Stearn who located the origins of v.d. in the Spanish West Indies, the 
editors of The Medical Repository chose to print an essay written by a French man about the 
transfer of v.d. to French-Canadian explorers.  It was not an article discussing the transfer of 
v.d. to Anglo-Americans as a result of British or American colonial practices.  Yet, the 
territory that Trudeau spoke of was under American rule by 1808, and thus the information 
he provided about the supposed customs of the people living in this territory and the 
possible dangers for those who had sex with the Indian women, were valuable to an Anglo-
American audience.  The readers of this essay would have learned that Anglo-American 
settlers, traders, and explorers would run similar risks of becoming contaminated if they 
had sex with Indian women in these territories. 
 
* 
The famous American explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark recorded in 
their diaries their own sexual liaisons with Native American women and noted when men 
in the Discovery Corps became infected with venereal disease.  As part of their project of 
documenting the lands acquired by the Louisiana purchase, they included notes about the 
sexual customs of the people living in the interior of North America. The diaries of Lewis 
and Clark provide a rare opportunity to examine how the cultural assumptions examined 
above informed Anglo-American men’s perceptions of their colonial experiences.  
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In these explorers’ representation of sex in colonial spaces, it was the Indian women 
who desired white men and who instigated sex.  Early in the expedition, Clark had written 
that Indian women were “ verry fond of caressing” the men of the Discovery Corp38  Five 
months later, Lewis wrote that, “the young females are fond of the attention of our men and 
appear to meet the sincere approbation of their friends and connections, for thus obtaining 
their favours.”39   
In Lewis and Clark’s account, specific tribes used women as bartering tools.  In 
October of 1805, Lewis wrote that the Sioux had a “curious custom … to give handsome 
squars to those whome they wish to show some acknoledgement to.”  Lewis presented this 
custom as a burden to the white explorers: “The Seauex we got clare of without taking their 
squars, they followed us [for] two days.” [sic]  Although Lewis implied that the men tried to 
avoid having sex with Indian women, it was not always so.  In that same entry, Lewis 
recorded that, “The Rickores we put off during the time we were at the Towns but 2 
[handsome young] squars were Sent by a man to follow us, they came up this evening, and 
persisted in their civilities.”40  In this entry, Lewis represented sex between white men and 
Indian women as a delicate situation for the men:  they had to resist the sexual advances of 
these lustful women, but sometimes the women were so insistent that the white men had to 
have sex with them.  
Although the Shoshone were “not so importunate” to have the men of the Discovery 
Corps “caress their women as the siouxs were” some women in this community did 
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exchange sex with the men for European goods.  Lewis wrote that this trade occurred with 
the knowledge of the husbands.  He wrote that a Shoshone husband “will for a trifle barter 
the companion of his bed for a night or longer if he conceives the reward adequate.”  Lewis 
thought that this was a sign that Shoshone men  “treat[ed] their women but with little 
rispect.”41  
In another entry, Clark wrote of how the men traded goods for sex with six young 
Chinook women. They were brought to the men by “an old woman & Wife to a Chief of the 
[Chinook].”  Clark assumed that these women had approached the men “ for the purpose of 
Gratifying the passions of the men of our party and receiving for those indulgences Such 
Small presents as She (the old woman) thought proper to accept.”42  This representation of 
Indian women in the writings of Lewis and Clark served to promote the West as a land of 
sexual opportunity for white men where they would be received by lustful Indian women. 
However, Lewis and Clark, and presumably the men that accompanied them, also 
believed that sexual liaisons with Indian women could be risky.  Early in the expedition, 
Clark wrote that Native Americans were “ generally healthy except Venerials Complaints 
which is verry Common amongst the natives and the men Catch it from them.” 43 While the 
disease may have spread from Indian women to the men of the expedition, it is interesting 
that Lewis and Clark did not imagine that the Indian woman could have become infected by 
their liaisons with white men.  The danger was constructed unidirectional: unsuspecting 
white men who had sex with promiscuous Indian women risked health and body. 
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Several of the men were diagnosed with venereal diseases while on the expedition 
and Lewis and Clark believed that the source of the men’s complaint was the Chinook 
women discussed above.  In January of 1806, Clark wrote “Goodrich has recovered from the 
Louis Veneri which he contracted from an amorous contact with a Chinnook damsel, I cured 
him as I did Gibson last winter by the uce of mercury.” 44  A few months later, the same 
group of Chinook women approached the men again, presumably to make similar trades as 
they had before.  Lewis wrote that, “this was the same party that had communicated the 
venerial to so many of our party in November last, and of which they have finally 
recovered.  I therefore gave the men a particular charge with rispect to them which they 
promised me to observe.” 45  Although Lewis had hoped that his men had recovered, several 
of his men remained infected.  In July of 1806, Lewis wrote, “Goodrich and McNeal are both 
very unwell with the pox which they contracted last winter with the Chinnook women.”46  
That Lewis chose to link all of these cases of v.d. to the Chinook women needs to be 
investigated.  While it is plausible that the Chinook women were the only sexual partners 
who could have infected the men, Clark had written six months before meeting the Chinook 
women that Native Americans were infected with venereal disease “and the men catch it 
from them.”  Why then did Lewis single out the Chinook women as the only possible 
sources of the men’s contamination?  It may have been because the Anglo-American men 
would have associated these women with prostitution, and in the Anglo-American 
imagination, prostitutes were considered a source of venereal disease.  The young Chinook 
women were accompanied by an older woman (a madam) who decided what constituted an 
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“adequate” payment, and the men paid for the sexual favors.  The explorers believed that 
Shoshone women had sex with the men at the behest of their husbands, and therefore the 
Anglo-American men thought of these women as unfortunate wives who were disrespected 
by their husbands.  While the sex-as-hospitality among the Shoshone and the Sioux was 
discussed as “a custom,” the sexual encounters with the Chinook women were not similarly 
labeled.  Thus, Lewis’ choice to fixate on the Chinook women as the only possible source of 
his men’s venereal disease might have been informed by his assumption that a woman who 
traded sex for goods (as opposed to other promiscuous women) were more likely to be a 
source of v.d.  
In all likelihood, as historian Gary Whaley has argued, the Chinook woman, and 
perhaps some of the other women who Lewis and Clark and their men had sex with, were 
slaves or women of low-status in their community.  Moreover, the women in the above 
story were most likely not Chinook.  Whaley argues that, “young woman captured or 
obtained through trade, while not chattel, had little social status or control over their 
bodies.”  As the competition for furs intensified, and as disease destroyed native 
communities, slave raids increased.  Tribes might decide to prostitute slave woman to 
obtaining goods, since European men were generally interested in participating in the 
exchange.47 
Lewis and Clark’s interest in the sexual health of Native American’s went beyond 
their fears about contacting v.d.  Both men wanted to know if Indian communities had 
effective cures for this disease.  Clark wrote in frustration that he could not figure out if “the 
Indians have any simples which are sovereign specifics in the cure of this disease (v.d.).”  
Many Indians died of this illness, and Clark concluded, probably rightly, that no Indian 
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community had an effective cure.48   By this conclusion, Clark reflected the common 
assumption that if Indians had an effective cure, it would be the final proof that Native 
American women were the original sources of this illness.  
Meriwether Lewis, however, did not believe that the lack of cure was proof enough 
to excuse Indians for creating venereal disease.  Lewis explicitly claimed that v.d. had to 
have originated among the Native American tribes.  While visiting the Shoshone (and while 
the explorers were having sex with Shoshone women), he inquired if members of this 
community suffered from v.d.  He learned that “they sometimes had it” but he “could not 
learn their remedy; they most usually die with it's effects.”  Lewis deduced from this fact 
that this was “a strong proof that these disorders bothe ganaræhah and Louis Veneræ [sic] 
are native disorders of America.”  He reasoned that “tho' these people have suffered much 
by the small pox which is known to be imported,” v.d. was somehow different.  Being “so 
much detatched … from all communication with the whites … I think it most probable that 
those disorders are original with them.”  It is difficult to follow Lewis’ logic on this point:  
small pox was European, it had spread throughout North America and had often preceded 
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white expansion, but Lewis refused to consider the possibility that v.d. might also have been 
introduced by Europeans.   
The sexual encounters of the Discovery Corps made their way into the Anglo-
American press.  Lewis and Clark’s findings were usually presented to the reader in the 
form of a report, not as diary entries.  In one version published in 1813, readers learned that 
Chinook women were “one of the most disgusting objects in nature.”  These women had 
“flat foreheads” “falling breasts,” “ill shaped limbs” and had a “filth which intrudes 
through their finery.”  These women showed the men “kindnesses” that “exceeded the 
ordinary courtesies of hospitality.”  This edition of the men’s travels reprinted Clark’s 
analysis that “among all Indians, the prostitution of unmarried women is so far from being 
considered criminal or improper, that the females themselves solicit the favours of the other 
sex, with the entire approbations of their friends and connexions.”  In this version of the 
story, these women were so ugly, few of the men engaged the women in sex. 
 Despite the unattractiveness of these women, the men purchased sex from some 
Chinook women who visited the camp.  In the 1813 version of the encounter, the women 
had “regular prices, proportioned to the beauty of each female.”  Regardless of the 
truthfulness of this statement, in this retelling of Lewis and Clark’s escapades, the sexual 
exchange between the “Chinook” women and the white men was completely removed from 
the context of barter and trade and recast as an act of prostitution. 
 Readers of this edition also learned that v.d. was common among Indians in the west 
and that some of the men contracted the illness from these “disgusting” Chinook women.  
“The little intercourse which the men have had with these women” the author wrote, was 
“sufficient” for Lewis and Clark to discover that venereal disease was prevalent among the 
Chinook.    “One or two” men of the Discovery Corps “had been so much afflicted” by 
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venereal disease, which they got from the Chinook women, “that salivation was 
necessary.”49  Thus, Lewis and Clark’s sexual encounters were used by other Anglo-
Americans served to demonize and eroticize Indians.  In the retelling of the Lewis and Clark 
expedition, Indian women were depicted as sexually available, even if they were 
unattractive and occasionally diseased.  
Native American women in Anglo-American origin stories of venereal disease were 
depicted as sexually available, polluted, and yet alluring to white men.  Moreover, detailed 
notes of the Indian woman’ sexual transgressions in the travel literature of the era placed 
the Indian woman within a pornographic tale.  Indian women were figures onto which 
whites not only projected notions of “the Savage” but also the traits of the promiscuous, 
sexually available and licentious sexual partners, willing and waiting to barter their bodies 
for a few tokens.  Yet, the Indian woman was also dangerous and polluted, ready to infect 
an unsuspecting trader or explorer with venereal disease.   
Early American historians have discussed the ambivalent meanings ascribed by 
white Americans to Indians.  During the Revolution, for example, Native Americans had 
been represented as noble warriors, and the Indian Princess was a symbol of the American 
colonies.  At the same time, Indians were often depicted as barbaric, savage, and exotic.  
After the Revolution, this oscillation between the noble Indian and the barbaric dangerous 
Savage continued.  As both insiders and outsiders, Indians became a canvas on which 
colonists could project multiple and competing meanings, depending on the political 
purpose.  Thus, Anglo-American authors who argued in favor of the theory that v.d. had 
originated among Native Americans contributed yet one more observation about the 
polluted, and potentially dangerous nature, of Indian bodies, which furthered the 
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arguments of whites who championed the removal of Indians, and for keeping white people 
separate from Indians. 50  
  
Venereal Disease and Europeans 
 Not all Americas agreed with the assessment of Lewis, Clark, Stearn, Ashe and 
Trudeau that v.d. had originated among the indigenous peoples of North America.  In this 
section, I examine alternative arguments about the origins of v.d.  Some Anglo-Americans 
agreed and cited William Beckett.  For these writers, the existence of v.d. among Europeans 
was proof of the corruption of that society, and the tendency of Europeans to blame Indians 
for the creation of the disease steamed from their disdain of America.  Rather than having 
“the Indian” as the Other against which to posit an American-white identity, the European 
became the symbol of corruption and immorality.    
One famous American who insisted that Europeans were the culprits was Noah 
Webster.  In his 1799 publication A Brief History of Epidemic … Diseases, Webster chided 
Europeans who blamed venereal disease on foreign countries. “I am really surprised to 
observe with what pertinacious obstinacy, men persist, in face of the most incontestable 
evidence, upon fathering great evils and calamities on others.”  What disgusted Webster 
was “the attempt of physicians to palm this disease on the natives of America.”  It was, to 
him, “a gross and abominable attack on truth, persevered in against the plainest and most 
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indubitable evidence.”  Blaming others for the origins of disease was similar to “Adam’s 
casting the blame of his sin on Eve, and Eve’s charging the whole to Satan.”   In this story of 
origin, Indians were victims of the licentious Europeans who refused to take responsibility 
for their own immorality. 
 Webster took most of his evidence directly from Beckett’s treatise, and Webster 
provided his reader with a complete citation.  From Beckett’s narrative, Webster 
emphasized the long history of the regulation of prostitution in England.  He also reprinted 
some of the quotations used by Beckett, including the description of “the burning” recorded 
by the fifteenth-century English royal physician Arden. 51  As further proof that v.d. was a 
European disease, Webster provided quotations from eighteenth-century Spanish historians 
who insisted that the indigenous peoples who lived in South America were not plagued by 
this disease.  In one such quotation, the author insisted that the “venereal distemper was 
seldom known among the natives” but that it was “so common among the Spaniards as to 
have lost the infamy attached to it in other countries.”52  In other words, it was not the 
French but rather “the Spanish disease” in South America. 
 Thus, similar to other texts analyzed in this chapter, Webster discussed the transfer 
of v.d between whites and Indians in a non-British colonial context.  It was not the fault of 
Anglo-Americans;  instead the dirty Spanish were responsible for spreading the disease 
around the Americas.  Worse, the Spanish had wrongly blamed the inhabitants of South 
America to cover their own sins.  
  Although Webster believed that v.d. had long plagued European societies, he was 
not opposed to the theory that the disease had mutated sometime in the seventeenth 
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century and had become more vicious and less curable.  If the disease had changed, it 
would make sense that any previous cures or treatments used by Europeans would be 
ineffective in treating the new and more vicious strain of venereal disease.  Moreover, the 
incurability of this new strain of v.d. frightened Europeans, and therefore scientists and men 
of science had written new treatises on the subject, which accounted for the increase in 
publications about venereal disease in the late seventeenth century.  Webster provided no 
argument as to what might have caused this “mutation.”  
As a prominent figure in American printing and publishing, and as a man who was 
self-consciously engaged in creating a unique culture for the young nation, Webster’s work 
is interesting because he challenges the prevailing assumption that venereal disease was 
native to the Americans. He insisted that this was but one more corruption brought by 
Europeans to the Americas.  
One less-famous American who challenged the dominant narrative about the origins 
of venereal disease was James Tongue of Maryland, an honorary member of the 
Philadelphia Medical and Chemistry Society.  In 1801, he completed his dissertation on 
venereal disease and, like Webster, insisted that v.d. had been an illness of the Old and not 
the New World.  Tongue specifically challenged the writings of Astruc and Boerhaave, 
citing these authors and systematically refuting their claims. In the Biblical passages where 
Boerhaave and Astruc had found no evidence of v.d., Tongue insisted the author had 
described venereal disease.   For example, although Astruc and Boerhaave had argued that 
the sores on Job’s body were not lues venereal, Tongue insisted that they were.  “The Bible 
states that Job’s bones [were] full of the sin of his youth, which shall lie down with him in 
the dust.”  From this one passage, Tongue concluded that Job’s affliction was venereal 
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disease.53  Tounge also believed that the “ the disease of the Jews, called the issue of seed,” as 
described in passages of Leviticus “was contagious to the greatest degree, and also 
propagated by copulation.”  Thus, the Jews took many precautions to insure that a man who 
was infected with the “issue of the seed” was isolated from the rest of the population and 
did not engage in sex until he was cured.54  
After reworking Astruc and Boerhaave’s arguments, Tongue, like Webster, 
proceeded to quote long passages from William Beckett’s essay. He emphasized that the 
British had regulated brothels because of a disease, spread through sex that specifically 
affected men’s genitals.  Citing Beckett, Tongue also concluded that “the burning,” as 
described the medieval Royal Physician John Arden, was v.d. , and therefore this illness had 
plagued Europeans long before Columbus set sail.  Tongue gave full credit for this evidence 
to William Beckett’s 1719 essay.   
Tongue and Webster’s were part of an intellectual movement in the United States 
where Americans defended their country from the accusations of continental European 
scientist who insisted on the natural/environmental inferiority of America. By arguing that 
Europeans brought v.d. to the Americas, Tongue and Webster were insisting that it was 
Europeans that did the contaminating when it ventured into colonial spaces.  Yet, Tongue 
and Webster were contemporaries of Lewis and Clark.  Thus, American thinkers who 
opposed the idea that venereal disease was transferred from Indians to whites not only 
challenged the beliefs of European intellectuals, but also many prominent figures in the 
Untied States.  
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Benjamin Rush also believed that Europeans brought venereal disease to North 
America and gave it to their Indian sexual partners. In a speech given in 1774 to the 
American Philosophical Society, Rush simply stated that, “ the small pox and the venereal 
disease were communicated to the Indians in North-America by the Europeans.” 55  
Although Rush challenged prevailing ideas about the origins of v.d., he did not ascribe to 
the same views as Webster, Tongue, and Beckett. Rather, Rush developed his own theory 
with a uniquely American flare:  European sociopolitical institutions were to blame for the 
origins of venereal disease, not sexual practices. For Rush, the spread of democracy would 
lead to a decrease in venereal disease.  Although Rush understood that v.d. was a sexually 
transmitted infection, he did not believe that v.d. was a consequence of, nor produced by, 
sexual activity. As such, Rush would have agreed with the assessment of men like Astruc 
and Boerhaave that “excessive” sex would not cause venereal disease, but he would also 
have disagreed with the theory that sex with menstruating women produced this dread 
illness.  
Rush believed that, similar to other illness of “the fluids,” v.d. originated as a 
consequence of diet.  As such,  “the Peculiar custom of the Indians, seems to have exempted 
them from theses, as well as all other diseases of the fluids.”  Rush included among the 
disease of the fluid leprosy, elephantiasis, scurvy, and venereal disease. These distempers 
“appear to be different modifications of the same disorder” he argued.  “The same causes 
produce them in every age and country. They are diversified like plants by climate and 
nourishment. They sprung originally from a moist atmosphere, and unwholesome diet.”56   
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Rush argued that leprosy, venereal disease, and small pox had all originated in 
Europe during “the middle centuries, when the principal parts of Europe were overflowed 
with water, and the inhabitants lived entirely on fish, and a few unwholesome vegetables.”  
He believed that the “abolition of the feudal system in Europe by introducing freedom; 
introduced at the same time agriculture.”  In keeping with Republican ideology, Rush 
believed that the farmer and agriculture produced strength and health. During the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, he argued, with the decline of Feudalism and the 
expansion of agriculture, Europeans diversified their sources of food.  As a consequence, he 
argued, leprosy, elephantism and scurvy became less and less common among European 
countries.   Rush argued that, just as leprosy and elephantism had declined with the rise of 
“freedoms,” venereal disease “will probably in a few years cease to be a tax upon unlawful 
embraces.”57   
Rush pushed his argument about the relationship of freedom to the health of citizens 
to make a radical suggestion: “it may serve as a new and powerful motive against political 
slavery to perceive, that it is connected with those diseases which most deform and debase 
the human body.”58  Slavery would perpetuate the dietary conditions that “caused” 
venereal disease.  Interestingly, by suggesting that v.d. was attached to the institution of 
slavery, Rush also moved the location of venereal disease from the bodies of European serfs 
to the bodies of enslaved Africans.  The feudal peasants had once lived in unhealthy 
conditions that spawned dreadful diseases, and now enslaved black people of America 
similarly suffered.  
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For Rush, v.d. was not implicitly sexual, although it was a “tax” on “unlawful 
embraces.” There was no reason, he believed, why people should suffer from this dreaded 
illness.   Rush proposed a uniquely American solution to the venereal disease epidemic: 
spread freedom and increase peoples access to good food, and venereal disease would 
disappear.  
* 
 Rush, Webster, and the lesser-known Dr. Tongue, turned the tables on their 
European counterparts and argued that Europeans had polluted the Americas.  By finding 
fault with Europeans, these Anglo-American authors located the origins of v.d. in the bodies 
of outsiders, albeit Europeans and not Indians.  To Rush, Webster, and Tongue, v.d. was a 
manifestation of an abstract theory of political philosophy –  the immorality and/or 
corruption of Europe posed threatened to pollute America, and v.d. was a literal, tangible 
sign of Old world corruption; 
 
Conclusion 
Although any person could become infected, scientific and medical experts sought to place 
the blame on different groups of outsiders. While some cited sexual promiscuity, unnatural 
sexual practices, and a propensity for monstrous sexual appetites among women of color, 
other Americans sought to blame Europeans and to cast America as the victim of European 
immorality.  Webster and Rush identified venereal disease as symbolic of old world 
corruption, while Lewis and Clark imagined the west as a land of sexual opportunity, yet 
potentially dangerous and deadly to the white men who ventured into the newly acquired 
territories.   Although these men offered conflicting narratives of origins, when their 
writings are read against each other, it becomes clear that matters of sexuality, attached to 
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race and gender categories, were critical to how men in the eighteenth-century Anglo-
American North imagined and spoke about colonialism and nation building.   In this way, 
these narratives were part of a larger cultural trend to take existing constructions about 
sexual dangers and imbue them with meanings specific to the sociopolitical dilemmas of the 
new nation: the status of Indians within the body politic and the potentially corrupting 
influences of Europe in the new world.  
In citing Native Americans or polluted Europeans as the original sources of venereal 
disease, Anglo-American were participating in, and furthering, a scientific discourse that 
was already popular in Europe.  European physicians who examined historic texts and 
travel narratives and consulted their own notes on symptoms and potential cures, 
established the criteria for discovering the origins of venereal disease.  By the late 
eighteenth-century, the criteria for discovering the nature of venereal disease had long been 
framed as one that would lead to social outsiders – Jews, promiscuous women, or colonial 
others.  When Anglo-Americans took up their own pens to discuss the origins, they were 
informed by this scientific literature, which they adapted to reflect their own socio-political 
culture.  
 
 
 
  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In 1802, James Callender chose a new target: President Thomas Jefferson.  In his 
newspaper, Callender informed the American public that Jefferson, “who it delighteth the 
people to honor,” had for several years “kept as his concubine one of his own slaves.  Her 
name is Sally.”  As proof that Jefferson was having a relationship with a black woman, 
Callender informed his readers that Sally’s eldest son, Tom, had features which were “said 
to bear a striking although fable resemblance to those of the president himself.”1 
According to Callender’s tale, Jefferson had scandalously taken Sally with his two 
daughters to France “in the same vessel.” Callender predicted that  “the delicacy of this 
arrangement must strike every person of common sensibility.”  People within Republican 
circles, the newspaper editor reported, had long suspected Jefferson’s attachment to his 
slave and “a vast body of people wished to debar Mr. Jefferson from the presidency.” No 
one had yet been able to confirm these rumors, however, and so Jefferson was still held in 
high regard by the American public.  Callender believed, however, that  “the establishment of 
this single fact would have rendered [Jefferson’s] election impossible.”2   
That Callender believed he could take down a President by publishing rumors of 
Jefferson’s sexual relationship with Sally Hemmings is further evidence that, during the 
early National period, Anglo-Americans had come to believe that Republican virtue was in 
                                                       
1 J.T. Callender, “The President Again,” The Republican or, Anti-Democrat, June 9, 1802.  
 
2 Ibid. 
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part defined by one’s ability to control one’s passions.  Unlike Alexander Hamilton who had 
so easily goaded into a publicity battle, Jefferson never responded to these allegations, and 
as a consequence, he was able to stave off any further investigation into his personal life.  
Perhaps he had learned from the disastrous decision of Alexander Hamilton, whose public 
reputation was diminished when he confirmed the rumors of his sexual impropriety.  
These public discussion about Jefferson’s relationship with a slave occurred at a 
moment when the American public had become preoccupied with tales of illicit sex and 
sexual danger.  Before 1770, there were few stories of sexual danger in Anglo-American 
publications, but starting in the 1780s and continuing into the 1820s, Anglo-American 
newspapers and magazines published hundreds of stories, some based on truth and others 
works of fiction, about individual people who were punished for their illicit sexual acts.  
As shown throughout this dissertation, early Americans did not invent new 
narratives of sexual danger.  Although there more stories of sexual danger were published 
during the early national period than had been in previous decades, many of the ideas and 
attitudes expressed in these texts had been disseminated across the American north during 
the colonial period, largely through imported English texts.  When William Brown and 
Hannah Foster wrote their novels of seduction and betrayal, they were using similar ideas 
popularized in the 1740s by the Londoner Samuel Richardson in his novels Clarissa and 
Pamela.  When famed American explorers  Lewis and Clark wrote about the dangers of 
contracting venereal disease in their journals in 1804, their discussions reflected ideas and 
assumptions of seventeenth and early eighteenth-century European scientists.  Moreover, 
many of the British publications imported during the colonial period, such as Clarissa and 
Pamela, remained popular reading material during the era of the New Republic and Anglo-
American domestic publishers chose to reprint stories in their magazines and newspapers 
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that were borrowed from British publication.  This continuity in print culture reflected the 
ties American patriots had to their colonial past, and to a wider Anglo-Atlantic culture.  
Although Anglo-Americans borrowed stories from England, they infused these tales 
of sexual danger with meanings that helped define their national culture.  As emphasized 
throughout this dissertation, early Americans believed that the household was the 
foundation of a republican society: a stable nation was built from orderly households 
governed by citizen-patriarchs.  In the United States, the heads of households – white men – 
were empowered to represent their families, legally and politically, within the Republic.  
Moreover, at home a man learned how to govern over dependants with love and 
compassion, which prepared him to lead in the community and nation.  Thus, one reason 
why Anglo-Americans became preoccupied with stories of sex, particularly tales in which 
sex was perceived as dangerous, was due to the influences of Republican ideology.  In 
narratives of sexual danger, Anglo-American disseminated these ideas and attitudes about a 
Republican society to fellow citizens. Some of the authors, such as William Brown, infused 
their stories with republican ideals.  Stories of sexual danger were part of the larger 
transformation of American society towards a republican, bourgeois, society.  
Most of the characters who appeared in stories of sexual danger were white.  As 
such, these tales afford an opportunity to think about how Anglo-Americans used print 
culture to socialize the sexual desires and behaviors of those who were part of the national 
body politic.  Occasionally, as in stories about the origin stories of venereal disease, Anglo-
Americans used African Americans and Native Americans as foils through which they 
defined civilization, morality, whiteness.  Thus, sexual danger was employed not only to 
socialize citizens, but tales of sexual danger might also justify (albeit implicitly) the 
exclusion of certain people from participating in the new Nation.  
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 The men and women who were featured in narratives of sexual danger were 
desiring, passionate, beings who engaged in acts of non-marital sex.  In stories of adultery, 
seduction, and incest, authors argued that a man of honor never tempted women into illicit 
sexual affairs.  If a man strayed and seduced a maid, another man’s wife, or his own 
daughter or sister, his actions could shatter households.  Men needed to learn to govern 
their own passions, but they were also charged with protecting their wives and daughters 
from the sexual advances of other men, and helping female relatives control their own 
innate carnal appetites.  A father had to teach his daughter how to control her desires and a 
husband had to manage his wife’s sexuality.  Narratives of sexual danger asked men to 
behave as dutiful patriarchs.  Honorable men would not tempt married women, seduce 
maids, or debauch their own daughters. Thus, as citizens, as patriarchs, men had a 
responsibility to themselves, their dependants, and other citizens, to control their passions.  
Thus, the contradiction explored by stories of sexual danger was: America needed 
virtuous men and women to build a Republic, but men and women had natural sexual 
desires that might lead them into illicit sexual liaisons that disrupted the social order.  
Narratives of sexual danger served as cautionary tales to white men and women and 
warned readers to control their passions and refrain from all non-marital sexual 
relationships – all other liaisons could shatter households, ruin lives, and disrupt 
households.  
By emphasizing individual restraint, the sanctity of the household, and productive 
legitimate sex, the sexual ideology of the early Republic anticipated the bourgeois attitudes 
that dominated public discussions of sex during the antebellum period.  Yet, the construct of 
male and female sexuality differed from gender rolls that were promoted by proponents of 
the cult of domesticity in antebellum America.   By the 1830s, women were cast in public 
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discussions of sex as the more virtuous beings who, by refusing to engage in illicit sex with 
men, prevented men from committing sexual transgressions.  In the sexual culture of the 
early Republic, however, women were in danger of being manipulated by men into illicit 
sexual relationships precisely because they were passionate beings.  Men were responsible 
for preserving public morality because they were better able to use reason to overcome 
innate sexual desires. These tales reveal the complexities of the sexual culture of early 
America,  complexities that were derived from enlightenment beliefs in the power of the 
human to improve and be virtuous; yet the nature of humanity to be flawed, selfish, and 
passionate.  
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